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PREFACE

CPA H a n d b o o k is intended as a reference book for public accoun
tants, their staff members, and students who are interested in public ac
counting. T he Committee on CPA Handbook felt that the inclusion of
m aterial on the duties of junior accountants and on the duties of senior
accountants would add to the general usefulness of the book. In outlining
it, Chapters 26 and 27 were planned to cover those areas.
However, due to the am ount of m aterial to be included, it has been
decided that Chapters 26 and 27 should be published separately as a
Supplement and also that it will be made available for separate dis
tribution.
A previous book on “Duties Of T he Senior Accountant” by F. W.
T hornton was published in 1932. A book on “Duties Of T he Junior
Accountant” was first written by W. B. Reynolds and F. W. T hornton
and revised in 1933 by A. B. Cipriani. Developments in the practice of
public accounting and in education and training of accountants since
those books were written have made certain portions of them obsolete.
T he present authors, therefore, have used a different approach to their
subjects than that in the original volumes which dealt with those subjects.
It is hoped that this volume will be of particular interest and help
to students and staff members who have not progressed to the stage of
supervisor. N ot only should students and beginning accountants benefit
from the m aterial presented in Duties of the Junior, but also they should
find the material on the senior’s work to be helpful in giving them an
understanding of the purpose and end result of the work in which they
are engaged. T he Appendix presents a general explanation of audits
and auditing procedure. Possibly most readers will benefit by studying
it prior to reading the various chapters.
As is pointed out in the Preface to Volume I of the CPA Handbook,
“T he contents, except for that reproduced from previous Institute pub
lications, have not been approved by the Institute or by any of its com
mittees. Users of the Handbook should remain aware of the personal
nature of the views expressed, which may or may not coincide with the
views and practices of a majority of the Institute membership. T o make
the material more useful, in many cases a variety of procedures has been
given, frequently along with the author’s personal interpretation and
preference.”
Special recognition is due for the contribution to this Supplement, as
well as to the entire Handbook, made by the consultants, by committee
members, and by John L. Carey, Louis Sigaud, Agnes Moger and other
members of the staff of the Institute.
The

New York
April 1953

R obert L . K a n e , J r .
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Duties of the
Junior Accountant

BY R. K. M AU TZ

CH A PTER 1

Introduction

T he duties of a junior accountant have never been and probably can
not be defined as a series of specific tasks. On the job the junior account
ant accepts whatever assignments his supervising accountant gives him;
in the office he likewise follows the instructions of the staff manager and
does whatever work he is requested to do. This covers a wide variety of
tasks. Also, the fact that the term “junior accountant” includes new
recruits who have never worked on a set of books and have never been in
a client’s office as well as men who have had a year or more of experience
in the field makes it all the more difficult to describe the duties assigned
to junior accountants as a group. Specific assignments given to junior
accountants range all the way from performance of a single step in an
audit program under close supervision, to the complete execution of the
audit of a departm ent or branch of a client company. Thus the work in
some cases borders on the clerical; in other instances it calls for experience,
initiative and judgment.
G e n e r a l S c o p e o f D u tie s

Someone has said that the duties of a junior accountant are “to do
whatever his senior tells him to do,” the senior being his immediate
supervisor on field assignments. This comes very close to being the truth
but is unlikely to be of much assistance to someone wanting to prepare
himself in advance for the tasks he will be assigned to perform.
T he duties of the junior accountant m ight be summarized in another
expression which at first appears equally indefinite but which will give
a somewhat better opportunity for subdivision into the specific duties that
devolve upon beginners in the field of public accounting. T he duty of
a junior accountant is “to get ahead in the profession.” This brief
phrase has the advantage, first, of pointing out the professional nature of
the work with which the young accountant is concerned; second, of in
dicating that he is expected to develop and to progress, for no m an will
be carried on a staff as a junior accountant indefinitely; and third, of
perm itting subdivision into more specific duties, all of which are aimed at
accomplishing the primary objective of progress in the profession.
1
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DUTIES OF THE JUNIOR

A s a p ro fessio n , p u b lic a c c o u n tin g m ak es d e m a n d s o n its p ra c titio n e rs
ab o v e a n d b e y o n d th e m e re satisfacto ry a c c o m p lish m e n t o f assign ed tasks.
T h e a c c o u n ta n t d eals w ith p e o p le a lm o st as m u c h as h e d eals w ith reco rd s
a n d fin a n c ia l d a ta . P a r t o f h is task is to e n lis t th e c o -o p e ra tio n of those
w ith w h o m h e w orks so th a t h is o w n task c an b e c o m p le te d efficiently a n d
w ith as little d is ru p tio n o f th e esta b lish e d ro u tin e o f th e c lie n t’s office
p ro c e d u re s as possible. H e m u st le a rn to w o rk n o t o n ly w ith fello w staff
m em b e rs b u t also w ith th e em ploy ees o f th e clien t. N o t o n ly m u st h e
w o rk w ith th e m ; h e m u st c re ate in th e m th e c o n v ictio n th a t h e is a co m 
p e te n t, re lia b le , p ro fessio n a l p e rso n , a c re d it to h is firm a n d to th e
a c c o u n tin g p ro fessio n . A n y fa ilu re to d o th a t w ill w o rk to th e d e trim e n t
o f h is em p lo y ers’ p ra c tic e as w ell as his o w n ad v a n c e m e n t.
A s a n e w a n d ra p id ly g ro w in g pro fessio n , p u b lic a c c o u n tin g offers
o p p o rtu n itie s fo r a d v a n c e m e n t scarcely ex celle d in a n y field o r o c c u p a 
tio n . T h e to p p o sitio n s in m o st o f th e p u b lic a c c o u n tin g firm s in th is
c o u n try are o c c u p ie d b y m e n w h o cam e in to th e field w ith n o th in g m o re
th a n th e ir o w n n a tiv e a b ilities, a re a so n a b ly so u n d e d u c a tio n a l b a c k 
g ro u n d a n d a d esire to g e t a h e a d b y th e ir o w n efforts. B ecause th e p ro 
fession is still g ro w in g th e re a re e q u a lly g o o d o p p o rtu n itie s to d ay . O f
course su ch o p p o rtu n itie s re q u ire effo rt o n th e p a r t of a n y o n e w h o seeks
to e n jo y th em . N o o n e stan d s still in p u b lic a c c o u n tin g . E ith e r h e grow s
w ith th e p ro fessio n o r h e falls b e h in d . S atisfacto ry c o m p le tio n o f th e jo b
a t h a n d is seld o m e n o u g h ; th e a c c o u n ta n t m u st d o w ell th a t w h ic h is
assign ed to h im a n d a t th e sam e tim e m u s t b e p re p a rin g c o n s ta n tly fo r
th e n e x t jo b th a t h e m ay b e called o n to p e rfo rm . D u rin g th e p re ssu re
o f a b u sy season a d d itio n a l en g ag em en ts a n d u n e x p e c te d p ro b le m s o n o ld
e n g ag em en ts call fo r sh iftin g b e tw e e n assig n m en ts a n d th e a ss u m p tio n of
in creased re sp o n sib ilitie s by som e in o rd e r th a t th e w o rk m ay go fo rw a rd
a n d a d e q u a te service b e fu rn is h e d to clients. T h e ju n io r a c c o u n ta n t w h o
c an assum e in creased re sp o n sib ilitie s a n d a d v a n c e d d u tie s assures h im se lf
o f sp ecial a tte n tio n a n d c o n sid e ra tio n fo r a d v a n c e m e n t. T h e m a n w h o is
u n a b le to cope w ith a n y th in g m o re th a n th e im m e d ia te task assig n ed h as
b u t lim ite d usefu ln ess to his firm , so h e n e ith e r receives n o r c an h e tak e
a d v a n ta g e o f th e o p p o rtu n itie s th a t a re so o fte n p re sen t.
W ith these th o u g h ts in m in d , a so m ew h at m o re e x p a n d e d d e s c rip tio n
o f th e d u tie s o f a ju n io r a c c o u n ta n t m ig h t b e p re se n te d fo r fu r th e r d is
cussio n as follow s:
1. T o acquire proficiency in the perform ance o f his assigned tasks. T h is inclu des
a sound und erstan d in g o f accou n tin g term s and au d itin g techn iques, sk ill in
the perform ance o f w ork assigned, and an alertness for any w eaknesses or
deficiencies in the techn iques as ap p lied in practice.
2. T o d evelop w hat m ay be called a professional bearing and attitu de tow ard
his work. T h is inclu des the d evelop m en t o f traits o f personality that w ill en 
able him to get alon g w ith those w ith w h om h e works, as w ell as traits of
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character that stamp him as a competent practitioner holding to high stand
ards in the performance of his work.
3. T o prepare himself for advancement. T his requires keeping abreast of
current developments in auditing and accounting, preparing for advanced
duties through self-study, formal classes, and intelligent questions and alertness
on the job, and satisfying any technical requirements established by his firm
or by the profession.
N a t u r e o f A n A u d it

Most of the work assigned to junior accountants is related to the ex
amination of the financial statements of client companies preparatory to
the issuance of an opinion on those statements by the auditor — or, as it is
more commonly termed, making audits. Juniors are usually assigned to
this type of work; first, because it makes up the bulk of the work done by
most public accounting firms; second, because it requires the perfor
mance of a considerable am ount of clerical or detail work that can be
done by beginners; and third, because most junior accountants are not
qualified for more specialized work such as systems or tax assignments.
Independent public accountants examine the financial statements of
business enterprises so that they may express an opinion as to the
reliability of the statements. T heir opinion as independent experts in
accounting and auditing assures those who use the information contained
in financial statements that the statements present fairly the results of
operations and the financial position of the company issuing them. In
effect the auditor first satisfies himself as to the reliability of the financial
statements and then expresses a written opinion that he has made an
exam ination of the statements and that he is satisfied as to their reason
able accuracy and conformance to generally accepted principles of
accounting.
The Auditor's Opinion

T he auditor can express an opinion as to reasonable accuracy only.
He can state that, in his op in ion, the financial statements “present fairly”;
he cannot state that they are correct or absolutely accurate. This follows
from the fact that accounting itself is far from an exact science and makes
significant use of estimates and judgments. Depreciation, depletion,
allowances for uncollectible accounts, provisions for taxes, and many
similar items are at best informed judgments as to what those items will
ultimately prove to be. No one is in a position to state categorically what
they should be in any given case.
T here is another reason why reasonable accuracy is all that can be
assured. Of necessity, the work of an auditor is based on tests and samples.
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T h at is, he rarely examines every transaction; instead, he tests or examines
a portion of the transactions and, based on the results of the tests, con
cludes either that the data are reasonably free from substantial error or
that additional work must be done because substantial errors are found.
T his reliance on tests and samples is possible because most business firms
have adopted various measures directed at the elim ination of mistakes.
T hrough a system of checks on the work of individuals, companies have
established systems of internal control over their operations. T he system
of internal control within the company is evaluated carefully by the
auditor before he determines the extent of his own work. If the op
portunities for errors are slight, his work can be reduced accordingly; if
they are great, then his tests and samples must be proportionally larger.
Over the years auditors have found that the use of tests and samples has
been entirely effective. T he possibility of using a sampling procedure
has made annual audits possible where they otherwise would have been
prohibitively costly. U nder ordinary circumstances an audit team of
two or three men can review in a period of three or four weeks the
work of a 10-man or 20-man accounting departm ent for a year by judicious
use of sampling techniques. If it were necessary to review every in
dividual transaction, an audit staff almost as large as the accounting staff
and working for almost as long would be necessary. Obviously this would
be too costly for business in general to bear.
In reporting on financial statements which he has examined, an auditor
must pass on the fairness and acceptability of the accounting principles
followed by his client in preparing the statements. This means that every
one on an audit team, junior accountants as well as those in charge, must
have a sound understanding of generally accepted principles and practice.
T he junior accountant is not likely to be entrusted with making the final
decision as to the acceptability of the accounting principles followed, but
he is expected to note any peculiar practices and any deviations from
generally accepted principles and to call them to the attention of the
senior accountant in charge of the examination.
A general description of the function of the independent public ac
countant and an outline of the nature of his work is given in “Audits by
Certified Public Accountants” which is reproduced in the appendix.
Juniors should become thoroughly familar with this booklet since it will
assist them in obtaining a comprehensive view of the auditor’s function
and of his methods.
Obtaining Evidence

T he junior should recognize that there is nothing at all mysterious
about the conduct of an audit. Auditors have available to them certain
techniques or tools. Each of these is relatively simple and straightforward.
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By applying them in an integrated program, the auditor stands a good
chance of uncovering any material errors, whether in amounts, in
classification, in description, in disclosure, or otherwise, that may exist in
the financial statements or in the supporting records. There is no sixth
sense that enables an experienced auditor to “smell out” such mistakes. He
discovers them, if they exist, by the careful application of accepted
verification techniques. This is not to say that a “hunch” may not lead
to discovery of mistakes. Some people do have hunches and accurate ones
too. But the playing of hunches is not restricted to auditors and in many
cases what appears to be a hunch is a reasonable conclusion arrived at
after giving consideration to the results obtained by performing accepted
audit procedures.
An audit is a m atter of studying such evidence as is available in order
to establish whether the financial statements present fairly the facts of
the situation. Only after carefully accumulating legitimate audit evidence
can an auditor review the accounting principles followed and convince
himself, as a professional man, that the statements do portray reasonably
the operations and financial position of a company. Further, if any
question arises as to his work, the evidence he has compiled must be
sufficient to satisfy the auditing standards accepted by the profession.
Casual opinions will not serve as evidence; real proof obtained by apply
ing generally accepted procedures is required.
In building up evidence as to the reliability of financial statements and
underlying records a considerable am ount of detail work must be per
formed. This work is commonly assigned to the junior accountants on the
audit staff. Because of the clerical nature of some of this work, and be
cause part of it is frequently monotonous and often uninspiring, there is
a tendency sometimes to view it with distaste or to take it lightly. Often it
is referred to as “routine,” thereby implying that it requires no more than
a portion of the attention of the person doing the task. This is an im
plication and a tendency that must be avoided at all costs. Four points
relating to the importance of detail work should be remembered:
1. If it were not essential to the achievement of the audit objective it would be

eliminated. Tim e is of the essence in the performance of an audit examina
tion both because of its direct effect on the cost of the exam ination and
because of the press of other work on accountants. Most audit engagements
have been reduced to essentials. If detail work is included as a part of the
audit program it is there because experienced auditors consider it of
importance.
2. Because of the reliance on tests and samples, detail work must be performed
with care. If a test consists of one-tenth of the transactions of a certain type,
the possibility of discovering any errors in the total group of transactions has
necessarily been reduced to some extent. Any carelessness on the part of the
person exam ining the sample reduces that possibility even further.
3. Errors discovered during the performance of detail work should be brought
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attention of the accountant in charge of the engagement. Because of
the use of tests and samples the significance of an error may be greater than
it otherwise would be. T he accountant in charge is responsible for making
any necessary changes in the program and should be given ample opportunity
to evaluate the significance of errors in time to make such changes in the
program as appear desirable.
4. Under no circumstances should the junior accountant either increase ,or de
crease the amount of detailed work without the approval of the accountant
in charge. Program planning and modification are beyond the scope of the
junior accountant’s duties. Of course he must be alert throughout the per
formance of his work to any deficiencies or weaknesses in the program and
it is entirely within his province to suggest changes to the senior accountant.
W orking as he is with the detailed operation of the accounting system, he
is frequently in the best possible position to recommend changes in the audit
program and therefore should consider it one of his responsibilities to do so.
His responsibility is lim ited to suggestion, however, and he must not take it
u p o n himself to change the program unless such a change has been authorized
by his superior.
to the

CH A PTER 2

W ork Papers and Audit Techniques
A u d i t W o rk P a p e r s

During an audit engagement an auditor follows certain procedures
directed at determining whether or not the financial statements of the
client company are acceptable. At the same time he collects information
to be used in the preparation of his audit report at the close of the
engagement. T o assist in carrying out audit procedures in a systematic
manner, to have a record of the work he has performed, and to accumu
late the information he will need for report writing, he prepares audit
work papers. These constitute his principal record of work actually done
on the engagement; therefore, they must be complete and self-explanatory
in every respect.
General Requirements of Work Papers

A general rule of work paper practice and of report writing is that any
assertion of fact made in the report must be supported adequately in the
working papers. Furthermore, the working papers stand as a record of
the work done in verifying the client’s financial statements. Any question
that arises as to whether or not the examination was made in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards or as to whether or not it
included all procedures required in the circumstances must be answered
by reference to the working papers. Therefore, any omission from the
work papers of inform ation regarding auditing techniques applied, ques
tions asked, explanations received, or of any work done in connection with
the audit may be extremely serious. “If it is worth doing, it is worth in
cluding in the working papers,” is a good rule for a junior accountant to
follow.
W orking papers are the primary basis on which senior and supervising
accountants review and evaluate the work of their assistants. From this
standpoint they are of first importance to juniors. If a junior accountant
makes a favorable impression on his superiors it will most likely be
through the preparation of satisfactory working papers. A good job on
his part saves the time of his superiors in their review of his work, makes
it unnecessary for them to ask him a great many questions, and saves him
the embarrassment of trying to remember what he really did in regard to
a certain item weeks or months earlier. T o a considerable extent the
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new man in auditing stands or falls on his ability to produce satisfactory
working papers.
Types of Working Papers

Included within a standard set of audit work papers will be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A draft of the final audit report.
A review of the system of internal control.
An audit program.
A general ledger trial balance.
A list of adjusting journal entries.
Account analyses, supported by schedules, reconciliations and the like.
M iscellaneous notes, comments, excerpts from important documents such as
contracts, bond indentures, et cetera, and excerpts from the minutes of Board
of Directors and other important meetings.

A junior accountant must become familiar with each of these types of
working papers and must be able to prepare and handle them readily.
However, most of his work, at least until he acquires some experience,
will be concerned with either following the detailed audit program pre
pared by the senior accountant or with constructing relatively simple
working sheets to indicate the method of verification of specific account
balances or to show the data used in arriving at account balances. Illus
trations of such work sheets are shown as Figures 1 to 12 and describe
the auditing techniques to which they are related. Practice varies some
what from one accounting firm to another but the general rules for the
preparation of working papers remain the same. Hence it seems best at
this point to discuss fundam ental requirements rather than specific forms.
Rules for Preparation

In preparing working papers one should remember that it is the
application of verification procedures that makes an audit. Therefore,
each working paper should provide not only for analysis or summariza
tion of data making up the item but also should indicate the audit steps
performed in the attem pt to determine the reliability of the information
as recorded.
Several simple rules of working paper practice should be observed.
Each work sheet should be complete and understandable in itself. This
rule is directed at saving the time of the reviewer and at insuring that
work sheets contain sufficient information to constitute effective evidence
of the work done. T o be complete and understandable the work sheet
should have a complete title consisting of the name of the company under
examination, the title of the account analyzed or of the test being applied,
the source of the data used, and the date or period covered by the test.
Any audit procedures applied should be described in such detail that
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their nature and the extent of their application is apparent. For example,
if a list of invoices is prepared and then the invoices are tested for their
validity and propriety of entry, some indication should be given as to
which of them were actually examined and what the results of the exam
ination were. This is done by placing a distinctive tick mark on the
working sheet after the am ount for each invoice examined and by
explaining the significance of that tick mark in a note at the bottom or
the side of the page.
Each work sheet should be signed or initialed by every accountant
working on it and the date of his work should be indicated. This is
im portant in fixing the responsibility for work in case questions are raised
later. It also is helpful in showing the sequence in which work was done
and the date of completion.
W orking sheets should be neat, legible, and orderly in appearance. It
is best to avoid all except commonly understood abbreviations. General
ities and unsupported conclusions should be avoided and all comments
and exceptions should be factual. Final disposition of all exceptions and
questions should be stated. Many junior accountants get the impression
that sloppy work sheet practice is an indication of sophistication and
assurance on the part of the one doing the work. Nothing is further
from the truth. T he fact is that every work sheet must be reviewed by
a superior whose time is far more valuable than that of the junior
accountant. Neat, legible work lends itself to review much more readily
than careless work and is far more likely to save the reviewer extra and
valuable time. In addition, it is more likely to leave him with a favorable
impression of the one who did the work.
All work sheets should be indexed and related work sheets should be
carefully cross-referenced. Various methods of indexing are in use,
ranging from rather simple straight-numbering systems to more complex
decimal or combined letter and num ber systems. If the firm for which he
works has a standard system for indexing its working papers the junior
accountant will be expected to learn and to use that system. Otherwise
he can follow whatever system his senior requires. T he purpose of index
ing is to make the finding of data in the papers easy and to show the
inter-relationship of related working papers. Account analyses are usually
keyed to the general ledger trial balance which, among other uses, may
serve as an index to the working papers supporting the amounts from
which the financial statements are prepared.
T he inter-relationship of working papers may be illustrated with the
following example. If in making an analysis of the balance of the accounts
receivable account it is determined that certain accounts must be written
off as uncollectible and charged against the “provision for doubtful ac
counts” (or the “reserve for bad debts,” as it is still commonly called), a
cross-reference should be made on the accounts receivable analysis indi
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cating the other work sheet concerned so that the reviewer can follow the
entry into the analysis of the reserve for bad debts. Likewise, a word
of explanation should be included on the reserve for bad debts analysis
indicating that the entry ties into the accounts receivable work sheet.
Thus the reviewer, or anyone else who has occasion to look at the working
papers, has a complete explanation of the adjustment and of the work
sheets to which he should refer if he wants to determine how it has been
taken into consideration.
Use of Tick Marks

T o show the type of procedure which has been applied to data in the
working papers, it is customary to place distinctive tick marks close to the
figure or information in question. These marks then are indexed else
where on the work sheet, together with an explanation of their meaning.
This practice is illustrated in some of the work sheets presented as
Figures 1 to 12.
Some accountants prefer to use certain tick marks uniformly through
out an engagement. T h at is, a certain tick mark always means the same
thing wherever it is used. It may mean that the item has been vouched,
or that a column has been footed, or that it agrees with the client's
records, or some other similar fact. W hen this is the practice an index
of the tick marks used, together with an explanation of their meaning,
should be included in the front of the working paper file for use by
anyone referring to the papers. Another, and perhaps more common,
practice is to perm it each auditor to use such tick marks as he finds con
venient at any time during the examination and then to require him to
explain the tick marks he has used on each work sheet in a note or
explanation included on the work sheet. This has the advantage of per
m itting certain tick marks to be used over again so that a long list of
distinctive marks is unnecessary and of making it unnecessary for every
one on the job to memorize the standard meaning of the marks. It also
makes the work of the reviewer easier since he has before him on each
work sheet an explanation of each mark used. T he junior accountant
should ascertain the procedure to be followed before commencing work.
In most cases it is desirable to use colored pencils for tick marks because
it causes them to stand out on the work sheet in such a way that they
are found more easily. Since the fact of verification is usually the most
im portant information on the working paper this has the advantage of
making that information stand out.
No attem pt will be made here to illustrate standard or model forms
of work sheets. Various examples, Figures 1 to 12, have been given to
illustrate how certain audit techniques are applied and to indicate
acceptable work sheet practice. More complete treatises on accountants’
working papers should be referred to for the solution of special problems.
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A u d it T e c h n iq u e s

T o a considerable extent, the work assigned to junior accountants
consists of the application of some of the basic auditing techniques used
on every engagement. This is not to say that junior accountants do
nothing beyond the work described in the following paragraphs. As
suggested previously, an experienced junior accountant may be given
assignments requiring the exercise of considerable judgm ent and the
assumption of real responsibility. However there are certain verification
methods with which a junior accountant must be familiar. He will find
that most of his technical duties, both in the early stages of his work as
an assistant and later in more responsible positions, involve the applica
tion of these techniques in one way or another. Hence it becomes im
portant that he know them thoroughly — their nature, usefulness, and
limitations — if he is to use them effectively. Incidentally, in learning
them he also is preparing himself for advancement, for it is in the ap
propriate use of these techniques in audit program planning that the
skilled auditor can be distinguished most easily from the unskilled.
No authoritative list of basic audit techniques has yet appeared, and it
is not the purpose of this book to present such a list. Nevertheless, some
can be listed and the following should certainly be included among those
techniques which a junior accountant will find useful throughout his
career in auditing:
1. Vouching, or the verification of entries by examination of the original docu
ments on which they are based.
2. Recomputation of arithmetical calculations to determine their accuracy.
3. Retracing bookkeeping procedures.
4. Physical examination and count.
5. Confirmation.
6. Scanning.

T he explanations in the next three chapters of these techniques in
certain described situations are illustrative and not all-inclusive. T he
same techniques may be used for many other purposes than those de
scribed, and it would be unnecessarily repetitive and almost impossible
to state them all. O ther techniques are used in audit examinations, but
those discussed here are the ones most commonly assigned to junior
accountants.

CH A PTER 3

Vouching and Recomputing
V o u c h in g

T he expression “vouching” is used to describe the procedure of ex
amining the documentary evidence on which an entry in either a book of
original entry or a ledger account is based. In m odem business almost
every transaction is evidenced by some kind of a business paper — a sales
ticket, a receipt, a cancelled check, a contract, or some other document.
Entries in the books of original entry are made either from the original
or from copies of the documents concerned. Therefore, in determining
whether such a transaction actually took place and also whether it was
entered correctly an auditor examines the documentary evidence of the
transaction.
This is a very common and extensively used technique. It is applied in
two somewhat different ways: (1) it is used to verify entries in a book of
original entry for a selected test period, (2) it is used to verify entries in
specific ledger accounts. For example, an auditor must give some
attention to the authenticity of cash disbursement transactions as shown
by the books for the period under examination. T o do this, he will in
vestigate entries in the check register for a selected period by examining
this cancelled checks returned by the bank and by comparing them with
the entries in the check register. On the other hand, in verifying the
balance of the furniture and fixtures account he may call for the invoices
supporting each debit to that account so that he may determine whether
or not they are appropriate additions to that fixed asset account. Thus
he will use the vouching technique either to satisfy himself that entries
in the books of original entry are satisfactory or to obtain information
about the entries in selected accounts.
Requirements of Vouching

Included within the idea of verifying entries by examination of support
ing documents are various component steps; it is not merely a m atter of
comparing an am ount on a document with an am ount in a journal or
ledger. Attention must be given to each of the following matters if the
procedure is to be valid:
1. Is the document itself genuine?
2. Is the transaction pertinent to this company?
3. Is the transaction a legitimate one in view of the nature of the company’s
operations and activities?
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4. Does the document carry such approvals or signatures as are required under
the system of internal control supposedly in operation?
5. Does the entry appear to be an appropriate analysis of the transaction in terms
of debits and credits?
6. Are such mechanical details as the date, amount and names of outside parties
entered correctly?

Not until he has answered all these questions to his own satisfaction
can an auditor accept the record of a transaction as being adequately
supported by the documents presented to him.
Determining the authenticity of a document such as a vendor’s in
voice is often an extremely difficult m atter and obviously an auditor
cannot spend a great deal of time checking out many individual trans
actions. However, he should be alert to the general possibility of counter
feit documents at all times and in doubtful cases should make some in
vestigation of their propriety.
In some cases it may be appropriate to look up in the telephone book
or some other directory the names of new or unknown companies with
whom there have been business transactions to discover if they do actually
exist.
He may verify a transaction further by examining into preceding
and succeeding transactions related to it. For example, a purchase in
voice for a supplier might be verified further by actual examination of
the merchandise received, by reference to approved receiving room re
ports, freight bills or the like.
T he auditor should make certain that the transaction relates to the
company under examination. Sometimes in processing hundreds of in
voices or other documents a company will approve invoices received
through the mail in error and actually addressed to other companies with
a similar name. Needless to say, an auditor is expected to find any such
errors that fall within the sample tested.
T he importance of internal control to the performance of an audit
program has been mentioned. One of the purposes of examining docu
ments is to discover whether the internal control procedures that were
supposed to be carried out in the processing of those documents have
actually been followed. Thus, before examining checks, the junior ac
countant must inform himself (usually by reference to the review of
internal control prepared by the senior accountant) as to how many
signatures are required and exactly who is authorized to sign checks.
Further, it is desirable that he familiarize himself with the signatures of
those who are authorized to sign in order that he will have a fair chance
of detecting any forged signatures. In like manner, if he were vouching
the entries in a purchase book or in a voucher register he would examine
the approvals on a purchase invoice for receipt of the merchandise,
approval of prices, verification of extensions and totals, approval of terms,
and approval for payment.
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Applicability of Vouching

Vouching is one of the most useful techniques available to auditors
and is used in one form or another throughout an audit engagement. As
an indication of its general applicability and of the documentary evidence
most commonly examined by junior accountants the following summary
of procedures, though incomplete, may be helpful:
1. T o support entries in ledger accounts (generally asset or expense accounts).
P ro c e d u re — Refer to original purchase invoices appropriately approved and
supported by receiving reports, purchase orders, and shipping documents (or
to copies of contracts, correspondence, et cetera, if invoices are not available
or appropriate).
2. T o support entries in books of original entry.
a. Cash disbursements book or check register.
P ro c e d u re — Refer to paid checks returned by the bank.
b. Sales book or sales record.
P ro c e d u re — Refer to duplicate copies of sales invoices (original would be
sent to customer), supported by shipping documents if possible. In some cases,
cash register tapes may be the only available record of sales transactions and,
if the internal control is organized as it should be, these may be entirely satis
factory.
c. Voucher register, invoice register, or purchases book.
P ro c e d u re — Refer to original purchase invoices, supported by receiving re
ports and copies of purchase orders.
d. Cash receipts book.
P ro c e d u re — Refer to remittance advices, if received, or to original listing of
receipts prepared by mail clerk or cashier.
e. Payroll disbursements as recorded in payroll summary.
P ro ced u res — Refer to paid checks returned by bank in support of amounts in
net pay column. Refer to employee time cards or timekeeper’s record for hours
worked, to union contracts or wage authorization slips for rates, to union
agreements for union dues withheld, and to authorizations from the employee
for deductions for hospitalization and the like.
f. Petty cash disbursements as recorded in a petty cash book or in reimburse
ment vouchers.
P ro c e d u re — Refer to petty cash vouchers with supporting expense invoices.
Work Paper Record of Vouching

W hen documents have been examined in support of book entries some
record must be made in the working papers as evidence that the work
has been performed. In many cases the audit program calling for the
vouching will provide a place for the junior accountant to sign with
his initials for the work done. In other cases, especially in reviewing the
entries in a given ledger account, he must note on the work sheet con
taining the account analysis exactly what documents he reviewed and
whether or not he was satisfied that they support the entries in the
account.
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Obtaining Documents for Vouching

Obtaining invoices, checks or other documents for review is sometimes
a problem. In most cases the senior accountant will make arrangements
to provide the junior with the papers to be examined or will give him
specific instructions for obtaining them. It is usually unsatisfactory for a
junior accountant to go searching for papers in the client’s files unless he
has been given specific permission to do so. Many file clerks are extremely
particular as to the m anner in which their files are kept and do not relish
a stranger having unsupervised access to them. For this reason it is best
for the junior to go a little slow at first until he is certain that he either
does or does not have free access to the client’s files. On some engagements
the client will place a file clerk at the disposal of the audit staff to obtain
and to refile any documents they require. This is an ideal situation but
it should not be expected in every case. T o order a client’s employee to
bring some documents to his desk may be the surest way for an auditor to
lose the goodwill and co-operation of the client’s staff with whom he
must work.
One other point about obtaining documents for examination should
be observed. It is generally unwise to indicate in any way to the
client’s employees the extent of the tests and samples to be examined. If
one calls for the sales invoices for the months of December and July, he
gives to an alert employee a strong indication of the period being tested
and over the course of two or three successive audits may give away the
pattern followed by the senior in spreading his tests over the year.
A request for the sales invoices for the entire year or a question as to
where they may be found so that he may select those he desires is much
less likely to give an inquisitive employee information he should not have.
R e c o m p u ta tio n o f A rith m e tic a l C a lc u la tio n s

Bookkeeping and accounting employ simple arithmetic in a great
variety of ways. Columnar books of original entry are totaled, ledger
accounts are totaled and the balances determined, inventory quantities
are m ultiplied by prices to get the extended amounts which must then be
added to obtain the inventory total, depreciation and depletion provisions
and allowances for doubtful accounts must be computed, and such agree
ments as profit-sharing bonus plans require computation. One of the facts
to be learned by a junior accountant is that wherever there is an arith
metical computation there is a possibility of an error. Thus, the great
num ber of calculations performed by an accounting departm ent during
the course of its work for the year represent, to the auditor, a great num ber
of potential mistakes which must be given some attention if he is to
reasonably satisfy himself that material errors have not been made.
Of course, here again the procedure is applied on a test basis. It is
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seld o m necessary, fo r ex am p le, to fo o t all b ooks of o rig in a l e n try fo r th e
year. W ith a re a so n a b ly effective system o f in te rn a l c o n tro l in o p e ra tio n
in th e c lie n t’s office th is task m ay b e re d u c e d to ch eck in g th e fo o tin g s fo r
o n e o r tw o o r p e rh a p s th re e m o n th s. In lik e m a n n e r, o n ly a p o rtio n of
th e in v e n to ry e x ten sio n s are p ro v e d by re c o m p u ta tio n a n d o n ly som e of
th e in v e n to ry p ag e to tals a re verified.
I t is som etim es a difficult m a tte r fo r a ju n io r a c c o u n ta n t to co n v in ce
h im se lf th a t th e to ta l a t th e e n d of a lo n g c o lu m n o f figures is lik ely to
be in co rrect, esp ecially if th a t c o lu m n h as b e e n to ta le d o n a n a d d in g
m ach in e. In c o rre c t foo tings, how ever, c o n stitu te o n e o f th e sim p lest a n d
o ld est m e th o d s o f co v erin g a sh o rta g e o r o f m a k in g facts a p p e a r o th e r
th a n w h a t they are. T h e r e is a n a p p e a ra n c e o f accuracy to a n a d d in g
m a c h in e ta p e b u t a d ish o n e st em ploy ee c o u ld very easily list th e re q u ire d
item s o n th e ta p e a n d th e n ro ll th e ta p e sufficiently f a r fo rw a rd to m iss
th e p lace w h ere th e to ta l is to show . T h e n h e can e n te r o th e r a m o u n ts in
th e m a c h in e , e ith e r p lu s o r m in u s, ro ll th e ta p e b ack to th e p lace fo r th e
to ta l a n d o b ta in ex actly th e re s u lt h e desires. H e n c e th e fixed ru le :
“N e v e r accep t a c lie n t’s a d d in g m a c h in e ta p e .” M o re th a n o n e ju n io r
has b e e n em b arrassed to find a m e m b e r o f th e c lie n t’s b o o k k e e p in g d e p a rt
m e n t w a tc h in g h im in c re d u lo u sly as h e re-ad d s th e list o f th e acco u n ts
receiv ab le b alan ces su p p lie d to h im . N evertheless, th e p o ssib ility fo r
e rro r exists a n d th e ru le of n ev er a c cep tin g a to tal, o r th e re s u lt o f any
o th e r c o m p u ta tio n fo r th a t m a tte r, is a so u n d on e. T h e sam e ru le ap p lie s
to listin g s a n d to tals by m ec h a n ic a l a c c o u n tin g e q u ip m e n t. As p o in te d
o u t p rev io u sly , th is does n o t m e a n th a t all to tals a re re c o m p u te d ; it
m ean s o n ly th a t u n til th e a u d ito r h as a t least tested th e c o m p u ta tio n s
co n c e rn e d h e is n o t e n title d to rely o n th e ir results.
Types of Arithm etical Verification

T h e v erificatio n o f a rith m e tic a l c o m p u ta tio n s m ig h t b e su b d iv id e d in to
a b so lu te v erificatio n a n d a p p ro x im a te v erificatio n . M a n y figures m u st
be p ro v e d to th e p e n n y . F o r ex am p le, a t som e tim e d u r in g th e course of
th e e x a m in a tio n th e b alan ces of all g e n e ra l led g er acco u n ts sh o u ld be
p ro v ed . T h is p ro o f m u st be ab so lu te, th a t is, th e b a la n c e m u st be rec o m 
p u te d co m pletely. I n testin g in v e n to ry ex ten sio n s, o n th e o th e r h a n d ,
it is u n n ecessary to p ro v e th e m to th e p en n y . I t is seld o m possib le to
e lim in a te all chan ce o f e rro r anyw ay; all th a t a n a u d ito r can d o is to
satisfy h im self th a t n o m a te ria l erro rs h av e b e e n m a d e in a rriv in g at
th e final figure. H e n c e h e m ay rely o n w h a t is called “sig h t-te stin g ” fo r
th e v erificatio n o f in v e n to ry ex ten sio n s. S ig h t-testin g consists of m a k in g
a ro u g h t m e n ta l c a lc u la tio n of th e re s u lt o b ta in e d by m u ltip ly in g th e
q u a n tity b y th e p rice, as o p p o sed to m a k in g a precise c a lc u la tio n o n a
m a c h in e o r w ith p e n c il a n d p a p e r. F o r ex am p le, a q u a n tity o f 50 u n its a t
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$1.13 sh o u ld b e a little o v er $55.00, a q u a n tity o f 23,000 a t $2.98 sh o u ld
b e close to $69,000, a n d so o n . S ig h t-testin g p e rm its a g re a te r n u m b e r o f
item s to b e e x a m in e d in a g iv en le n g th o f tim e a n d , in th e case of
in v e n to ry ex ten sio n s, gives re a so n a b le accuracy. I t sh o u ld b e p a rtic u la rly
effective in d isco v erin g su ch e rro rs as m isp laced d e c im a l p o in ts, a re la 
tively co m m o n fo rm o f m ista k e a n d o n e w h ic h c an re s u lt in e rro rs w h ich
a re m a te ria l in a m o u n t.
A n o th e r e x a m p le of a p p ro x im a te v erificatio n m ay b e fo u n d in testin g
th e fo o tin g s o f in v e n to ry sheets o r o f b ooks o f o rig in a l e n try su ch as a
v o u c h e r o r in v o ice reg ister. I t is u su ally u n n ecessary to p ro v e th e
fo o tin g s to th e p en n y . R a th e r it is co m m o n p ra c tic e to o m it th e cents
a n d p e rh a p s ev en th e first tw o d o lla r c o lu m n s so th a t th e fo o tin g com 
m ences w ith th e h u n d re d s co lu m n . T h is o fte n red u ces th e tim e re q u ire d
co n sid erab ly a n d y et gives a n a d e q u a te p ro o f o f th e to tals. I n som e cases
th e to tals o f th e o m itte d co lu m n s can b e a p p ro x im a te d b y co n sid e rin g th e
n u m b e r o f lin es o n th e p a g e a n d th e u n it o f th e larg est o m itte d c o lu m n ,
tens, h u n d re d s, e t cetera. T h is is p a rtic u la rly h e lp fu l w h ere a g re a t
n u m b e r of sim ila r pages m u st b e fo o ted . G e n e ra lly th e a u d ito r c a n n o t
affo rd th e tim e to search fo r triv ia l erro rs. H o w e v er h e m u st alw ays be
a le rt fo r e rro rs w h ic h a re m a te ria l in a m o u n t.
W h e n assign ed to p ro v e fo o tin g s a n d ex ten sio n s, th e ju n io r sh o u ld
alw ays b e ca re fu l to o b ta in specific in stru c tio n s, n o t o n ly as to th e reco rd s
a n d p erio d s to b e teste d b u t also as to th e e x te n t o f th e ch eck in g
re q u ire d , w h e th e r ab so lu te o r a p p ro x im a te .
T w o p o in ts w h ic h m ay give a n ew ju n io r a c c o u n ta n t tro u b le a re w o rth
m e n tio n in g a t th is p o in t. T h e first h as to d o w ith th e p ro o f o f th e fo r
w ard in g s in a c o lu m n a r rec o rd . I f o n e is assign ed to fo o t a c o lu m n a r
re c o rd o f sev eral pages, it is n o t e n o u g h to p ro v e th e fo o tin g s o f each page.
T h e to ta l c a rrie d fo rw a rd fro m o n e p a g e to th e n e x t also m u st b e traced
carefu lly as c a rry in g fo rw a rd a n in c o rre c t to ta l c an h av e th e sam e effect as
th e in c o rre c t fo o tin g o f o n e o r m o re pages.
T h e second relates to in su rin g th a t th e re c o rd to b e check ed is fo o ted
co m p letely . F o r ex am p le, th e p ro g ra m m ay call fo r ch eck in g th e sales
b o o k foo tings. T h e sales b o o k m ay b e a su m m a ry re c o rd in w h ic h is
e n te re d o n ly th e to ta l a m o u n t of sales fo r each day. A su b sid iary re c o rd
o r reco rd s m ay list th e in d iv id u a l sales tra n sa c tio n s a n d arriv e a t to tals
w h ich a re th e n e n te re d in th e sales boo k . W h e n e v e r th e ju n io r finds th a t
th e re c o rd h e h as b e e n assign ed to test is itself a su m m a ry re c o rd of som e
k in d h e sh o u ld b rin g th is fact to th e a tte n tio n o f th e sen io r a c c o u n ta n t
a n d in q u ir e w h e th e r h e sh o u ld fo o t th e u n d e rly in g reco rd s as w ell.

CHAPTER 4

Retracing Entries, Inspecting and Counting
R e tra c in g B o o k k e e p in g P ro c e d u re s

D u rin g th e c o m p le tio n o f th e o rd in a ry b o o k k e e p in g cycle, c e rta in o f th e
steps ta k e n b y th e b o o k k e e p e r o r th e a c c o u n tin g d e p a rtm e n t of a com 
p a n y m ay b e p e rfo rm e d in c o rre c tly so th a t e rro rs re su lt. T h e re fo re som e
o f these steps m u s t b e re tra c e d b y th e in d e p e n d e n t a c c o u n ta n t, a g a in o n
a test basis, so th a t h e m ay satisfy h im self as to w h e th e r e rro rs w ere o r
w ere n o t m a d e . A m o n g these b o o k k e e p in g steps are:
1. P osting from books o f original entry to ledgers.
2. Preparation o f trial balances, b oth o f the general ledger and o f subsidiary
ledgers.
3. Preparation o f bank reconciliations.

A ju n io r a c c o u n ta n t p ro b a b ly w ill b e in stru c te d to d e te rm in e th e
accu racy w ith w h ic h each o f th ese steps h as b e e n c a rrie d o u t b y th e
c lie n t’s a c c o u n tin g d e p a rtm e n t. H e m u st k n o w n o t o n ly h o w to re tra c e
th e p ro c e d u re b u t also th e types of e rro rs m o st lik ely to b e fo u n d u n d e r
e ach p ro c e d u re .
Tracing Postings

A n e rro r in p o stin g m ay b e m a d e b y e n te rin g a n a m o u n t in th e w ro n g
a cco u n t, b y e n te rin g a n in c o rre c t a m o u n t, o r b y e n te rin g n o a m o u n t
w h ere o n e sh o u ld b e rec o rd ed . T h u s , fro m th e s ta n d p o in t o f co n c e a lin g
a sh o rta g e o r a n e rro r, p o stin g offers o p p o rtu n itie s sim ila r to those
offered b y in c o rre c t foo tings. T h e a c c o u n ta n t c h a rg e d w ith th e d u ty o f
ch eck in g p o stin g s m u st b e o n th e a le rt fo r e ith e r in te n tio n a l o r u n in te n 
tio n a l erro rs. W h a t m ay a p p e a r to b e a n in a d v e rte n t e rro r in p o s tin g
m ay a c tu a lly b e a n effo rt to cover a sh o rta g e o r d e fa lc a tio n . A n y erro rs
d iscovered sh o u ld b e b ro u g h t to th e a tte n tio n o f th e se n io r a c c o u n ta n t
fo r h is decisio n as to th e ir significance.
T ra c in g p o stin g s fro m b ooks o f o rig in a l e n try to led g er acco u n ts a t o n e
tim e m a d e u p a la rg e r p ro p o rtio n o f th e d e ta il w o rk o n a n a u d it en g ag e
m e n t th a n it n o w does. T h e analysis o f a c c o u n t b alan ces a n d th e su b 
se q u e n t v o u c h in g o f e n trie s in these acco u n ts effectively estab lish es th e
accuracy of p o stin g s a n d h as m a d e ex ten siv e tests o f p o stin g s unnecessary.
T h e tra c in g o f p o stin g s m ay b e u n d e rta k e n as e ith e r a o n e-m an o r a
tw o -m an jo b . If th e a m o u n t o f w o rk in v o lv e d is co n sid erab le , th e u se o f
tw o m e n so m etim es w ill h a lv e th e tim e re q u ire d a n d a t th e sam e tim e
18
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perm it a more effective proof. W hen two men work together on such an
assignment it is im portant that they understand one another completely
as to the m anner of calling amounts, the order in which the facts to be
proved are to be called, and the indication to be given when an am ount
has been traced satisfactorily. Some firms have established rules for such
matters; others perm it the men concerned to work out their own pro
cedures. In any case the following facts must be included in the work:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

T he name of the account.
T he date of the transaction.
Nature of the entry as a debit or credit.
T he amount.
T he page and code of the book of original entry from which the posting came.

W hile this may appear to be a purely mechanical procedure, the
accountants involved are expected to do more than merely follow the
entry from the book of original entry to the ledger account. They also
must concern themselves with the nature of the transaction that is to
be traced into the ledger accounts. If they fail at first to understand the
transaction or its analysis into debits and credits, they should satisfy
themselves as to its propriety before continuing. T o be completely satis
fied as to the accounts to which amounts are posted the junior accountants
doing this type of work must obtain a copy of the company’s chart of
accounts and familiarize themselves with the account titles sufficiently to
know that they are being charged or credited in accordance with the
established procedure.
Review of Trial Balances

Any trial balances prepared by the client's employees and submitted
to the auditor must be proved by the auditor before he can accept them.
This generally involves comparing each item in the trial balance with
the appropriate ledger account balance to make sure that both the account
title and the balance have been recorded in the trial balance correctly.
W hen this has been done the trial balance must be footed either to prove
the equality of the debits and credits or, if the trial balance is that of a
subsidiary ledger, to match the total with the balance of the controlling
account in the general ledger.
In some cases the trial balance of a subsidiary ledger may be nothing
more than an adding machine tape. T his is often true of accounts receiv
able trial balances prepared by members of the bookkeeping department.
This fact should not bother the accountant particularly. He can still
check them back to the subsidiary ledger accounts even though no
account names are given, because the order of the amounts on the tape
should be the same as those in the ledger.
T he senior accountant usually prepares the general ledger trial balance
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because it gives him an opportunity to become familiar with the various
accounts in the ledger. If an assistant prepares it, he should ascertain the
form or ruling desired by the senior. Some accountants take off a straight
two-column trial balance with totals for the entire ledger; others use
a single-column trial balance that arrives at separate totals for the assets,
for the liabilities, and for such profit-and-loss account groups as they
desire. Examples of the two most common arrangements are illustrated
in Figures 1 and 2.
W hen the amounts in a trial balance are compared with the balances
shown in the ledger accounts, questions may arise as to the am ount of
work that should be done in verifying the balances. T he extent of work
to be done in proving the validity of the individual account balances
varies with the circumstances and should be established by the senior
accountant rather than by the junior. However, the junior should be
constantly alert for unusual balances and for unusual entries in the
accounts which might require additional investigation.
Bank Reconciliations

As part of its regular bookkeeping routine the accounting departm ent
of a business should prepare reconciliations for all bank accounts monthly.
From the standpoint of the accounting departm ent a bank reconciliation
is proof that the record of cash has been kept so as to arrive at a balance
of cash on deposit that agrees with the bank record. Failure to bring the
bank reconciliation to balance indicates that errors have been made.
T he auditor likewise must prepare a bank reconciliation at least at the
balance sheet date in order to assure himself that no errors have been
made. If the client has not yet prepared a bank reconciliation, the auditor
will obtain the bank statement with cancelled checks and other necessary
data and do so. If the client has already made such a reconciliation at
the balance sheet date, the auditor will check out the client’s reconcilia
tion so carefully as, in effect, to make his own independent reconciliation.
This will later be supplemented by other procedures.
From the auditor’s standpoint a count of the company’s cash would
be desirable to satisfy him that the am ount of cash claimed is actually
present. However, since the cash is on deposit, a count is impossible;
hence he resorts to reconciling the book balance of cash with the bank’s
statement of what is on deposit as a substitute for an actual count. If
the figures don’t reconcile the company does not have the exact am ount
of cash it claims to have. For this reason a bank reconciliation is an im
portant verification procedure and one that should be performed with
care. Every am ount used in the reconciliation should be given close
attention.
Preparation of a bank reconciliation requires that the bank statement
be obtained together with the paid checks returned by the bank for the
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period ended on the reconciliation date. T he returned checks should be
compared with the entries in the check register for the period and with
the outstanding checks listed in the previous bank reconciliation so that
a list of checks outstanding at the reconciliation date may be prepared.
T he deposits per bank statement must be compared with the cash receipts
record for the period so that the am ount of any deposits in transit may
be determined. If any bank debit or credit memoranda are included with
the bank statement, these also must be given consideration as additional
reconciling items. Most auditors work from the balance shown in the
bank statement to the balance shown in the client’s books, taking into
account outstanding checks, deposits in transit, and any other reconciling
items. (See Figure 3 for bank reconciliation.)
Use of "Cut-O ff" Bank Statement

A bank reconciliation has three m ajor weaknesses which require that
additional procedures be followed before the auditor can rely on the
apparent agreement of the book balance with the bank balance. First,
the list of outstanding checks is prepared from the client’s cash disburse
ments book which may be in error as to any one or all of the checks listed
as outstanding. Second, the deposits in transit are taken from the client’s
cash receipts book which likewise may be in error. Third, checks may
have been drawn on the bank balance before the reconciliation date and
not recorded in the books.
Because of these weaknesses it is standard practice to support the
reconciliation by a “cut-off” bank statement. T he auditor requests the
client to ask his bank for a special bank statement prepared as of a date at
least ten to fifteen days after the reconciliation date. T he auditor must
get this statement directly from the bank so that no interested employee
may have access to it. All, or most, of the checks listed as outstanding at
the reconciliation date probably will be returned with this statement.
T he auditor thus is able to examine those checks and to discover for him 
self whether they were correctly recorded in the cash disbursements book
and in the bank reconciliation. Also, any deposit in transit should have
reached the bank within the first one or two days after the reconciliation
date and can be traced to the “cut-off” bank statement. Finally, any
unrecorded checks should have cleared the bank and would be returned
with the bank statement as of the cut-off date.
T he auditor examines all returned checks for propriety and may
trace them into the cash disbursements book if they appear in any way
unusual. Special attention is given to checks made out to the company
under examination, to cash, to bearer or to an individual. Bank endorse
ments are examined for checks dated and entered the first few days of the
following period. Such checks may have been cashed at some bank other
than the one on which they were drawn before the end of the period,
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ev en b e fo re th e d a te th ey carry, becau se th e cash in g p a rty k n ew th ey
w o u ld n o t rea ch th e d raw ee b a n k b efo re th a t d ate. T h u s they c o u ld h av e
b e e n u sed to p ro v id e cash to cover a sh o rtag e. T h e d a te o f th e b a n k
e n d o rse m e n t in d ic a te s th e d a te o n w h ic h th e check w as cashed a n d th is
m ay b e m o re im p o r ta n t to a n a u d ito r th a n th e d a te o f th e check.
W h e n a cut-off b a n k sta te m e n t h as b e e n o b ta in e d a n d u sed as d escrib ed
in s u p p o rt o f th e b a n k re c o n c ilia tio n , th e re c o n c ilia tio n itself becom es a
m o re re lia b le p ro o f o f th e cash in b a n k .
Bank Confirmation

I n a d d itio n to se c u rin g a cut-off b a n k sta te m e n t a u d ito rs c u sto m arily
o b ta in a b a n k c o n firm a tio n o f th e a m o u n t o n d e p o sit o n th e re c o n c ilia 
tio n d a te b y le tte r d irectly fro m th e b a n k . (See o p p o site page). T h is is
p a rtic u la rly d e sira b le if th e c lie n t has h a d access to th e b a n k sta te m e n t
b efo re th e a u d ito r uses it, w h ic h is likely since th e c lie n t’s em ploy ees w ill
g en erally p re p a re th e ir re g u la r m o n th ly b a n k re c o n c ilia tio n w ith o u t
w a itin g fo r th e a u d ito r. I n an y case th e d ire c t c o n firm a tio n gives th e
a u d ito r g re a te r assu ran c e th a t th e b a n k b a la n c e w ith w h ic h h e rec o n c ile d
th e b o o k b a la n c e is v alid .
Review of Client's Reconciliations

I n a d d itio n to p re p a rin g b a n k re c o n c ilia tio n s a t th e b alan ce-sh eet d ate,
th e ju n io r a c c o u n ta n t is fre q u e n tly in s tru c te d to rev iew b a n k re c o n c ilia 
tio n s as p re p a re d b y th e clie n t a t o th e r d a te s d u r in g th e year. I n rev iew 
in g a re c o n c ilia tio n , m u c h less is ex p e c te d th a n w h e n th e a u d ito r is
in stru c te d to p re p a re a re c o n c ilia tio n fo r th e w o rk in g p ap ers. T h e
a rith m e tic a l accuracy o f th e re c o n c ilia tio n sh o u ld b e p ro v ed , in c lu d in g
th e to ta l o f th e o u ts ta n d in g checks. T h e b a la n c e p e r b a n k sta te m e n t
sh o u ld b e check ed b a c k to th e sta te m e n t a n d th e b a la n c e p e r b ooks co m 
p a re d w ith th e led g er acco u n t. A ll o th e r re c o n c ilin g item s sh o u ld be
sc ru tin iz e d carefu lly fo r th e p ro p rie ty w ith w h ich th ey a re h a n d le d . A n y
larg e, u n u s u a l item s such as o u ts ta n d in g checks th a t a p p e a r in several
successive re c o n c ilia tio n s sh o u ld b e in v e stig a te d by referen c e to th e checks
them selves. I n g e n e ra l th e ju n io r a c c o u n ta n t d o in g th e rev iew in g sh o u ld
b e a le rt to an y p o ssib ility o f th e re c o n c ilia tio n h a v in g b e e n m a n ip u la te d
to o b ta in a n a p p a r e n t s u p p o rt o f th e b o o k b a la n c e w h e n n o su ch s u p p o rt
a c tu a lly exists.
Reconciliation of Cash Transactions Per Bank and Per Books

T h e p u rp o se o f a b a n k re c o n c ilia tio n is to d e te rm in e w h e th e r th e b o o k
b a la n c e o f cash o n d e p o sit is satisfacto rily su p p o rte d b y th e b a n k ’s sta te 
m e n t o f th e cash o n d ep o sit. H o w e v er th e re is a n o th e r asp ect o f th e
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verification of cash that deserves some attention. An auditor is interested
not only in verifying the am ount of cash which the client claims is on
deposit but also in whether all the cash which should be on deposit or
on hand is accounted for. T o illustrate: a company may show a general
ledger cash account balance of $80,000. An auditor’s first concern will
be to determine if the company does actually have $80,000. Secondly, he
will concern himself with determining whether the company should have
cash in excess of $80,000, and whether any cash has been intercepted or
improperly converted to the personal use of an employee or officer.
Several of the tests described so far are useful in aiding the auditor to
discover attempts to conceal shortages of cash. Another procedure com
monly used is the reconciliation of the cash transactions as shown in the
books with the cash transactions as shown by the bank statement. Since
most companies make disbursements only by check and deposit all
receipts intact in the bank, failure of receipts per books to reconcile with
deposits as shown by the bank statement or disbursements per books to
reconcile with charges as shown in the bank statement is an indication that
something is amiss. If, for example, the cash receipts as shown by the com
pany’s books are larger than the cash deposited as shown in the bank state
m ent there is a strong implication, if there are no deposits in transit, that
cash receipts have been intercepted by someone before deposit. On the
other hand any excess of bank deposits over receipts per books would
suggest that someone had deposited cash not received or recorded in the
ordinary course of business, perhaps from unrecorded loans or to cover a
previous shortage in anticipation of a review of the bank reconciliation at
the end of the period. Differences between the totals of book and bank dis
bursements likewise indicate that either there have been unrecorded dis
bursements on the one hand, or on the other an attem pt to depress the
cash account balance by overstating disbursements on the books.
Two different methods of showing the reconciliation of receipts and
disbursements per books and per bank are used. In one method, a simple
calculation working from the receipts per books to the deposits per
bank is worked out together with a similar calculation for disbursements
as follows:
Cash deposited per bank statement
Less deposits in transit at the beginning of the period
Add deposits in transit at the end of the period
Cash receipts per books

$112,780
8,250
104,530
7,214
$111,744

Any undeposited cash receipts on hand at either the beginning or end of
the m onth should be treated as deposits in transit.
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For disbursements the calculation would appear somewhat as follows:
Checks paid per bank statement
Less
Outstanding checks at the beginning of
the period
Bank charges deducted by the bank this
period but not yet entered on books
Add
Outstanding checks at the end of the
period
Bank charges deducted by the bank in the
previous period and entered on the
books this period
Cash disbursements per books

$ 98,214
$16,715
36

16,751
81,463

18,912
27

18,939
$100,402

Another form of work sheet is often used to accomplish this same pur
pose of determining whether receipts and disbursements per books and
per bank can be reconciled. It has the advantage of tying in this recon
ciliation of transactions for the period with the bank reconciliations at
both the beginning and the end of the period, thus giving a complete
reconciliation of book and bank balances as well as of transactions.
An illustration of such a reconciliation follows:

Per bank statement
Reconciling items:
Deposits in transit
11/30
12/31
Outstanding checks
11/30
12/31
Bank charges
November
December
Per books
* Denotes deductions.

Balance
11/30
$42,715

Receipts
$112,780

Disburse Balance
ments
12/31
$57,281
$ 98,214

8,250

8,250*
7,214

7,214

16,715*

16,715*
18,912

27
$34,277

$111,744

27
36*
$100,402

18,912*
36
$45,619

This particular type of work sheet or reconciliation is sometimes called
a “proof of cash,” which is certainly a misnomer. It is an extremely useful
procedure but it does not of itself “prove” the cash. Only if various
supplementary verification procedures are applied, such as the footing
of the cash receipts and disbursements books for the period involved, the
obtaining and use of a cut-off bank statement to support the ending recon
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ciliation, and the careful verification of each figure used, is such a work
sheet reliable. W ithout these supporting procedures it has limited use
fulness; combined with them, it serves to give strong assurance that no
unrecorded cash transactions have been entered into during the period.
(See Figure 4.)
P h y s ic a l E x a m in a tio n a n d C o u n t

In their examinations of the reliability of financial statements, auditors
do more than merely refer to records and documentary evidence support
ing those records. In many instances they examine the actual asset that
the financial statement item represents. For example, if called on to
verify the balance of a petty cash account, an auditor would expect cash
or cash items (checks, properly approved petty cash vouchers, et cetera)
to be on hand in an am ount equal to the account balance. T o assure him 
self that such is the case the auditor would want to see and to count the
cash making up the fund. This same procedure may be followed with re
spect to such other tangible assets as inventories, securities and perhaps
additions to fixed asset accounts.
T he purpose of this technique is to prove the existence and the quantity
of the thing under examination. Obviously the primary usefulness of
the technique will be with respect to tangible assets and to those assets,
such as securities and evidences of debt, for which the owner does possess
some tangible evidence of ownership.
Requirements of Physical Examination

W ithin the idea of physical examination as a verification technique
are included several subsidiary ideas. Each of these m ust be given
adequate consideration and attention if the technique is to be applied
successfully and if its limitations are to be understood. One who is
charged with the task of physically examining an asset must:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Satisfy himself as to the existence of the thing to be examined.
Identify that which he examines.
Determine whether or not it is in a satisfactory condition.
Determine the quantity.

A few words about each of these may be helpful.
Physical existence is a fact that would appear to be so simple to prove
as to constitute no real problem whatever. “If seeing is believing" then all
the auditor m ust do to satisfy himself of the existence of the property is to
see it. Yet this is not always a simple matter. For various reasons
satisfactory determination of existence is sometimes more difficult than
might appear. First, there is the practice of packaging various: assets.
One may see a package but can he tell without opening the package
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what is contained within it? W hether the “package" is a roll of coins in
the petty cash drawer or a box in the warehouse there is a possibility that
it may not contain that which it is said to contain. Second is the practice
of stacking or piling bales or boxes in large quantities. There is then a
question of whether or not the stack is solid. Instead of being a solid pile
as it appears, does it contain a “hollow square" or other vacant space?
Finally, the use of tests and samples by an auditor in applying physical
examination as a verification technique requires that care be exercised
in selecting the tests to make sure that the scope of examination is
adequate. For example, one might do a very good job of making test
counts of raw materials inventory, but if he made no effort to test-count
the work-in-process inventory his verification would be deficient.
Identification is a problem closely related to determination of existence.
If one is unable to identify that which he is supposed to examine, how
can he be sure he has examined it? Thus attention to the description of
the item examined is essential. T he names or descriptions of securities
must be determined carefully, the bin tags or other descriptions of items
in an inventory must be noted, and any additions to fixed assets must meet
with the description given on the invoice. During a busy season a junior
accountant may take part in the examination of a wide variety of com
panies.
Dealers in grain, manufacturers of radio parts, lum ber companies,
textile mills, and others may have inventories to be examined. In each of
these the problem of various grades within each classification also may be
a m atter of importance. Only in rare cases can one be so familiar with
the materials to be examined that he can distinguish among several grades.
Courts have long held that an auditor is not an appraiser nor a valuer
of merchandise. Hence he is not responsible for appraising the value of
the goods in inventory. On the other hand, he is interested in arriving
at a conclusion as to the reliability of the client’s inventory figure and
can scarcely do so without giving reasonable attention to the descriptions
of the items included. This requires extreme care on the part of the
accountant in order that im proper descriptions of the items examined may
not result in incorrect inventory figures.
Condition is another variable. No items should be included at full cost
if they are not in a useful and usable condition. This applies more to
inventories than to other items to which the examination technique is
applied.
T hroughout his examination the auditor m ust be alert to shop
worn, damaged or obsolete merchandise. Occasional questions directed to
the employees who regularly handle the merchandise may be helpful
although the auditor must be careful not to appear to be quizzing them
unduly.
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Obsolete merchandise sometimes can be recognized because of its
location in the storeroom, because it is obviously an out-of-date item, or
because it is so marked. In other cases the item may be in the best of
condition, well packaged, and with no indication whatever as to its
obsoleteness. Of course, physical examination is only one of the means
whereby the obsolete nature of merchandise is determined. Other tests,
for example the review of detailed inventory records for activity of the in
dividual items in the inventory, are used to supplement physical examina
tion.
Ascertainment of quantity is relatively easy in most cases. Occasionally,
however, it becomes a serious problem. Quantity of work-in-process is
sometimes difficult to determine. T he quantity of goods stored in piles or
in other “bulk” form cannot be counted in the usual manner. T re
mendous quantities of small parts may make counting impracticable
although the value of the items may be substantial. W eighing the entire
quantity and then m ultiplying the total weight by the known quantity
per pound may be satisfactory in such a situation. In other cases an
estimate may be the solution. As with other doubtful matters, a junior
accountant should always bring such situations to the attention of his
senior or supervisor and request instructions. Needless to say, he should
do this only if the item is of enough importance to require such attention.
T he application of physical examination varies somewhat with the
thing to be examined as do the problems encountered in applying the
examination technique. Some of the points to be considered in examining
cash, securities and inventories are discussed in the following sections.
Cash Counts

Junior accountants are frequently assigned to count petty cash and
other funds and to count undeposited cash receipts. Certain requirements
must be fulfilled in making such counts if they are to be satisfactory.
First, all cash and cash items must be counted simultaneously. Second,
they should be counted in the presence of the custodian. T hird, a receipt
should be obtained from the custodian on completion of the count and
return of the fund. Fourth, the work sheet record of the count must
be adequate to perm it investigation of any unusual or questionable
items. Fifth, unusual items must be thoroughly investigated and satis
factorily explained.
Simultaneous count of cash funds is necessary in order to eliminate the
possibility of amounts being transferred from one fund to another to con
ceal a shortage. In counting three funds, for example, the junior must be
sure that he is not counting the same cash more than once. This necessary
control of all cash until counting is completed can be obtained by bring
ing all funds to a single location for counting where they are under the
view and supervision of the auditor until he has completed his examina
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tion, by assigning sufficient men to the counting task to cover all funds at
the same time, or by sealing with an initialed sticker any cash drawers or
boxes not in view until the auditor can get to them. In some situations
funds are active throughout the day, which circumstance may require a
count either before the business day begins or after it ends. W ith a little
planning, simultaneous count can nearly always be obtained with no
real difficulty.
Securities, notes receivable and similar valuables should be counted at
the same time cash is counted because they can be used as a basis for
obtaining a temporary loan to cover a cash shortage. Hence, any
negotiable papers are considered as cash equivalents and are counted
simultaneously with the cash.
Cash funds or undeposited receipts are commonly the responsibility of
a specific employee of the client. T he junior accountant assigned to
count a fund should make sure that the custodian of that fund is present
throughout the count. If the custodian is permitted to leave and a short
age is discovered during his absence, the junior may find himself accused
by the custodian of having caused the shortage. Such an embarrassing
predicament can be avoided by requesting that the custodian remain
until the count has been completed or, if he insists on leaving, by re
questing him to lock up his fund until he returns at which time the count
will be completed.
It is common practice to obtain a statement on the working sheet from
the custodian of the fund to the effect that the fund was counted, the
total determined and the fund returned to him. Some accounting firms
object to this because they feel it implies that the custodian relinquished
control of the fund and was not present during the count, an undesirable
situation as explained above. Careful wording of the statement to be
signed by the custodian, however, appears to meet this objection. A
phrasing frequently used runs as follows:
This fund was counted in my presence by a representative of Smith
and Jones and returned to me intact.
S ign atu re o f cu sto d ia n

This wording appears to meet the objections commonly raised and at the
same time gives the accountant a release and a signed agreement as to
the fund total determined by the count.
An illustration of a work sheet record of a cash count together with the
notes explaining questionable items is shown in Figure 5. Currency,
coins, vouchers, cashed checks, I.O.U.’s and the like should all be listed
for the review of the senior accountant. Any items other than cash
or regular petty cash disbursement vouchers should be questioned. Any
petty cash vouchers included in the fund at the time of count should
be examined carefully for authenticity since a fraudulent voucher could
easily be introduced to cover a shortage. T he approval of someone
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superior to the fund custodian should be obtained for any cashed checks
or advances. If there is any real question as to the validity of checks in
the fund, the custodian should be requested either to turn them over to
the general cashier for reimbursement or to take them to a bank for
cashing in the presence of the auditor. This is seldom necessary and
should be done only with the senior accountant’s approval.
T he presence of rolled coins in a fund raises the question of how
many rolls, if any, should be broken to insure that they are really filled
with coins of the denomination stated. Normally rolls are not broken
but if it is considered desirable to do so only one or two rolls, selected at
random, should be opened unless there is an extremely large am ount of
rolled coin on hand. A num ber of other rolls of the same denomination
may be picked up and weighed individually in the hand to detect varia
tions caused by insertion of m aterial other than the proper coins.
T he total of the fund as determined by count should be compared
immediately with the appropriate ledger account balance so that any
differences may be reported to the senior accountant and investigated
further.
Examination of Securities

T he examination of securities may be made against a list provided by
the client or may require that the auditor prepare his own list from the
securities examined. In either case all details of the security should be
carefully determined: name of issuing company, description of security,
established interest or dividend rates, par or stated values of stock or
denom ination of bonds, num ber of units, and proper nam ing of or en
dorsement to the client company.
T he count of securities may be a major task if the company under
examination is a dealer in securities or if it has extensive investments for
a retirem ent trust fund or other purposes. In such cases it is customary
to make the count on a work sheet that is merely a list of the securities
examined. For most m anufacturing or merchandising companies, how
ever, the num ber of securities will be small. If so, it is customary to
prepare a work sheet that permits tracing through all security transactions
for the year. T he count of securities can be incorporated readily into such
a work sheet and the junior should inquire of the senior in advance of
making the count the precise type of working schedule required. Figure 6
is an illustration of a common style of work sheet for securities. T he way
in which the count has been worked in should be given attention.
Physical Examination of Inventories

Since the physical examination of inventories became a requirem ent
of any examination made in accordance with generally accepted auditing
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standards, it has become an im portant part of the work assigned to junior
accountants. In most cases the observance of physical inventory taking
requires two separate activities on the part of the accountant doing the
observing. First, he is expected to observe the procedures and the care
with which the client’s employees take inventory; second, he is expected
to make certain test counts of inventory quantities himself.
In order to make appropriate working paper comments pertinent to
his observations of the company’s inventory procedure it is necessary that
the junior accountant be familiar with the requirements of good in
ventory-taking procedure in general and with that of the client in parti
cular. Many companies provide their employees with written instructions
covering inventory procedures. In advance of the inventory date the
junior accountant should obtain, through his senior, a copy of the in
ventory instructions. By studying them he is in a position to know what
is required of the company employees and whether, in general, the pro
cedure is adequate.
On the inventory date he m ust do a certain am ount of moving from
departm ent to departm ent and from storeroom to storeroom watching
the care and efficiency with which the inventory crew performs its work.
At the close of the day he should summarize briefly his conclusions as to
the effectiveness of the inventory-taking procedure.
At the same time that he is watching the methods followed by the
inventory crew he should make and record in his working papers a certain
num ber of inventory counts of his own. Since these will later be traced
into the company’s inventory summary, it is im portant that they be in
good order and described clearly. In making test counts it is generally
most satisfactory to follow behind an inventory count crew. This gives
the auditor the benefit of their count, so that he can immediately check
his own count against theirs, and also the benefit of their inventory
description on the count tag. Thus he can make a work sheet record of
the description, tag number, and count. (Figure 7 is an example of such
a work sheet.)
Making a test count requires that the auditor actually count the items
in the bin, pile or stack. If he finds that his count does not agree with that
of the count crew he should count again; and, if unable to account for
the difference, he should call it to the attention of the inventory super
visor. He is not particularly interested in reporting isolated m inor errors
made by the inventory crew; he is far more interested in seeing that they
arrive at a correct inventory result. Hence, any errors which they can
correct on the spot should be called to their attention.

It is exp ected th at occasional errors w ill b e m ade by a cou n t crew and
discovered by the auditor. T h e existen ce o f very m any errors, how ever,
in dicates eith er an unaw areness o f the im portance o f their task, an ign or
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ance of their duties, or complete carelessness on their part. This should
be called to the attention of the senior immediately so that remedial
steps may be taken before the inventory procedure is completed.
In deciding which items are to be counted for his tests the junior
accountant will do well to give special attention to those which have
greatest value. This is not always easy to determine but in most cases
will give little difficulty. Even the casual acquaintance with the inventory
obtained by observing the work of the count crew should be enough to
indicate which items in general are most valuable. Also an effort should
be made to get wide coverage of locations, that is, something from every
departm ent and storeroom, and of all lines of merchandise and types of
inventory. If the company has raw materials, finished goods and work
in process, tests should be made of each. If the company handles several
different types of merchandise, again the test counts should attem pt to
reach some of each type.
On a large inventory assignment it is likely that the senior will work
out such problems in advance and assign his assistants to different parts
of the work so as to get representative tests. On a small job it may be
left to the junior accountant to work this out for himself.
T h e possibilities of empty containers and of “hollow squares” in the
m aterial to be counted are always present and must be given consideration
by the junior accountant. Three general methods of satisfying himself on
this score can be and should be used in most instances. First, he should
make every effort to determine through his own contact with the inven
tory whether such possibilities do exist. He can occasionally move or lift
a container, climb to the top of large piles, investigate passageways
between stacks, and the like. Second, he can ask an occasional question
of the employees in that departm ent as to how long the material has been
there, what is included, how often it is restacked, et cetera. T he answers
to such questions may be the best clues to something out of the ordinary.
Finally, by observance of what may be called the inventory situation he
can tell a good deal about the possibilities for such misrepresentation.
For example, in a busy storeroom from which items are being drawn for
shipment or use at all times and into which new shipments are coming,
there is little likelihood that either empty containers or improperly piled
stacks will be found. They would interfere too much with regular opera
tions and would require the collusion of too many employees. On the
other hand, in a storeroom from which amounts are not being requisi
tioned regularly, such as a warehouse with only one custodian in charge,
there is much more opportunity for something to be amiss. T he junior
accountant should always be alert to such possibilities.
W hen the accountant is dubious concerning the inventory items in
stock he can request that packages or crates be opened for examination
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and that piles be moved sufficiently to assure him that no vacancies are
concealed within. However, this is generally viewed as an imposition by
the employees of the company and may result in considerable bad feeling.
As with other such questionable alternatives, before making extensive
requests of the client’s staff it is best to obtain the opinion of the senior
whose experience is greater and who is the one finally responsible to his
firm for the extent of the examination.
As the auditor is not expected to be a valuer or an appraiser he is
relieved from a task which m ight be almost impossible to perform —that
of determining the grade and quality of everything he examines. How
ever he is expected to determine whether the items are in a useful or
“merchantable” condition. Inventory items which have been damaged
by exposure to the weather, those which have been injured because of
faulty storage or handling, and those which have become obsolete should
be detected during the physical examination of the inventory and later
priced accordingly. In some cases this is a simple m atter as the client will
have such merchandise separated from the regular goods and perhaps
even marked. In other cases it is almost impossible to discover that items
are obsolete or defective merely by looking at them. It is comforting in
this respect to remember that other procedures such as a review of detailed
inventory cards is very helpful in locating obsolete or slow-moving mer
chandise.

CH A PTER 5

Confirming and Scanning
C o n firm a tio n

Another basic verification technique which commonly falls to the lot
of junior accountants is that of confirming certain facts by correspondence.
T o confirm means to obtain a w ritten statement, usually from some one
outside the enterprise, on some fact of importance to the auditor and on
which that person is qualified to make a statement. T he balance of cash
in a bank account is confirmed by the bank as is the existence of bank
loans and any contingent liabilities for guarantees or endorsements. T he
amounts owed to the company by its customers on open accounts or on
notes are confirmed by obtaining statements from them as to the amounts
of their debts. Amounts owed to others can likewise be verified by re
questing each creditor to state the am ount of the obligation. Frequently
the best verification of title to property is a letter from the company's
attorneys. Thus the confirmation procedure has wide usefulness and is
generally considered to be an extremely reliable method of verification.
Control Over Confirmations

Perhaps the most im portant feature of the confirmation procedure for
the junior accountant is the necessity for m aintaining control over the
confirmation requests and the replies thereto. If at any time there is an
opportunity for the confirmation to get into the hands of anyone who
might falsify an answer, destroy a confirmation that provided inform ation
not in agreement with the books, or in any other way m anipulate the
confirmation replies, the procedure has failed. If the evidence obtained
is to be reliable, no tampering with the results may be permitted.
A confirmation is obtained in reply to a request. In most cases the
request should come from the company under examination. Actually
there is no reason why the one of whom the confirmation is requested
should bother to answer to anyone other than the company concerned.
Thus it is standard practice for the confirmation request to be prepared
or at least signed by an official of the company under examination. Even
when printed forms are used by the auditor he should have the form
prepared in such a way that the request is made by the company rather
than by the auditor himself. T his means that confirmations, once pre
pared, m ust be turned over to the company for signature (unless, of
course, they are printed forms bearing the client’s name).
Another fact makes control difficult. In many cases the company under
examination will actually prepare the confirmation requests together with
the envelopes in which they are to be mailed. T he auditor will merely
34
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indicate which accounts receivable are to be confirmed, and the company
officials will have one of the employees type the necessary inform ation
on the forms provided. Again this requires that the confirmations be
under control of the company for a period. If adequate control is to be
m aintained by the auditor the following steps are therefore necessary:
1. After the confirmation requests have been prepared or signed by the client
company they must be returned to the auditor for final review and mailing.
At this time the junior should make certain that all confirmations are ac
counted for. Any missing confirmation requests should be reported to the
senior immediately.
2. The auditor must place the requests in the envelopes, after he has assured
himself that they are in order as requested, and should seal the envelopes and
place them in the United States post office receptacle himself. Under no
conditions should he turn them back to any member of the client’s staff for
mailing.
3. The envelopes in which the requests are mailed must contain the auditor’s
address as the return address so that he may learn of any nondelivery.
4. The addressed envelope, enclosed for the convenience of the party of whom
the confirmation is requested, should be addressed to the auditor at his own
office, post office box, or place of residence if he is on an assignment away
from home.
Only if these precautions are taken is the auditor entitled to rely on
the replies received. None of these are particularly difficult, but all must
be carefully observed. They are applicable whether the confirmations are
of accounts receivable balances, bank balances, or any other data of in
terest to the auditor.
C ir c u la riz a tio n o f A c c o u n ts R e c e iv a b le

T he largest single application of the confirmation technique on most
engagements is in the circularization of accounts receivable. This duty is
frequently turned over to a junior accountant and is therefore one with
which he must be familiar. In addition to the control over confirmations
described previously, two other points must be given consideration. One
has to do with selecting the accounts to which requests for confirmation
will be sent; the other deals with the investigation of unsatisfactory replies
or failures to reply.
T he expression “confirm a representative portion of the accounts re
ceivable” is a common one in audit programs. T he emphasis is on the
phrase “representative portion.” This implies that some large balances,
some small balances, some from various ledgers if more than one ledger is
used, some from each geographical or other divisions if there are such
divisions, and some credit balances, if there are any, ordinarily should be
selected. T he intent is to insure that no segment or division of the
accounts is overlooked. In addition, the sample confirmed should be
adequate in total dollars. Therefore, it is customary to include all or
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most of the large account balances as well as a reasonable num ber of the
smaller balances. In many cases it is possible to get a high proportion of
the total dollars of accounts receivable confirmed by taking only a small
proportion of the total num ber of accounts if the accounts to be con
firmed are carefully selected.
T y p e s o f A c c o u n ts R e c e iv a b le C o n firm a tio n

Two types of accounts receivable confirmation requests are used, the
positive and the negative. A positive confirmation requests the individual
addressed to reply whether or not the am ount indicated is correct.
A typical positive confirmation request is shown below:
D e a r S ir s :

W ill you please advise our auditors, W a k e & F ie ld , Certified Public
Accountants, on the attached form, of the correctness of the balance in your
account as shown by our books at the date and in the amount stated below,
or of any exception you may take thereto. A stamped and addressed en
velope for your reply is enclosed.

To

(This is merely a request for confirmation, not for remittance.)
M essrs . W a k e & F ield

One North La Salle Street
N o ._______________
Chicago, Illinois
W e (I) confirm the correctness of a debit balance of $____________in
our (my) account on the books o f ---------------------------------------------------------------as o f ______________________________ 19______, with the exceptions, if any,
stated below.
Signed__________________________________________________
B y ---------------------------------------------------------------Exceptions
(p lease state differences in d eta il, g iv in g a ll p e r tin e n t d ates a n d a m o u n ts):

(Use other side if necessary)
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A negative confirmation requests a reply only if the am ount indicated
is incorrect, as shown in the following typical example of a negative con
firmation:
IM PO R T A N T
Please examine the enclosed statement carefully and, if the am ount
of your account is incorrect, advise our auditors, Wake & Field, One
N orth LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill., using the enclosed envelope (no
postage required). If correct, no advice is necessary.
(T h is Is a R o u tin e Step In O ur A n n u a l A u d it)

Negative confirmations are especially useful in cases where the nature
or num ber of accounts to be confirmed makes positive confirmation
difficult. T he positive confirmation of course gives better evidence as
to the validity of the account balance as the auditor is provided with a
definite statement regarding the correctness or incorrectness of the amount.
A negative confirmation is one of implication only, since the auditor
receives no answer if the am ount is correct. Actually the failure to receive
a reply may be due to other reasons than the correctness of the amount.
T he recipient’s failure to co-operate, his oversight, nondelivery of the
request or a variety of other reasons m ight account for the lack of a reply
to a negative confirmation. T he auditor should not use the negative form
if he has reason to believe (as in the case of government agencies) that it
will be ignored.
Positive confirmation forms are generally used where account balances
are relatively large and relatively few in number. Negative-type requests
are most useful in situations where there are a great many accounts of
small amount. They should be supplemented by positive-type confirma
tions on at least a small scale if at all practicable.
Additional Work on Accounts Receivable Confirmations

A careful record should be kept of all positive confirmation requests sent
out so that they can be adequately followed up if not returned. As con
firmations come back they must be examined for any exceptions or differ
ences. Those that agree with the records are immediately filed with the
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working papers as evidence. Those that disagree in any way must be
investigated further. Generally these are accumulated and all discussed
with some member of the client’s staff at one time. In each case the reason
for the difference must be determined and the necessity for an adjustment
considered. Reasons given must be recorded in the working papers
together with the fact of the exception. Sometimes the explanations are
noted on the reverse side of the confirmation form. Needless to say, all
differences must be either explained sufficiently or adjusted.
A positive confirmation request that is not returned always presents a
problem. A question is raised in the m ind of the auditor as to whether
or not that account is correct and whether it exists at all. This he attempts
to determine either by tracing subsequent cash receipts on that account
through the cash receipts book and into bank deposits to satisfy himself
that the balance was real and collectible or, if no remittances have been
received, by referring back to the sales invoice supported by shipping
documents and the like to discover whether or not the sales transaction
was a real one. In many cases a second confirmation request or a tele
phone call is used. If a reply is still not received the alternative steps
mentioned are generally necessary.
It should be remembered that the complete confirmation procedure
includes these last two steps: the investigation of any reported differences
or exceptions and the investigation of confirmations requested but not
returned. A typical work paper schedule of accounts receivable confirma
tion is shown in Figure 8.
S c a n n in g

Scanning is the process of carefully scrutinizing a ledger account, a
journal entry, or any other record or part of a record for questionable,
unusual, or im proper items. A good auditor applies this technique con
stantly in his work because he is always alert to the possibilities of items
or entries that are incorrect. For example, the general ledger cash account
in a system making use of columnar books of original entry usually
has but twelve postings during the year on the debit side, each of them
from the cash receipts book. On the credit side should be twelve postings
from the cash disbursements record. An alert auditor, in scanning this
account, should note any additional items on either side and should inves
tigate them. Likewise, a posting from some source other than the two
mentioned would m erit attention.
T he ability to scan accounts effectively implies a sound knowledge of
bookkeeping and accounting and some acquaintance with the business
under examination. It is acquired with experience but is not the inevit
able result of experience. Many auditors labor for years w ithout ever
developing alertness to unusual situations and entries. No auditing tech
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nique is less tangible and almost none is more useful. T he junior
accountant should constantly strive to develop the habit of watching for
any amounts that appear unusual, that is, either larger or smaller than
similar items, for any entries that do not appear to be entirely in keeping
with the ordinary course of accounting transactions, and for any apparent
violation of bookkeeping practice. Experience is helpful but alertness
and application are more im portant. If the junior possesses the latter
two qualities, experience will then be of real benefit in improving the
ability to do a good job of scanning.
It should be apparent that scanning is seldom applied except in con
nection with some other technique. T he accountant should be scanning
constantly the records with which he is working. Only if he is, can he
expect to pick up the unusual entries or items that may lead to the dis
covery of im portant errors.

CH A PTER 6

Applications of Audit Techniques

T he verification techniques described in the preceding chapters are
those with which a junior accountant must be familiar inasmuch as he
uses them frequently in his audit work. However they are not always ap
plied as directly as implied in the discussion so far. In many cases a
variation of one of these techniques is used; in other instances two or
more are combined to make up a specific test. Nevertheless these varia
tions and combinations do get back to the basic techniques in almost
every case. Accordingly, if a junior is familiar with the requirements of
each technique he can apply it appropriately in a variety of situations.
Some of the modifications or combinations of the basic techniques are
applied to work so frequently assigned to junior accountants that they
deserve attention at this point. T he following paragraphs will review
them with the objective of acquainting the junior accountant with terms
commonly used in the field and of indicating further the usefulness of
auditing techniques in general. It should be remembered that these are
really nothing more than special applications of the basic techniques with
which the junior accountant should be familiar.
C o m p a r in g D e ta ils p e r C a s h R e c e ip ts
B o o k w ith D u p lica te D e p o s it Tickets

If the client’s procedures are such that one individual has access to cash
received on account and also controls the accounts receivable ledgers, it
may be possible for him to practice a type of defalcation commonly known
as “lapping.” Lapping is used in intercepting amounts received from
customers and converting them to personal use. T o cover the resulting
shortage, amounts received from other customers are used to apply on
the accounts of those whose remittances were taken. Later, amounts from
still other customers are credited to the accounts of those whose credits
were misapplied to cover the original shortage and so on. If the guilty
party is careful to cover his shortages promptly with no more than a few
days “lap” in giving credit for amounts received, it is possible that he can
cover his shortage indefinitely with little danger of complaint from the
customers.
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T he method followed in covering a shortage by lapping together with
an indication of how that coverage may be brought to light is illustrated
in the following tabulation:
D a te

6/28

R e m itta n c e s
R e c e iv e d

A $ 200
B 600
$ 800

6/29

6 /30

Am ount
M is a p p r o p r ia te d

$200

G

H

400
200

$ 750

7 /1

I $ 350
J 700
$1,050

Cash
D e p o s ite d

B $ 600

B $ 600

$ 600

$ 600

$200

A $ 200

C $ 200
D
500
E
300
$1,000

F $ 150

E n tries in
Cash R e c e ip ts

D
E

$150

500
300
$1,000

C $ 200
500
300
$1,000

D
E

C $ 200
G

400

$ 600

$150

F $ 150
H
200

J

700
$1,050

G $ 400
200

H

$ 600

I $ 350

J

700
$1,050

O n June 28 a remittance from A in the am ount of $200 was received
and misappropriated. This shortage was covered the following day by
applying against A ’s account a $200 remittance received from C. This
left a balance in C’s account which was $200 in excess of what it should
have been. On the following day, June 30, this was covered by crediting C
for a $200 payment received from H . On the same day an additional col
lection of $150 from F was misappropriated. T he total shortage at that
time was $350. This was covered July 1 by applying a remittance of $350
from I against the accounts of F and H . In this way the shortage was
covered promptly the following day in each case. T hus the time lag
between remittance by a customer and the credit to his account may be
so short that suspicion on the part of the customer is not likely. Any
question raised by a customer because his personal records do not agree
with a statement of his account received from the company could be
answered as being only a slight delay in the bookkeeping.
It should be noted that for each day the total of the cash receipts book
agrees with the total of the am ount deposited so that any comparison of
receipts per books with deposits per bank that relies on totals would fail
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to uncover the defalcation. If, however, the details of the items entered
in the cash receipts books are compared with the items listed for deposit
on the deposit ticket, differences do appear. In preparing a deposit ticket
a person must list the specific items deposited so that the bank teller can
check the various items against the deposit ticket. Thus the deposit ticket
shows the items actually deposited whether entered in the cash receipts
record or not. T he cash receipts record, on the other hand, shows the
receipts in the way the party guilty of the defalcation wants them shown.
As a m atter of common practice, audit programs will include provision
for comparing the details of the items in the cash receipts book with the
details of the items listed on duplicate deposit tickets for a period of about
five days on each side of the year-end date. Since shortages must be
covered immediately to avoid questioning by the customers concerned, this
brief period is considered long enough to locate any lapping of collections
taking place at the year-end. O ther periods during the year are sometimes
tested.
Unfortunately, duplicate deposit tickets are not necessarily reliable.
T he guilty party could prepare a deposit ticket listing the exact items
deposited so that no question would be raised by the bank. He could then
destroy the duplicate and prepare another one agreeing exactly with the
cash book entries. For this reason auditors commonly send copies of the
deposit tickets for the days they are testing directly to the bank with
the request that the bank validate the deposit ticket in detail and return
it directly to the auditor for his use in comparing with the cash receipts
record. Even this is not completely satisfactory as banks frequently do no
more than compare the total of the deposit ticket sent in by the auditor
with the total of the deposit ticket in their files, which of course is in
sufficient for the auditor’s purpose. Hence, if there is a real suspicion of
lapping, care should be exercised to assure that the bank does verify the
details of the duplicate deposit tickets on which the test is based.
Lapping is accomplished more easily if the party concerned has both
currency and check receipts available to him. This makes it possible for
him to take any am ount he desires from the currency receipts and then to
cover it by m anipulation of the credit entry for both the currency and
check receipts. It also can be accomplished if he receives only check
receipts providing he can make arrangements to cash the checks made pay
able to the company. In either case the procedure applied by the auditor
is the same but where only currency is received this test would not be
effective.
C o m p a r is o n o f R e c e ip ts a n d D e p o s its o n a D a ily B a s is

T he importance of reconciling receipts and disbursements as shown in
the bank statement with the receipts and disbursements as shown by the
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books is discussed in an earlier section. This procedure is useful in
pointing out any differences between disbursements per books and per
bank and between receipts per books and per bank for the month or
period selected for the test. It would not show, for example, any with
holding of receipts from deposits for a period within the month if the
shortage were made good before the end of the month. Since many con
cerns include in their provisions for internal control a requirement that
all cash received must be deposited intact the day it is received, some
attention should be given to ascertaining whether that practice has been
adhered to.
A very simple test is to list the total cash receipts for each business day
within the month from the cash receipts record. In an adjoining column
the deposits according to the bank statement also are listed day by day.
Any failure to deposit receipts promptly is quickly brought to light. The
following illustrates the method to be followed:
D a te

R e c e ip ts p e r
Cash B o o k

D e p o sits
per Bank

$1,350
Dec. 1
$1,200
1,200
900
2
900
3
1,500
1,500
5
1,275
6
1,275
1,900
The lag of one day between receipts and deposits is to be expected as it
is impossible to make deposits of all cash received on a given day before
the end of that day. Any lag of more than one day should be viewed
with suspicion and reported to the senior accountant.
Price Test o f In v e n to r ie s

In addition to observing physical inventory taking and making test
counts, a junior accountant is often asked to make a “price test of in
ventory items.” This consists of determining that items in the inventory
have been priced on a basis satisfactory for balance-sheet purposes. The
primary basis for pricing inventories is cost, but this basis frequently is
modified if the market price of the items in the inventory is below cost.
The “lower of cost or market” rule has become the generally accepted
basis for pricing inventories for financial statement purposes. (For the
meaning of this term “lower of cost or market” and further details as to
its application, see Accounting Research Bulletin No. 29 of the American
Institute of Accountants.)
At one time the lower of cost or market test was applied to each item in
the inventory so that the final figure was made up of the lower of cost
or market for each individual item included. This practice has been
modified so that it is now acceptable to apply the lower of cost or market
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rule to m ajor sections of the inventory or, in some instances, to the in
ventory as a whole if done consistently. This modification does not in any
way make it unnecessary to test individual prices. In order to determine to
what extent, if any, market is below cost for the inventory as a whole it is
necessary to determine both cost and market (if different) for all compo
nents of the inventory total. Thus the test of detail prices is still important.
This test is commonly applied by selecting from the client company’s
inventory a representative sample of the inventory items, including as
many of the more significant items as possible. T he description, quantity,
price and extension as indicated by the inventory listing are all copied on
a work sheet as illustrated in Figure 9. By reference to recent purchase
invoices for quantities usually purchased, to catalogs or price lists,
to published quotations, or to confirmations from the suppliers if neces
sary, the current replacement m arket prices are determined. T he quantity
is then extended at the current market price and the difference between
the current market price and cost is entered in a final column.
T he pricing of an inventory to recognize obsolescence or physical
deterioration is a different matter. In such cases the pricing should not
exceed the realizable value less costs of selling and delivery. Unless sale
has taken place by the time the audit work is undertaken so that such
amounts are known, the pricing may be difficult and may present a prob
lem which should be referred to the senior if the amounts are material.
P u r c h a s e s a n d S a le s C u to ff

In taking and pricing a physical inventory, there is always a possi
bility that the purchase and sales accounts will not be appropriately co
ordinated with the inventory procedures. For example, goods may have
been received close to the end of the year and may have been uncrated
and included along with other items in the physical count of goods on
hand so that they are a part of the ending inventory figure. T he invoice
for these goods might not arrive until some time after the goods them
selves. In such a situation it is possible for the invoice to be recorded as
a purchase in the following year although the m aterial was considered
to be a part of inventory at the end of the year under examination. This
will result in an understatement of the cost of goods sold and a conse
quent overstatement of net income for the year in which the items were
included in inventory. Conversely, the invoice might have been received
and recorded as a purchase although the merchandise in question was not
received until after the inventory was taken and therefore was not in
cluded in the inventory. T he same type of problem exists in regard to
sales. Products not yet shipped at inventory time might be included in
the inventory although the sale had already been recorded, or goods
actually shipped and not in inventory might not have been billed to the
customer.
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T o discover whether errors of this nature have been made it is cus
tomary to test the company’s cutoff of purchases and sales. From the
purchases book a list is prepared of the significant purchase invoices for
the last few days of the period under examination and for the first few
days of the following period. By reference to the purchase invoices, the
terms of the transaction are found so that the ownership of the mer
chandise in question on the audit date is determined. By reference to
receiving room reports or by whatever other means may be available,
the location of the goods on the inventory date is determined. W ith this
information at hand the auditor reviews each invoice with the following
questions in mind:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Was it included in inventory?
Should it have been included in inventory?
Is any adjustment of inventory necessary?
Was it included in purchases for the year?
Should it have been included in purchases?
Is any adjustment of purchases necessary?

If the inventory figure has not yet been recorded by adjusting or closing
entry, it may be corrected for any errors prior to its entry. If it has been
entered, adjusting entries will be necessary.
A test of the sales cutoff is performed in much the same way. A num ber
of sales invoices both before and after the audit date are listed, the terms
of sale are determined from sales invoices, and the location of and title to
the goods on the inventory date are determined from related shipping
documents.
An illustration of a work sheet showing the test of the purchases cutoff
is in Figure 10. Careful attention to the individual items included on
the illustrated work sheet will indicate the m anner in which the purchases
and inventory figures are correlated.
S e a r c h fo r U n r e c o r d e d L ia b ilitie s

Another test commonly assigned to junior accountants is the search for
unrecorded liabilities or, as it is sometimes called, the search for out-ofperiod items. This test is designed to discover any liabilities existent on
the audit date that were not recorded at that time and that were not
discovered by the test of the purchases cutoff. Invoices for purchases,
public utility bills and similar items that were actually obligations on
the balance-sheet date may have been omitted, inadvertently or other
wise, at that time and entered at a later date. T he search for unrecorded
liabilities is an attem pt to discover such omissions.
T he test is made effective by the fact that to protect its credit rating a
company must pay all such obligations within a reasonable period. Inas
much as an audit is seldom completed until at least a m onth after the
close of the period under examination, and frequently considerably later
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than that, most of the unrecorded debts at the balance-sheet date will
either have been paid by the time the audit is completed or at least will
have been entered and approved for payment. Thus the search for
unrecorded liabilities consists principally of reviewing the invoices paid
or approved for payment from the end of the period under examination
to the date the audit is completed with the intent to discover any such
items that should have been included as liabilities on the audit date but
which were not included.
If the company utilizes a voucher system, all the items in the paid and
unpaid voucher files should be examined carefully. If some variation of
the voucher system or some other method of controlling accounts payable
is used the search for unrecorded liabilities must be modified accordingly.
In most cases the senior accountant in charge will instruct the junior
clearly enough so that no confusion exists in regard to the records or
files to be examined. In any event, the junior should make every effort
to include all possibilities within his search, including items paid and
items approved and not yet paid. This may require study of the cash
disbursements record as well as the purchases book, invoice register or
voucher register.
In studying the invoices and other evidences of liability, the junior
accountant should have in m ind the question: Was this an obligation on
the balance-sheet date? He should observe the terms of the invoice and
the date of the related receiving report for merchandise purchases because
these two elements establish the ownership of the merchandise and, there
fore, the existence of liability for the purchase price. For utility bills,
the period covered by the bill will indicate the time at which the liability
accrued.
W hen a liability as of the balance-sheet date is found the accountant
must then determine whether or not it was recorded as such at the audit
date. This may be determined by the voucher or invoice num ber if they
are num bered consecutively as entered. Otherwise it may be necessary to
trace the invoice into the purchases book, invoice register or voucher
register to determine when it was entered. Accruals of expenses must also
be considered since many companies accrue certain expenses in advance of
receiving an invoice. A list of all unrecorded liabilities should be pre
pared and submitted to the in-charge accountant for his decision as to
whether adjustment should or should not be made. Since the search for
unrecorded liabilities is related closely to the test of the purchases cutoff,
care must be taken to avoid duplication of adjustments.
There are a num ber of other tests for determining that unrecorded
liabilities exist (such as reviewing expense accounts, reading corporate
minutes, inspecting correspondence with the company’s attorneys, et
cetera), but these are usually done by the senior accountant or by the
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junior under the specific direction of the senior as to method and extent
of procedure.
A g i n g A c c o u n ts R e c e iv a b le

As part of the review of collectibility of the accounts receivable, a
task generally performed by the in-charge accountant, it is helpful to have
an aging schedule which is an aged accounts receivable trial balance. In
many cases the client’s staff will prepare such a trial balance and make
a copy available to the auditor. In other cases the auditors will be re
quired to prepare their own schedule. In either case the junior ac
countant must know how to age accounts receivable properly for he
may be called on either to prepare the schedule, if the client does not
provide one, or to test the aging shown in the client’s trial balance if
such a schedule has been provided.
T he purpose in aging accounts receivable is to determine which of
the various charges to each account are unpaid at the date of the schedule
and the length of time for which they have been outstanding. T he older
the unsettled items the more likely they are to be uncollectible; therefore,
the greater the am ount of attention they should receive from the auditor
when he passes on the adequacy of the provision for uncollectible accounts.
It is not unusual to find old and questionable items in accounts which
otherwise are current and considered good. Because of dissatisfaction
with a shipment or for some other reason a customer may have no in
tention of paying for the disputed item and it is therefore an uncol
lectible amount.
T o determine which charges to an account receivable are included in
the account balance requires that remittances received be matched with
charges to the account. Any unmatched charges are the open items which
make up the account balance.
Often the credit and collection departm ent of the company under
examination will already have matched remittances with charges be
cause they too are interested in any old unsettled items. Frequently this
is done by coding charges and remittances with a letter or num ber in the
margin. In other cases the auditor will have to work it out himself. In
matching remittances with charges the following rules are considered
valid:
1. T he customer is entitled to state which charges are to be paid by any re
mittance he makes.
2. If the customer neglects to indicate the charges he intends to pay with a
remittance, the creditor is entitled to allocate the remittance as he sees fit.
3. If neither the customer nor the creditor has so indicated, courts have usually
held that the intention was to pay the oldest items first.

T he following three accounts are presented to illustrate the general
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procedure followed in aging accounts and to show how a schedule is
prepared to summarize the aging:
D e b it

4/1
6/12
10/3
12/15

A b b o tt
C re d it

500
700
300
800

Account

Abbott
Adkins
Admiral

4/28 500
7/10 600
11/4 300

B a la n ce

$ 900
275
1,000
$2,175

D e b it

A d k in s
C re d it

2/5 200
7/15 350
11/12 475

3/15 200
8/1 350
12/10 200

A G IN G SCH EDULE
U n d e r 30
30 to 60
days
days

$ 800

300
$1,100

A d m ir a l
C re d it
D e b it

12/20
3/17
5/28
10/16

300
400
700
800

3/31 400
11/1 800

60 to 90
days

O v e r 90
days

0

700
$800

$275
$275

$100

V e rific a tio n o f P a y r o ll T ra n s a ctio n s

Junior accountants are frequently assigned to the task of testing
payroll transactions. For this reason, and because it is a good illustra
tion of how basic audit techniques are combined to do a single verification
job, it deserves consideration here.
T he basic record of payroll transactions in a small organization is gen
erally the payroll itself. On it are listed the name of each employee, the
hours he has worked, his rate of pay, the total dollars earned, the de
ductions from gross pay for social security and Federal income taxes
withheld, any union dues collected by the company from the employees,
hospitalization or other insurance deductions, and the like; and the net
pay in a final column. Check numbers are entered as checks are issued for
the net amounts. Thus the payroll is the basis for computing the pay of
each employee and also serves as a check register of payroll disbursements.
As might be expected it is also the basis for the auditor’s tests which in
clude the following:
1. Footing and cross-footing the payroll to make sure that the totals have been
determined accurately. This is necessary so that the total amount of cash
charged for payroll purposes is not excessive. Because of the number of pay
roll checks and the frequency with which they must be issued it is difficult to
have as effective internal control over their issuance as over other cash dis
bursements. For that reason it is customary to establish a payroll bank account
on which payroll checks are drawn. Each pay day there is deposited in this
account only enough cash to cover the net pay, which is the sum of all the
checks to be issued on that day. Under this procedure only as much goes into
the payroll account as is needed. The internal control consists of making
available to the person signing pay checks only the exact amount needed
(with perhaps a small fixed amount in excess thereof always kept in the pay
roll account as a minimum imprest amount to prevent overdrawing because of
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2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
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an error in preparing a check). If the payroll has been overfooted, a greater
amount than indicated will be deposited in the payroll bank account and will
be available to the one signing paychecks.
Vouching the hours worked by reference to approved time-clock records, time
keepers’ reports, or other satisfactory evidence.
Vouching the rate of pay by reference to wage authorization slips in the em
ployees’ personnel files, to union contracts, or to other reliable authorizations.
Testing the amounts entered in the gross pay column by m ultiplying hours by
rates of pay.
Scanning deductions for reasonableness and investigation of doubtful items
for propriety. T he greatest possibility of error here is that in order to favor
an employee no deduction might be entered where one should be. In scanning
the payroll deductions the auditor should be alert for the omission for one
employee of deductions of a type commonly entered for other employees.
Vouching amounts in the net pay column by test examination of returned pay
roll checks. Special attention should be given to endorsements, to agreement of
the name on the checks with the names listed in the payroll, and of course to
any checks apparently not made payable to employees.
Testing the subsidiary payroll records such as the employee's earnings record
required by the social security tax laws. Every name on one or more selected
payrolls should be traced to employee earning records and the entries in the
earnings records for that payroll examined for propriety. The test should then
continue from the employee earning records into copies of social security tax
reports. T he fact that a name is listed on a social security tax report is not
conclusive evidence that such a person actually exists and works for the com
pany, but it is reasonable evidence and should be obtained if available.
Scanning the journal or voucher register entries recording the payroll for
propriety to assure that the liability for amounts withheld have been recorded
properly and to determine that appropriate expense or cost accounts have
been charged.
Reconciling the payroll bank account to assure that there is no attempt to
cover errors through a forced reconciliation.

A c c o u n t A n a ly s is a n d V e rific a tio n

After a junior accountant has demonstrated an ability to accomplish
quickly and effectively the various routine tasks assigned to him, he
will be asked to make analyses of various accounts or of groups of ac
counts. An account analysis consists of a work sheet showing the various
items that compose the account balance. By itself the analysis does little
more than present information as to the nature of the charges and credits
to the account. Once the analysis has been prepared it is customary to
verify the various entries to the account by whatever means appear most
suitable. In some cases the individual entries are proved by vouching,
in other cases the account balance or portions of the balance are es
tablished as reliable through application of the confirmation procedure.
Thus account analysis, to be effective, must be accompanied by one or
several of the basic verification techniques.
In preparing the account analysis it is desirable for the junior account
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ant to determine, either by reference to the prior year’s working papers or
by questioning the senior accountant, the extent of information desired
in the analysis. Some accountants wish detailed descriptions of the charges
and credits to the account included in the work sheet; others are content
with little more than the am ount and the voucher reference. In the case
of small clients with inadequate records, fairly complete information is
generally desirable.
T he ledger account itself is the basis for the analysis and, if detailed
items are posted to it, may give almost all the information necessary.
In some cases accounts receive only summary postings from a voucher
or invoice register. In such cases it may be necessary to work back from
the ledger accounts to the books of original entry to ascertain the in
dividual items that make up the monthly charges or credits to the
account.
In analyzing an account it is not always necessary to list every entry
in detail. Some accounts receive a few relatively im portant entries each
m onth together with a good many small items, sometimes so small as
to be insignificant even in the aggregate. In such cases it is customary
to list only the m aterial items in detail with perhaps a few of the smaller
items. T he rem ainder of the insignificant items are lumped together
with some such description as:
Rem aining July charges, all of $25 or le s s .............$425

This procedure makes it possible to compare the account balance as
shown by the analysis with the trial balance and with related schedules
without the necessity of tracing every entry.
Related accounts are best verified together. A fixed asset account and
the related account for accrued depreciation, together with the related
depreciation expense account, make a natural grouping and should be
analyzed together. Indeed it is difficult to do a satisfactory job on any
one of the three without giving some attention to the others. T o make
this group complete the account for repairs and maintenance to that
particular fixed asset should usually be added. It is seldom the task of a
junior accountant to decide which accounts should be attacked as a
group. Sometimes, however, a senior will take it for granted that his
assistant, if assigned the fixed asset accounts, will also analyze and verify
the related depreciation and repair accounts.
It is therefore desirable that the junior give some consideration to
related accounts, and if his instructions are not specific he should inquire
of the accountant in charge as to whether he is expected to audit the
related accounts. T he natural groupings of accounts for verification
purposes are not difficult to discover. See Figures 11 and 12 for examples
of analyses and of cross-checks of items from one analysis to another.
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V a r ie t y o f A p p lic a tio n s o f A u d it T e c h n iq u e s

It has not been the intent of this section on audit techniques to cover
all possible applications with which the junior should be familiar.
Neither has the description been exhaustive in covering the procedures
applicable to the various audit problems presented. Audit engagements
differ one from another. T he records kept by various clients differ, the
internal control systems differ, the materiality of the amounts differ,
the scope of audit engagements may differ, and the programs followed
by the accountants in charge may vary. T he problem is always one of
obtaining an adequate am ount of evidence as to the reliability of the
financial statements and of ascertaining their conformance with accepted
principles of accounting. Frequently there are alternate methods by
which some evidence may be obtained and situations where the am ount
of evidence needed is different than in other cases. A uditing does not
consist of blindly following through a series of steps or of applying cer
tain techniques. R ather it requires the use of judgm ent in efficiently
and adequately learning enough about the financial statements to perm it
the expression of an opinion or to determine that no opinion can be
expressed about them.
T he junior should keep in m ind constantly the basic purpose of all
the work being done. Only by doing that can he proceed in an intel
ligent m anner in the tasks assigned to him. He should not change the
procedure without permission of his supervisor, but he should be alert
to the possibility of saving time or of obtaining better evidence by some
change in procedure and he should not hesitate in suggesting well
thought-out changes to his superior.

CH A PTER 7

Professional Requirements

As a young man bidding for a place in a young and growing profession,
a junior accountant must not only acquire technical skill in the per
formance of his present duties, but he also must recognize his responsi
bilities as a professional man. He must attem pt to develop what may be
described as a professional attitude and bearing. T o do this he must
have some understanding of the nature of accounting as a profession
and a genuine awareness of the importance of m aintaining proper rela
tions with those persons with whom he works.
Public accounting has one field of effort that is peculiarly its own: the
examination of the financial statements of business companies in order
that an opinion as to their dependability may be expressed. This is the
field of auditing in which a junior accountant finds most of his work.
In performing this function of examination of financial statements,
public accounting performs an im portant social service. Modern business
operates largely on a credit basis. T he granting of credit requires that
the grantor have some knowledge of the financial position and operating
success of the one requesting credit. Therefore he calls for copies of
financial statements. But financial statements are prepared by the com
pany that issues them so there is always a possibility that there may be
errors in accounting principles or judgment, or other errors in their pre
sentation of the information required by the prospective credit grantor.
O ut of this set of circumstances grows the work of the independent public
accountant. As an independent expert on both accounting and the verifi
cation of accounting data, he examines the financial statements issued by
business companies and then states whether, in his opinion, they are or are
not reliable. An independent accountant’s opinion gives the reader of the
statements the assurance he needs — assurance that the statements have
been examined by an independent expert who is willing to state, on the
basis of his examination, that they present fairly the financial condition
and results of operations of the reporting company. This is an essential
service in a credit economy such as ours.
T he same necessity for reliable financial information is felt by cor
porate stockholders, many of whom are absentee owners. As assurance of
the propriety of the financial reports of management, the stockholders,
who are in no other way able to verify the financial representations made
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to them, rely upon the reports of independent public accountants.
One of the outstanding characteristics of an accountant’s professional
position is that of independence. He is an independent contractor, not
an employee. In accepting an audit engagement he reserves the right
to make an examination by methods and to the extent he sees fit. He does
not follow detailed instructions of his client. Although he is paid for
his work by the client company, he has certain responsibilities to anyone
who reads and relies on his report. Accordingly he must consider more
than merely the interests of his client in performing his examination
and in writing his report. He must cultivate an independence of thought
and of viewpoint calculated to serve fairly both his client and those who
might read the report.
Because of this rather peculiar position two characteristics are essential
if an accountant or a firm of accountants is to be successful. Integrity
and alertness are the foundations for a good professional reputation.
T he need for integrity is rather obvious. Unless the auditor does a
sound task of verification, unless his opinion is reliable, creditors and
stockholders will soon refuse to accept his report as an indication that
financial statements are dependable. Once it is discovered that his work
is something less than necessary or that his opinion is carelessly given,
an accountant loses not only prestige but clients as well. Integrity is
an essential.
T he importance of alertness is something quite different. It has to
do with the service an accountant can render his client above and beyond
a bare statement of opinion as to the reliability of the financial state
ments. During the course of an audit engagement an auditor learns a
good deal about his client’s accounting methods, office procedures and
business practices. Couple this with the thought that an accountant is
an expert on accounting methods and procedures and has, through his
work with a wide variety of clients, acquired considerable experience in
business and financial practices and it should be obvious that he may
be in a position to make valuable suggestions for improvements of one
kind or another.
An accountant is rarely an expert in all business problems. However,
he is an expert on certain problems of business related to accounting,
internal control procedures, taxation, and the like. Throughout the
course of his examination he should be constantly alert to the possibility
of suggesting improvements in the client’s methods and procedures. Pub
lic accounting, as any other field, is competitive. If a business man has
a choice between two firms, one of which will give him an opinion on the
financial statements and no more whereas the second can be counted on
to recommend improvements in his system of internal control and is
also able to talk with him intelligently on his business problems, it is
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almost certain that he will engage the latter. Alertness to all possibilities
of service to the client is always im portant.
In addition to the field of verification in which the public accountant
specializes, his work more or less laps over into related fields of the or
ganization of business operations and transactions, office procedures and
methods, taxation and regulatory problems, and finance. An accountant
must have some acquaintance with each of these areas if he is to recognize
and be in a position to take advantage of opportunities to serve his clients.
A junior accountant is not expected to become an expert in either the
field of verification or in the other areas of service to his employer’s
clients overnight. He is expected to see the over-all problems of the
profession and to prepare himself for both present duties and future
opportunities. T o the extent that he does protect his employer’s repu
tation for integrity and shows alertness by suggesting to his senior any
opportunities for additional service, he will indicate that he has some
of the essential characteristics for success and, as a result, he will be
given additional responsibilities and commensurate advancement.
P r o fe s s io n a l B e a r in g

A junior accountant represents his employer. Any impression he leaves
with the client works to the benefit or detrim ent of his firm. This is a
simple fact which he must never forget. An independent public ac
countant should be a serious, competent, reliable, professional man.
T h at is the impression he wishes to make on his clients and on others;
that is the impression a junior accountant likewise should try to create.
It is not necessary to rebuild one’s personality. All that is required is an
awareness of the fact that as a representative of a firm of public ac
countants he is looked on as being a professional person. This requires
him to be conscious at all times of the opinions others form of him and
of his work.
Clothes do not make the m an it is true, yet there is much to be said
for quiet, conservative dress. Somehow a loud shirt and a “race-track”
suit do little to inspire a feeling of confidence. A junior accountant is
expected to appear as would any other responsible young business man.
A clean hat, neat business suits, harmonizing ties and socks are expected.
These are little things; yet they do have an effect in the impression they
make on the client’s employees. This in turn has a direct bearing on the
co-operation the accountant gets from them on the job. For example, the
junior accountant whose sporty attire is the joke of an office in which he is
working is very likely to find himself and his work something of a joke
as well. Serious questions will be given light answers; his time will be
taken with the humorous efforts of various members of the office force;
and in general his work will be less effective.
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In the close confines of an office made more crowded because of the
presence of the auditors, annoying personal habits or mannerisms must
be guarded against. H um m ing or whistling while one works, unneces
sary coughing or clearing of the throat, tapping with a pencil while con
sidering a problem, any or all of which may be done quite unconsciously,
may be extremely irritating to others and should be avoided.
Sometimes seemingly unim portant matters such as removing one’s
suitcoat or smoking in an office are frowned on by the client. It is best
to inquire of the supervising accountant as to the policy to be followed.
Needless to say, such practices as leaving the client’s office before the
closing hour or returning late from lunch should be avoided.
R e la tio n s w ith C lie n t's S ta ff

From the standpoint of a client’s bookkeeper or accounting depart
ment, the auditors are always something of a nuisance. They ask many
questions, want the records that are needed for the regular accounting
work, take up desk space, ask for documents that may be difficult to find,
and in general, upset the normal office routine. This point of view in
dicates why the junior should be as considerate as possible of those with
whom he works in the client’s office. Insofar as possible any friction
should be avoided; an attitude of considerate co-operation on the part
of the auditor is the best way of avoiding unnecessary difficulties.
T he junior accountant should always remember that he is the out
sider. Although his work is of first importance to him, it is not so im
portant to the members of the accounting departm ent with whom he is
working, and unless he is able to enlist their help when he needs it
successful completion of the examination may be far more difficult than
it otherwise would be. T he following suggestions are offered with this
thought in mind.
A sincere effort should be made to “work around” the needs of the
accounting departm ent staff in regard to books or records required both
for auditing purposes and for the regular bookkeeping work. Advance
inquiry as to the accounting departm ent program plus care in arranging
the junior’s own work generally can result in making the client’s books
and records available to its accounting staff as needed and not interfere
with the efficient completion of the audit work.
An overly critical attitude on the part of the outside accountants is
certain to be resented by those who have kept the books and records
concerned. T he auditor must adopt an extremely liberal attitude toward
peculiar or “pet” methods of bookkeeping. Many competent book
keepers have never had the advantages of advanced education in account
ing. They merely follow the methods and procedures which have been
satisfactory in the past. Any criticism of such methods probably will be
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ill received. One of the advantages of experience is that one learns that
methods of bookkeeping are not as im portant as results, and that many
methods which are somewhat unorthodox, to say the least, yield satis
factory results.
From time to time methods and practices will be found that are faulty
or perhaps even incorrect. T he appropriate procedure for a junior ac
countant in such cases is to obtain a full description of the practice and
to include that description together with his criticisms of it in working
papers to be presented to the senior. He should be extremely careful
not to voice his criticisms either directly or indirectly to members of
the accounting departm ent concerned. If the senior feels that the
criticism and suggested improvements are appropriate he will convey them
to the proper member of the client’s organization in the best method
possible. This is his responsibility, not that of one of his assistants.
An unintentional mistake sometimes made by junior accountants is to
open files, look into drawers, or rummage about in vaults which are
actually none of their concern. T he impression of undue curiosity
should be avoided. If the junior has a legitimate question about a m at
ter, he should certainly stay with it until he has a satisfactory answer. On
the other hand, unless the m atter is of legitimate concern in the course
of the examination he will do well to avoid it. Personnel files, payroll
data, and similar information of a confidential nature should be re
quested or taken advantage of only as necessary.
In working with such records the junior should treat as confidential
all information the client wishes kept confidential. Payroll records should
never be left unattended on a desk. Any other material of a confidential
nature should be either returned or locked up over the noon hour or
when not required for actual use. It is a good procedure to inquire of
the person from whom materials of this nature are obtained whether or
not they should be treated as highly confidential in regard to the office
staff and as to whether he prefers that they be used only in some private
office.
In making use of adding machines, calculating machines and other
devices in the client’s office, the auditor should be certain to refrain
from borrowing without permission equipm ent which is needed by some
one else who may look upon it as personal property. This is similar to
the m atter of not conflicting with the client’s employees over books and
records. Another m atter of perhaps less importance also should be
observed. It is best for the auditor never to use an office machine unless
he is completely familiar with it. Not only is there the possibility that
im proper operation may do it some harm, but also there is the possi
bility of appearing hopelessly incompetent. T he classic example of such
a situation is the junior accountant who once attem pted to use a check pro
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tector as an adding machine. A less extreme situation is found sometimes
in the amateurish attempts of some juniors to use a 10-key adding
machine designed for rapid touch-system use. There is no objection to
the use of machines if they actually expedite the work one has to do.
But if one is not familiar with the device more time may be spent in
attem pting to learn its operations than would be taken if the job had
been done another way. In addition the accountant leaves the impression
that he is incompetent in what, to the office staff, may be a very ele
mentary ability, and that he is not above practicing on the client’s time.
Special care should be exercised in the use of the client’s files and
other records. It is well to inquire in advance as to the procedure to be
followed in obtaining materials and in returning them to the files. File
clerks refer to an item out of place as an item lost and if the auditors
have used the files freely they will likely be blamed for months after
ward for any document that cannot be located. In making tick marks
on documents or in the client’s journals and ledgers care should like
wise be used. Many bookkeepers do not appreciate heavy, colored pencil
marks in the records which they have kept neatly and accurately. Ac
tually, little is gained by marking up the client’s records in any case
and such marks may serve as a clue to the am ount of work done. Some
accounting firms never mark any of the client’s records or documents. If
some kind of mark is to be made a small dot or inconspicuous tick mark
in a location on the page which is significant to the auditor is far more
desirable than a large check for all to see and to duplicate if they desire.
As a professional accountant the junior should avoid any appearance
of being overly friendly. This does not mean that he must be aloof or
unfriendly. A dignified friendliness with the client’s staff is desirable.
Anything more than this should be avoided. Special favors by staff
members and the sort of intimacy that might conceivably obligate the
auditor should be cleared with the senior before acceptance. Inde
pendence at all levels is necessary if the audit examination is to be valid,
and it is incumbent upon a junior accountant to refrain from any ac
tivities or relationships that might im pair his own independence from
those whose work he is to verify.
In other words, general alertness, consideration of others, and a realiza
tion of his position as a professional accountant are required of a junior
accountant at all times and especially while in the office of a client.
R e la tio n s w ith F e llo w S ta ff M e m b e r s

In commencing work in a new organization a junior is very likely to
feel that he is in competition with others who came into the organization
at about the same time he did. T o a considerable extent this is true in
public accounting as it is in other fields. A junior accountant is in
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competition with other junior accountants. T here is a difference in the
nature of the competition, however, that should be kept in mind. In
many types of employment several people are all working toward the
same position, a position which only one of them can hold. Only one
of the competing workers can succeed; the others will be unsuccessful.
This is seldom true in public accounting. Because the profession is still
young and growing rapidly there are opportunities for advancement for
all who are qualified. R ather than “W hich one of several should get
this one position?” the question is more likely to be “How many of our
juniors are ready to do semi-senior work this year?”
For this reason there is little competition of an intense variety on the
staff of a public accounting firm. There is much more of a team spirit.
On any single engagement the men assigned work together to accom
plish the task. As a group, the entire staff works together to build the
best reputation possible for the firm. In this way they help the firm
and help assure themselves of a sound future. This feeling of working
together rather than against one another has other beneficial aspects.
Interesting experiences can be shared to the benefit of all. Joint study
of working-paper files during unassigned time can be m utually helpful.
Joint preparation for professional examinations may strengthen the
chances of all. Certainly much can be said in favor of the feeling of
m utual and unconflicting progress to be found within the staff of an
accounting firm.

CH APTER 8

Preparation for the Future
In the preceding chapters the nature of the technical tasks that
are assigned to the junior accountant immediately following his em
ployment have been discussed and the characteristics of the profes
sional bearing that he is expected to develop likewise have been given
attention. These are essentials for success in the profession of accounting.
But more than these are necessary if the junior accountant is to take ad
vantage of the opportunities for advancement that will inevitably come
his way. T he ambitious junior must be looking ahead constantly to the
assignments he will receive in the future. He must appraise himself
critically and realistically with questions like these: Do I or do I not have
the technical skill, the knowledge, and the judgm ent required for antici
pated assignments? If not, how can I go about preparing myself most
effectively?
These questions indicate the procedure to be followed if advancement
is truly desired. Promotion does not come with years of service in public
accounting; it follows the demonstration of ability to perform advanced
assignments and to discharge additional responsibilities satisfactorily.
Because accounting is growing and expanding, opportunities are ever
present, but unless the junior is ready for them they will be lost. He
m ust produce to progress.
Preparation for advancement may follow any one or all of several
possibilities to be discussed in the following paragraphs. Included are:
1. Individual study.
2. On-the-job training.
3. Formal schooling on a part-time basis.
In d iv id u a l S tu d y

During their first year or so of employment, most junior accountants
will have a certain am ount of what is known as “unassigned time,” that
is, time when they are required to be at the office but during which they
have no specific duties to perform. T heir employers expect that such
time will not be wasted but rather will be used in preparing for future
tasks. In many cases no specific directions for study are given by the
firm, the choice of method and subject being left to the individual.
Unassigned time at the office is likely to be more advantageous for
study purposes than free time away from the office because of the ma
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terials available for study. T he firm’s files of audit working papers are
ready at hand and available to a man while he is in the office; they are
not available to him once he has left for the day. By obtaining and care
fully studying a set of audit working papers a junior accountant can do
much to acquaint himself with firm practice with respect to working
papers and in regard to preparing audit programs. There is no better
study material anywhere than a set of actual audit working papers in
dicating what the auditors did on that assignment, how they did it, and,
when coupled with the review of internal control, the reasons why they
felt their work was necessary. T he junior accountant who fails to draw
on his firm’s working paper files for study material is missing a great
opportunity.
More can be learned from working papers than the procedures and
practices applied on a single engagement. A junior can usually obtain
permission to draw out a series of working paper files, each of them
representing a different industry and different audit problems, until he
has not only thoroughly acquainted himself with the firm’s audit practice
but also has given himself valuable education on the subject of variations
in audit programs made necessary by differences among industries and
companies.
Another extremely im portant subject for study in firms which have
them is the accounting manual, technical procedure manual, or whatever
title is given to the book of instructions for staff auditors. This will have
been compiled by experienced auditors who have drawn on their years
of activity in the field to develop standards of practice for the firm. T he
junior should study the firm publication carefully in order that he may
be familiar with what is considered by his employers to be desirable prac
tice. Any matters that are not clear to him should be noted and put in the
form of questions to seniors or experienced members of the staff until he
is satisfied that he understands not only the “how” but also the “why”
behind all firm practice.
At this point it should be emphasized that a failure to ask questions
on points which are not understood is a serious weakness and may well
prove a bar to progress. No member of an accounting firm staff expects
a junior to have answers to every question that might arise. Indeed not
many of the staff members of considerably higher rank have all the
answers. It is never an indication of ignorance nor of lack of ability to ask
a significant question. T he man who asks no questions is either so con
ceited that he feels that he knows everything already, so uninterested in
his work that he has no desire to learn more about it, or afraid that he will
appear uninformed if he asks the advice of others. None of these attitudes
is. a healthy one for a junior accountant. It is expected that he will find
the use of new terms, the application of unusual procedures, and the
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necessity for certain audit steps, all somewhat puzzling. It also is ex
pected that he will have sufficient initiative and desire to ask questions of
those who can give him an informed answer.
T here are two kinds of questions, of course. T he junior should not
become a nuisance by asking every question he can think of. Many
matters can be understood by giving them a little serious reflection.
This the junior accountant is expected to do. W hen he is unable to
answer the question for himself out of his own lim ited experience and
education, then and then only should he put the question to others.
Professional magazines, accounting and auditing textbooks, handbooks
of various types, the publications of the American Institute of Account
ants, and works on the special problems of various industries and types
of business also provide material for individual study. One of the facts
a junior must face is that no m atter how extensive his formal education
has been prior to entering the field of public accounting he has little
more than a background for additional learning. He must become
familiar with the latest developments in the fields of accounting, auditing,
and taxation, and must exert every effort to keep abreast of them at all
times. This is not to say that he must be an expert in every specialized
field within the general area of accounting. He should, however, have
sufficient acquaintance with new developments to know when to call on
specialists within his firm for help with problems.
T he publications of the American Institute of Accountants and of his
local state society of certified public accountants are invaluable in this
respect. A careful scanning of each new issue should be a “m ust” for
every active accountant. T he authoritative pronouncements of com
mittees of the American Institute of Accountants and the American Ac
counting Association, the accounting releases of the Securities and Ex
change Commission, the texts of pertinent legal decisions, new govern
m ent regulations and other im portant developments of that type are all
reported within the covers of the leading accounting periodicals. Hence
these publications perform a valuable service in bringing together for
easy reference the current materials of most importance to practicing
accountants.
Various tax handbooks, systems handbooks, and the like are helpful
in summarizing the principal problems with which the accountant may
be expected to deal in these fields. As such, they are a valuable type of
ready reference and are particularly helpful in enabling him to discover
those books or articles that cover more fully the specific point which may
be of immediate interest. T he particular usefulness of a handbook is
that it gives some information on a wide range of subjects; it does not
usually give thorough or exhaustive coverage on all of the subjects in
cluded.
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Personal Library

Every junior accountant who intends to make a career for himself
in accounting should begin to build up a small personal library. This
need not be extensive for it will be found that a relatively few items are
sufficient to obtain reasonably complete coverage of the fields in which
he will be most interested. He m ight well begin with a subscription to
the official periodicals of the outstanding professional accounting or
ganizations. Nonperiodical publications by these societies should be
added as they are released. Reports or releases by the leading committees
of the American Institute of Accountants and the American Accounting
Association should certainly be included. T he accounting releases of the
Securities and Exchange Commission can be obtained from the United
States Government printing office at small cost and should be a part of a
basic library.
Next he should give attention to the various fields with which he will
find himself working and attem pt to add one or two outstanding works
in each such field. Personal opinion as to the relative desirability of
competing works varies considerably. T he junior should make inquiry of
former teachers and of experienced accountants with whom he works, and
should check with libraries where copies can be obtained for study and
comparison before final choices are made.
Books are likely to fall under one of two heads: either they are written
as textbooks for use in college courses or they are written on a higher
professional level for use by men actually in the field. It is extremely
difficult for a single volume to serve both of these requirements with any
degree of success. In selecting books the accountant should first determine
the type of book he needs. If he is attem pting to fill in a deficiency in
his former education, he may do well to select a college level textbook that
can be used for a first coverage of the material. If he has completed a
college course covering that material, on the other hand, he will gain
little by merely working through another college-type textbook. It seems
more advantageous under such conditions to add a more m ature work
such as would be useful to someone in the field already possessed of some
knowledge of the subject. In developing a personal library intended to
have lasting usefulness he will find the second type of book to be more
appropriate. This is especially true if he already has his college texts as a
nucleus around which to build.
T he following subjects or areas of interest probably should be repre
sented in a personal library by at least one worthwhile and authoritative
book:
1. General auditing.
2. Federal income tax (a copy of the Internal Revenue Code and the Regula
tions should be supported by a ready reference or tax service of some kind).
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General accounting.
Systems design and installation.
Specialized accounting systems.
Report writing.
Business law.

Most public accounting firms have libraries available to staff members.
These should be relied on for matters in which extensive research facilities
are required. All that should be expected of the junior’s own personal
library is that it have ready information on those subjects on which help
is most likely required; it should not be expected to give exhaustive
treatm ent on all subjects.
Self Review

One of the tasks an experienced accountant is called on to perform
is that of reviewing the work of others. W hen he reaches the point at
which his own work indicates an awareness of auditing technique and
procedures sufficient to qualify him for advancement, he will be given an
opportunity to review and then to supervise the work of others. Ability
to review conscientiously and effectively without undue loss of time is
a necessity and such an ability should be cultivated early.
As a junior completes working paper assignments on his first engage
ments he turns those papers in to the senior accountant on the job for
review. If the junior, after completing the work and immediately before
turning it in, tries to put himself in the position of the senior accountant
and subjects his own working papers to a careful review he will at once
begin to lay the foundations for development of a review technique and at
the same time will find himself producing more satisfactory working
papers.
Review consists of reading a work sheet critically in an effort to de
termine whether:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

It is complete.
It is self-explanatory.
Its relationship to other work sheets is clear.
Its contribution to the over-all verification is apparent.
Any questions raised by the performance of that procedure have been
answered.

T he reviewer, once he has accepted the work sheet as satisfactory,
indicated by his own initials below those of the m an performing the
original work, accepts responsibility for that work. He has scrutinized
it carefully and is satisfied that it is complete, understandable, and that
no additional questions have been raised. He accepts as satisfactory both
the extent of the work done and the method of doing it, and further
accepts the working papers as adequate evidence of both.
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In reviewing his own work before submitting it to his senior, a junior
accountant should attem pt to look at it from the standpoint of the senior.
W ould he be willing to accept that work as complete and satisfactory in
every way if he had not prepared it himself? Is it completely understand
able to someone who has had no previous acquaintance with the records
on which it is based? Does it answer all questions likely to be raised in
the m ind of an experienced auditor by the facts as stated? These are the
sort of questions to be answered. Unless they can be answered in the
affirmative the work needs additional time and attention. By training
himself to review impersonally his own work, a junior accountant is con
structively preparing himself for future responsibilities and at the same
time giving himself im portant discipline in the art of working-paper
preparation.
Communication

Included in a program of self-study should be a conscientious effort
to improve the ability of expression, both orally and in writing. Those
who hire college graduates, including public accounting firms, list as their
first criticism of the men they employ an inability to express themselves
well. This ranges from the use of incorrect grammar and inadequate
vocabulary to a failure to achieve persuasiveness in the presentation of
basically sound ideas.
T he subject of rhetoric does not seem to have much appeal, but it is
a subject that must receive earnest attention from the junior if he is to
succeed in professional work. Accounting is not a m atter of work sheets,
figures, financial statements, ledgers, and nothing more. Accounting is a
m atter of ideas and ideas must be expressed. Accountants do a great
deal of work with figures and with forms of one kind or another but they
also must work with ideas. T he comments at the bottom of a work sheet
describing the work done or suggesting the need for additional verifica
tion, explanations of peculiar or complicated transactions, footnotes ex
plaining the significance of contract provisions or of litigation in progress,
suggestions for the improvement of internal control measures, and a host
of other thoughts must be well presented to be useful.
T he accountant does not need a command of the language to say that
he has footed the cash book as instructed. On the other hand, no one
wants to foot cash books forever. Advancement will require the ability
to discuss matters with officials of the client company and with partners
of the public accounting firm. It stands to reason that the firm will not
perm it itself to be represented by someone who cannot carry on an in
telligent and grammatically correct conversation.
As an audit examination progresses matters are often uncovered which
should be brought to the attention of the client. T he common practice
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is for the one who discovers the need for the communication to write it up
in the form of a letter from the accounting firm to the client. This letter
is then submitted to the partner in charge of the engagement who revises
it as he considers necessary, has it typed, and then signs the final copy.
A failure to be able to write such letters satisfactorily will do as much to
hold a man back from promotion as will any other deficiency.
Finally there is the preparation of long-form audit reports. A junior
accountant is unlikely to be expected to prepare these until he has gained
a considerable am ount of experience, but inevitably the time will come
when he is called on to draft such a report. A command of rhetoric is
essential if the job is to be well done, if it is to be a credit to the firm and
to the m an who wrote it. By exercising care in writing work sheet notes
and comments he prepares himself for the time when he is called on for
more formal writing.
Three factors contribute to success in accounting. First, the accountant
must be a competent technician with a sound knowledge of accounting
and auditing; second, he must have ideas, he must see the opportunity
for suggestions and know what suggestions to make; third, he must be
able to convey his suggestions, his ideas, in a helpful and convincing
manner. Although there may be a lack of opportunity in public account
ing for men who are nothing more than technicians, there will always be
opportunities for men with ideas and the ability to express those ideas.
O n - th e -J o b T ra in in g

Probably the best and perhaps the most intangible training open to a
junior accountant is that which he receives while actively working on
audit engagements. T he instructions of his superiors as to the method
to be followed in performing a given test, their criticisms of his work
when he turns it in, the experience of working with the client’s books,
ledgers, and business papers, all go together to make him better equipped
to do his next job more efficiently and with the need for less supervision.
As with other training methods, on-the-job experience is beneficial to
the extent that the individual makes the most of his opportunities. If he
is content merely to go along trying to get by with the work before him,
many of the advantages of his work will be lost. If, on the other hand, he
is curious about the work of others and of the place his own task fills in
the over-all scheme he can do much to improve his knowledge and his
usefulness as an auditor.
An ideal situation from the staff training point of view would find a
junior accountant on the job with a senior accountant who felt keenly
his responsibility to increase the knowledge of the junior and who had
all the time necessary to give detailed instructions, to point out weaknesses
in the junior’s work, to discuss alternative procedures, and to stimulate the
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junior’s imagination with a variety of questions. But such ideal situations
are extremely uncommon. In many if not a majority of the cases in
practice, the junior is not alone on the job with the senior accountant.
Also there are complicating problems to take up the time of the senior,
and the necessity for completing the assignment w ithin a given date makes
anything but full attention to completing the job difficult. T he re
sponsibility of getting something out of each new assignment therefore
falls on the junior accountant. Certainly he should be the one person
most interested.
Getting the most out of each assignment requires that the junior make
a sincere effort to understand the way in which his part of the work fits
in with the rest of the examination. At first his assignments will be
simple and of a routine nature and he will be more concerned with the
“why” behind the work he is to do than with how it fits in with other work.
Later he will be given more advanced work such as the complete program
for a given account or group of accounts. By critically examining the
segment of the audit program he is asked to perform and by further in
quiry, first of himself and later of others if he is unable to answer the
question out of his own knowledge, he can begin to develop an ability
to prepare audit programs, to see the necessity for supporting certain
techniques with others, and to get the over-all picture of the audit
problem.
He also must ask questions. Any point that puzzles him after he has
given it serious consideration should be asked of the senior accountant
or of any other accountant on the job who may be able to help him.
Obviously there is a time and place for all questions. He should not
interrupt the senior accountant during a discussion with one of the com
pany’s officers. Neither should he annoy a senior working on some
difficult problem unless the question is absolutely necessary. Yet there
are times on every engagement when questions are appropriate and it is
then they should be asked. It is a good practice to prepare a list of
questions and troublesome points to be put to the senior accountant as
opportunity permits. Frequently the answers to some of them will be
found in later work on the same job. Those that are not so answered
should be asked of someone who can answer them. Most senior account
ants make a practice of giving their assistants an opportunity to ask
questions from time to time. If the senior neglects to do this the junior
should not hesitate to m ention that he has several problems to which he
would like a solution if the senior can spare time.
F o rm a t C la s s e s

Two types of formal classes may be open to junior accountants. T he
firm itself may have a staff training program of one sort or another.
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Needless to say, staff training should be taken seriously and every effort
made to benefit from it. Such work may be found to be on an advanced
level as compared to the work in college. Also it will reflect actual audit
situations and conditions more realistically because of the materials avail
able to auditing firms.
If the accountant is located in a large city or even a smaller town
in which a college or university is located, he will frequently find an op
portunity to take additional courses. Generally these must be taken at
night in order not to interfere with regular work.
Such courses have both advantages and disadvantages. They are partic
ularly helpful if the individual feels that his accounting education has
been unsatisfactory in any respect and he wishes to correct the deficiency,
If, for example, he has had no work in the field of income taxation or
in governmental accounting he can register in such a course in an
approved night school and add that material to his fund of accounting
knowledge. Such courses are difficult in that he must fit them in after
a full day of work when he is likely to be somewhat tired already. Problem
and reading assignments must be attended to in the reduced am ount of
free time that he has after he takes on a full-time job and in general such
a procedure is likely to be a burden. T here is another distinct hazard
that should be recognized. In public accounting the individual must take
such assignments as come his way and work always takes precedence over
after-hours activities such as school. T hus if he is assigned to an out-oftown engagement or to night work it will of necessity disrupt his school
work. More than one young accountant has found it impossible to carry
on with the after-hours academic schedule he has prescribed for himself
because he was unable to be present at sufficient class meetings.
Many accounting firms definitely take into account any known program
of study on the part of their staff men in working out personnel assign
ments. However in the press of busy season work the demands of clients
must come first and it is sometimes impossible to keep everyone in town
who wants to stay in town for purposes of furthering his education, as im
portant as that may be.
Some people tend to rely on formal classes to give them the discipline
and the program they need to keep them studying. If they have classes
to meet and assignments to turn in to an instructor at a set time, they can
hold themselves to their task. W ithout such an incentive they find it
difficult to refrain from passing up their studies for more enjoyable forms
of recreation. T his is a tendency a junior accountant should certainly dis
courage in himself. T he self-discipline required to hold to a course of
study either with or without required class meetings is something that
should be developed. Considerable self-discipline is needed to get ahead
in any profession and accounting is certainly no exception. Good work
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h a b it s a r e e s s e n tia l. T h r o u g h o u t h is c a re e r a n a c c o u n t a n t fin d s i t n e c e s s a ry
to c h o o se b e tw e e n r e a d i n g te c h n ic a l l it e r a t u r e a n d c h o o s in g m o r e e n t e r 
t a i n i n g a c tiv itie s . I f h e p e r m its h im s e lf to re ly o n th e d ir e c tio n s o f a n i n 
s tr u c to r i n h is e a r ly y e a rs h e m a y f in d i t im p o s s ib le to d is c ip lin e h im s e lf
a d e q u a te ly i n l a t e r y e a rs. R e g is tr a tio n i n n i g h t s c h o o l classes is d e s ir a b le
f o r a j u n i o r if h e g e ts r e a l b e n e f it f r o m th e c la s s ro o m d is c u s s io n a n d f r o m
th e te a c h e r ’s c o n tr ib u t io n . I t is s e ld o m d e s ir a b le if its o n ly p u r p o s e is to
k e e p h i m f r o m “ p la y in g h o o k e y ” f r o m h im s e lf.
I f a j u n i o r a c c o u n t a n t h a s c o m p le te d th e u s u a l c o lle g e e d u c a tio n h e
s h o u ld b e s u ffic ie n tly m a tu r e to b e a b le to s tu d y te c h n ic a l w r itin g , w h e th e r
t e x tb o o k o r o th e r , b y h im s e lf. H e s h o u ld b e a b le to la y o u t a c o u rs e o f
s tu d y f o r h im s e lf a n d to c o m p le te i t su c c e s s fu lly w i th o u t a t t e n d i n g classes
m e re ly f o r d is c ip lin a r y p u rp o s e s .
C e r t if ie d P u b lic A c c o u n ta n t C e rtific a te

A t s o m e tim e d u r i n g h is first five y e a rs i n p u b l i c a c c o u n tin g a n a c c o u n t
a n t is e x p e c te d to p a s s th e c e rtifie d p u b l i c a c c o u n t a n t e x a m in a t i o n a n d
th u s to q u a lif y f o r t h a t c e rtific a te . S o m e firm s h a v e a r e q u i r e m e n t t h a t
n o m e m b e r o f t h e ir sta ff c a n r e a c h a c e r ta in r a n k (s e n io r a c c o u n t a n t i n
m o s t cases) u n t i l th e y h a v e d o n e so. W h e t h e r t h e ir firm r e q u ir e s i t o r n o t,
j u n i o r a c c o u n ta n ts w ill d o w e ll to b e n d e v e ry e ffo rt to w a r d o b ta i n i n g th is
c e rtific a te e a rly i n t h e i r c a re e rs , f o r s e v e ra l re a s o n s . F ir s t, i t c a rr ie s c o n 
s id e r a b le p r e s tig e w i th th e e m p lo y e e s o f c lie n ts . I t is a lw a y s less s a tis 
f a c to r y to g iv e a n e g a tiv e a n s w e r to th e in e v ita b le q u e s tio n , “ A r e y o u a
C P A ? ” t h a n i t is to g iv e a n a ffirm a tiv e o n e . S e c o n d , a n a c c o u n t a n t is v e ry
lik e ly to h a v e g r e a te r f a c ility i n p r o b le m s o lu tio n a n d e x a m in a t i o n w r itin g
s h o r tly a f te r h e h a s c o m p le te d h is c o lle g e w o r k t h a n h e w ill h a v e , say, te n
to fifte e n y e a rs la te r . T h i r d , h e w ill fin d t h a t d e m a n d s o n h is fre e tim e ,
th e tim e a v a ila b le f o r s tu d y , w ill in c re a s e as h e g ro w s o ld e r a n d as h is
r e s p o n s ib ilitie s b o th a t h o m e a n d a t w o r k in c re a s e .
W h il e s o m e a b le a c c o u n ta n ts d o n o t p o ssess th e c o v e te d C P A c e r
tific a te , a n d th is i n n o w a y d e tr a c ts f r o m t h e i r a b ility to d o a g o o d jo b ,
i t m a y m i l i ta t e a g a in s t th e m p ro fe s s io n a lly i n a v a r ie ty o f w ay s. M o s t
o f th e m r e g r e t t h a t th e y d id n o t ta k e th e tim e a n d e ffo rt w h e n th e y w e re
y o u n g m e n to c le a r th is h u r d l e i n t h e ir p a th s .
T h e C P A e x a m in a t i o n is a d iffic u lt o n e i t is tr u e , a n d r a n k s w i th a n y
p ro f e s s io n a l e n tr a n c e e x a m in a tio n . Y e t t h e r e is n o r e a s o n w h y a n y
y o u n g a c c o u n t a n t o f n o r m a l in te llig e n c e a n d a b ility c a n n o t p r e p a r e h im 
se lf a d e q u a te ly f o r su c c e ssfu l c o m p le tio n o f th is te st. M a te r ia ls i n th e
f o r m o f w e ll- w r itte n te x tb o o k s a n d p r e v io u s e x a m in a tio n s w i th s a m p le
s o lu tio n s a r e a v a ila b le f o r s tu d y . A t te n t i o n to th e se , p lu s e x p e r ie n c e w ith
fie ld c o n d itio n s , s h o u ld b e s u ffic ie n t to e n a b le a n y a c c o u n t a n t to a t t e m p t
th e e x a m in a t i o n w i th a s a tis fa c to ry c h a n c e f o r success.
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Preparation for the Examination

In preparing for the examination the accountant should give first
attention to any weaknesses in his own educational background. T he
field of accounting is indeed a large one but it can be subdivided into a
limited num ber of areas. These are:

1. Auditing.
2. Accounting theory.
3. General accounting problems such as those having to do with transaction
analysis, business practices, and interpretation of data.
4. Specialized accounting problems such as:
a. Consolidated statements.
b. Partnership accounting problems.
c. Problems in accounting for net worth.
d. Foreign exchange.
e. Specialized statements such as a statement of affairs, statement of realiza
tion and liquidation, et cetera.
5. Cost accounting.
6. Governmental accounting.
7. Federal income taxes.

T he serious student should review his past education and his present
knowledge with a view toward discovering any weaknesses. If he feels
deficient in any of these areas, or in business law which also is included
in the examination, that weakness should be given first attention. A text
or other book covering the m aterial should be obtained and studied
until the weakness is eliminated. In many places coaching courses are
available in the evenings. These offer certain advantages but in the ab
sence of such courses, the junior should be able to prepare on his own.
Once he is reasonably satisfied with his over-all educational background
for the examination he should obtain copies of the official American In
stitute of Accountants examinations for at least the last five years. These
can be purchased from the Institute in book form, together with un
official solutions if desired, and are also reproduced in leading accounting
periodicals. These examination questions provide some of the most useful
review materials. They should be worked completely under conditions
as close to those of the actual examination as possible.
T he student should attem pt to solve each problem within the time
allotted, in good form, and without reference to books or other materials.
T he time to be spent on each problem can be approximated by spreading
the total time allowed for a section of the examination over the problems
in that section in proportion to the num ber of points for each problem.
If possible, he should write an entire section of the examination at one
sitting so that he becomes accustomed to proceeding from one problem
to another without any loss of time or the necessity for a “break.”
At first attempts at the solution of actual examination problems may
be discouraging. Points will be found on which the student is not sure of
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himself. Questionable alternatives and apparently ambiguous statements
will appear. These will encourage him to fall back on textbooks and other
reference materials and, in some cases, to refer immediately to the pub
lished solution. Such tendencies should be avoided. T he candidate must
learn to work solely with the problems at hand, independent of any aids
at all. It is best to work right on through the problem to some sort of
solution although it may be inadequate or even incorrect. Only after
he has done all that he can with a problem should he turn to the solution
and then only for the purpose of grading his own efforts. He should never
use a published solution for a lead as to how to attack a new problem.
First attempts may be discouraging indeed, but if the accountant carries
on seriously trying to work problems on his own, he will find that his
skill and ability at problem solution improve rapidly. Obviously, any
serious deficiencies as to knowledge of subject m atter should be remedied.
If he finds that cost-accounting problems are especially troublesome, for
example, he should take time to review that material before returning to
problem work. As he gradually supplies such deficiencies in his back
ground and acquires practice in solving CPA problems, they will bother
him less and less.
T he same kind of attention should be given to the theory, auditing and
business law sections of the examination. These generally consist of
questions rather than problems. In many cases this makes the preparation
of an acceptable solution all the more difficult. T here is a tendency on
the part of accounting students to neglect the development of abilities to
express themselves clearly and concisely in well-constructed sentences. In
the examination this is equally im portant with the ability to set up work
sheet problem solutions. Thus in preparation for the examination it
should be given equal attention and as much time.
As the student completes his review and approaches the date of the
examination he should spend more time in writing actual examinations
under approximate examination conditions. If possible, one or more
full days should be spent in this way. T he two and one-half days spent
in the examination room is a strenuous and tiring experience, particularly
so for anyone who is not accustomed to working long hours under such
conditions. T o prepare in advance in much the same way that an athlete
conditions himself for a contest is highly desirable. Depending on the in
dividual, it may be desirable to ease off studying some time before the
examination and get in a little relaxation and recreation in order to go
into the test with a clear mind.
Suggestions for Writing the Examination

In the examination room a few simple precautions may help con
siderably in saving time and in getting the most points possible out of
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the questions given. First, the candidate should never begin writing on
any problem until he has determined the requirements of that problem.
This is an obviously sound procedure but is frequently overlooked. U ntil
he has read the problem requirements he cannot begin to develop the
required solution and any writing or time spent may be entirely wasted.
Second, it is a good practice for him to look over the entire examination
before beginning work on any single problem. In this way he has an idea of
what to expect and can judge better the relative difficulty and time to be
allotted to individual problems. T hird, he should work the most simple
problems first. This has a psychological advantage but, more than that,
it permits him to get the points he is sure of into his solution. Sometimes
a m an begins on the most difficult problems and finds it hard to leave them
unfinished, or else forgets to keep careful count of his time so that the
examination period ends before he has written solutions to the problems
which would have given him no difficulty at all.
Fourth, he should apportion the total time for the examination over
the problems assigned roughly in proportion to the points allocated to
each, and then spend no more than that am ount of time on each problem
until each has been given satisfactory attention. Any time saved by work
ing some problems in less than the expected period may then be spent on
those which gave difficulty. T he candidate should never make the mistake
of getting so tied up in one problem, no m atter how long, that he fails to
work on other problems that would give him no real trouble.
Fifth, when unable to complete a problem or the answer to a question
to which he knows the solution, he should take at least a few minutes of
the allotted time to set forth in an outline description the procedure that
would be followed in completing it. Graders will give credit for what
ever knowledge is exhibited in the solution and although an outline is
far from a complete solution it may well be worth enough points to
make a difference between a passing and a failing grade.
C o n c lu sio n

As in other professions, the individuals found in public accounting dis
play a wide variety of temperaments and personal attributes. Professional
work at the higher levels is not stereotyped nor are the individuals in the
profession all of a like pattern. Not only is there room for individuality
but the development of such individuality is a by-product of the re
sponsibility assumed and of the judgments which must be made in the
work. T he junior is a beginner who is seeking to become a full-fledged
member of the profession. T here should be no such thing as a perm anent
junior. T he junior is a learner, as are the men in all ranks in an account
ing firm, and as he learns he advances. As he advances, the responsibilities
imposed on him assure him the opportunity to expand his knowledge and
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to develop as an individual. T he successful public accountant is a m an
with breadth of interests. Every junior would do well to devote some atten
tion and considerable thought to the obligations of all citizens, and of
professional men in particular, to their community.
It is impossible to discuss in the limited space available here all the
duties that a junior accountant may be called on to perform. As has
been pointed out previously, the work of a junior varies as he progresses
and acquires experience and skill. It will also vary somewhat with the
practices of the firm by which he is employed and certainly will change
from job to job. T he intention here has been to present a discussion of
some of the fundamentals which a junior accountant must understand
thoroughly if he is to develop and progress as an accountant. As such,
these pages should be taken as a guide and little more. In many cases
much more will be required of the junior accountant, especially as he
progresses toward the position of a semi-senior or senior. Once he feels
that he has mastered the material presented here, he must pass on to the
more advanced work discussed in other books on accounting and auditing.
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Duties of
the Senior Accountant

BY JOHN C. M ARTIN

CH A PTER 9

G eneral Responsibilities

T he senior accountant is one skilled in technical knowledge and quali
fied by experience to take charge of the field work of a medium-sized or
large audit engagement.
T he senior normally has educational and experience qualifications
equivalent to the level of the CPA examination. In fact, many firms
require that staff men possess a CPA certificate before they are advanced
to senior or even to semi-senior status. Normally a senior has been pro
moted from a semi-senior after having served as a junior and is thereby
well grounded in the methods of the firm. T he senior is usually required
to have a college degree, although in some cases a staff member may
develop into a capable senior with less formal education if he has con
siderable aptitude for the work and his staff training and experience are
adequate.
T he senior’s education should include specialized subjects as well as
those usually classified as “accounting.” Taxes, budget preparation and
control, government accounting procedure, economics, commercial law,
finance, and English are taught in accounting colleges. They should be
included in the senior's education whether or not he has obtained a
college degree.
T he semi-senior, as the name implies, is a step between the junior and
senior. He is usually assigned to take charge of a small engagement or to
assist a senior who is in charge of a larger examination.
P ro fe s s io n a l Q u a lific a tio n s

T he capable senior should have, in some degree at least, all of the
following professional qualifications:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Full basic knowledge of accounting principles and auditing standards.
Technical skill in application of these principles and standards.
Sound judgment and common sense in the application of that judgment.
Several years’ experience in public accounting.
Knowledge of modern business organization, finance, and operations, and
of sound accounting practice. W ith this background, he approaches an en
gagement intelligently, is able to detect possible weaknesses of internal
control or accounting procedure, and is qualified to make recommendations
for improvements.
6. T he quality of leadership and ability to organize and direct the work of
others.
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7.
8.
9.
10.

Ability to speak and write effectively.
Initiative and perseverance.
Alertness to rec o g n ize unusual matters.
Aptitude for auditing and accounting.

P e r s o n a l C h a ra c te ris tic s

T he senior should possess the following essential personal character
istics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Integrity and moral courage.
Ability to meet people intelligently and effectively.
Tact.
Courtesy.
Knowledge of human nature with the ability to see good qualities of persons
disagreeable to him and to resist being swayed by agreeable or forceful
personalities into errors of judgment.
Pleasant personality.
Self-assurance.
Self-discipline.
Good personal habits.
Good appearance.
Loyalty.

P la c e in S ta ff

T he senior’s place in the staff of an accounting firm will depend on the
size of the firm and of the staff. In a very small firm, he may be a partner
and the staff may consist entirely of juniors. In a medium-sized organiza
tion, he will likely work under the direct supervision of a partner. In a
large organization, with few partners, he may work under the supervision
of another staff member who is variously termed “manager,” “super
visor,” or “principal.” Herein, we will term the immediate superior of
the senior as “principal” which will designate either the partner or
another staff member.
T he “supervising senior” or “manager” has usually been promoted
from the senior staff because of outstanding ability, skill, and judgment.
He is responsible to the partners and keeps in personal touch with them
and with the policies of the firm. In relation to his assignments, he acts
in a capacity similar to that of a partner with respect to responsibility
and authority. He may supervise several examinations being conducted
by seniors concurrently, or he may take personal charge of a large engage
ment.
He reviews and approves working papers and reports and so relieves
the partners of a portion of that work, also, he usually conducts the
conferences with the client. T he supervising senior would not ordi
narily be found in a small firm except when the supervision required
exceeds the capacity of the limited num ber of partners.
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T he Auditing Practice Forum in T h e J ou rn al of A cco u n ta n cy, Septem
ber 1947,1 states that the senior accountant is graded as follows: “size and
difficulty of the engagements completed; quality of the work done;
num ber of assistants effectively employed; frequency and extent of super
vision required; time consumed and co-operation in firm matters such as
adaptability to changes in personnel assignments, adherence to time
budgets, and compliance with promised delivery dates for reports.”
In addition to these, the senior is graded by the quality of his staff
relations.
R e s p o n s ib ilitie s t o w a r d Firm

Ralph B. Mayo, in an article entitled “Problems of a Medium-Sized
Public Accounting Office" published in 1946,2 wrote: “No accounting
office is any better than the quality of its personnel." T he senior is the
custodian of the reputation of his firm in every engagement. H e can
discharge this responsibility only by observing high professional standards
in his work and accomplishment.
T he senior should be loyal to his principals, to the accounting firm,
and to its policies. H e should have pride in the firm and in the knowl
edge that he is an essential part of the organization. He should promote
its development in every way possible and inspire his associates with the
same spirit of loyalty and co-operation which he possesses.
T he senior should be self-reliant, with an aim to perform his duties
efficiently, and with as little supervision as possible. At the same time,
he should be willing to accept the advice and decisions of his superiors.
T he duties of the senior in relation to the audit engagement will be
outlined later. In addition, the senior can do much to avoid idle time
during the lighter months of the year. At such times, he may well look
ahead to coming audits and arrange for the preparation of skeleton
exhibits and schedules, having the previous year’s amounts inserted in
comparative statements to save time in later pressure periods. W orking
papers and schedules can be set up, audit programs revised, and much of
the preliminary work done in advance of the busy season. Unassigned
time will be well spent in study of his own reports, with a view toward
improvement; or those of other engagements with which he is unfamiliar,
with a view toward broadening his knowledge.
T he senior should be willing to devote personal time to the study of
technical subjects and to keep up to date in professional matters. His edu
cation is never completed, and he should seek to broaden it in classical
as well as in technical fields.
1 See references on pages 116-17.
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R e s p o n s ib ilitie s t o w a r d A s s o c ia te s

T he senior accountant represents the firm in his relations with his
assistants while in the field and, as such, is responsible for their work and
their conduct. He should become acquainted with the technical abilities
of his associates, be interested in their progress and promote co-operation
among them. He should be willing to assist them beyond the ordinary
requirements of the engagement, helping them to learn and so to advance.
T he accounting firm rates the senior in part by the effect he has on his
associates. T he man who brings out the best in his assistants, who works
with them in harmony, is particularly valuable. Occasionally a senior is
retained because of other qualities although his staff relations are known
to be unpleasant, but promotions usually go to those whose staff relations,
as well as technical ability, are good.
R e s p o n s ib ilitie s t o w a r d P ro fe s s io n

It can also be said that no profession is any better than its members.
T he American Institute of Accountants, through its committees and
publications, is striving in conjunction with other professional organ
ization to raise the standards of the accounting profession and of its mem
bers. T he senior accountant represents his profession in his relations
with the client, its employees, and the public with which he has contact.
He should, therefore, keep informed on the recommendations for im
provement made by the spokesmen of his profession, and conform to the
high standards of accounting principles and auditing practice which have
been set. He would do well to study the leaders of his profession and
emulate the qualities which have made them successful.
He should m aintain membership in professional societies for which
he is eligible, such as the American Institute of Accountants, local chap
ters of state societies of certified public accountants, the American Ac
counting Association, the Institute of Internal Auditors, the National
Association of Cost Accountants, and the Controllers’ Institute of
America. He may have attained membership during college days in the
national accounting fraternity, Beta Alpha Psi, an organization for men
and women accounting students with high scholastic achievements. T he
senior accountant will gain by association with members of these groups
and by participation in their activities.
R e sp o n s ib ilitie s t o w a r d C lie n ts

T he accountant has many responsibilities toward his clients, most of
which stem directly from his special confidential relation to them. Care
should be taken that information which he has obtained relative to busi
ness activities, operations, or office procedures of a client is not divulged
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improperly. Although the auditor has taken the precaution to obtain
the names of employees trusted by the client to answer routine questions,
he should be careful not to im part to them any information which they
do not already have. T he affairs, operations, or procedures of one client
should not be discussed with another client or with the public, no m atter
how unim portant the subject m atter may appear to be.
T he accountant is required to give the client all helpful information
which he obtains during the examination and to safeguard the interests
of the client in every way possible. His aim should be to perform the
examination efficiently with a m inimum of cost to the client.
T he accounting firm may be held legally liable to the client for neg
ligence in an audit examination if loss is sustained by the company or its
stockholders by reason of deception or errors which were not uncovered
and disclosed. Negligence in this case is construed as (1) failure to do
what a reasonable or prudent person would do in the circumstances or
(2) performing a positive act which such a person would not have done.
T he legal defense of a negligence suit would require proof that reason
able skill was exercised although the facts in question were not dis
covered. It is not a defense that the auditor was ignorant of his respon
sibility or not qualified for his position of trust.
T he financial statements are the primary responsibility of the client
since they are based upon financial data which he has recorded. However,
the accounting firm, by rendering an opinion on the statements, is
responsible for:
1. Adherence of the statements to generally accepted accounting principles.
2. Disclosure of any material fact which affects the statements.

T he auditing staff should handle the client’s records with care, return
them as soon as possible and, under usual conditions, not remove them
from the office. Office rules of the client should be observed, with respect
to hours, smoking, dress and other matters.
R e s p o n s ib ilitie s t o w a r d T h ird P a rtie s

T he accountant, by his independence from management, is in a sense
a representative of the public in each audit engagement. He is morally
responsible to the public for conducting his examination in accordance
with professional standards and making a full disclosure of his findings.
T here may also be a legal liability to third parties. There have been
court cases in which third parties claimed injury when gross negligence
was attributed to the auditor, because of the misstatement or omission
of an essential fact in financial statements on which an opinion was
expressed, or when the auditor failed to uncover a major embezzlement
or other deception.
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T he accountant is liable to investors, as third parties, under the Federal
Securities Acts administered by the Securities and Exchange Commission.
In this instance, the investor must show loss occasioned by a misrepre
sentation in the registration statement of the subject company filed with
the Commission as a requisite for sale of the security on a stock exchange
or outside of the state of origin. In this case, there may be a defense that
due professional care has been exercised in the audit examination and
in the preparation of the report. Responsibility of the accountant with
respect to securities registrations is extensive, and every senior accountant
should be familiar with the governing regulations.
T he American Institute of Accountants, in Statement No. 23 of its
committee on auditing procedure,3 points out the moral responsibility of
the accountant, even though no legal liability may attach. This statement
has to do with statements associated, with an accountant’s name, on which
an opinion cannot be expressed because of the omission of generally ac
cepted auditing procedures. T he accountant is required to state clearly
the responsibility which he is willing to assume with respect to every
financial statement which bears his name. Reasons for the qualification
of the accountant’s opinion, or the denial of an opinion, must be stated
clearly in order that third parties may not rely upon the statements merely
by reason of their association with his name.
Although these responsibilities rest with the accounting firm, the
senior accountant has the immediate responsibility to his firm for the
examination and the disclosures required.

CH A PTER 10

Responsibility for Planning

T he senior accountant does not have the same duties in every examina
tion. His responsibility will vary with the size of the engagement some
what as follows:
1. In a small engagement, he may conduct the exam ination alone or with the
help of one assistant.
2. In a medium-sized engagement, he may be the senior-in-charge with several
assistants.
3. In a large engagement, he w ill have more assistants, possibly including other
seniors. H e may conduct the exam ination under the direct supervision of a
principal or he may be in full charge.
4. H e may supervise several small engagements being conducted concurrently
by semi-seniors or juniors.

For the purpose of these comments it is assumed that the engagement is
one which requires the services of several assistants and that the senior
accountant is in charge of the examination except for consultation on
unusual matters and for a final review by the principal.
S ta rtin g th e E x a m in a tio n

In current practice a good portion of a large examination is conducted
at intervals during the year. Often accounts receivable are confirmed and
inventories are examined at other than the balance sheet date. For addi
tional interim work which may be done, see Chapter 14 of the CPA
Handbook, and two recent articles which appeared in T h e Jo u rn a l of
A c co u n ta n cy .4,5 For simplicity, this practice is ignored herein in favor
of the assumption that the examination is made in a continuous process
at the year end. T he differences between this and interim work are not
significant.
T here are several types of audits, although the general audit, frequently
referred to as a regular annual audit, is the one usually connected with
the term. This consists of an examination of the financial position and
a review of the operations. T he “detailed audit” is seldom used because
of its prohibitive cost to the client, except possibly in cases of the exam
ination of the cash transactions of charitable organizations. Even then,
the examination of receipts beyond those recorded may be impracticable,
83
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and the evidence supporting disbursements, other than cancelled checks,
is usually sampled.
T here are special purpose examinations in which the auditor is ex
pected to examine only matters which are related to the designated pur
pose. T here are examinations which are limited in respect to auditing
procedures relative to accounts receivable, inventories, or other im
portant items in which it is understood that the auditor will not be in a
position to express an opinion on the financial statements. There also
is a so-called “tax audit” in which the auditor is expected to make adjust
ments and analyses of matters needed for tax returns, but in which there
is no attem pt to apply auditing procedures to the accounts.
This discussion embraces only the general audit wherein the auditing
procedures are sufficient in scope to perm it the accounting firm to express
an opinion on the statements.
T he senior-in-charge is not always responsible for the initial phases of
an examination. T he preparation of the audit program, preliminary
review of internal control and the preliminary arrangements are often
made by his principal. These matters are discussed in connection with
the duties of the senior accountant since frequently he aids in their
preparation and in many cases he has responsibility for them.
R e v i e w o f In te rn a l C o n tro l

Chapter 16 of the CPA Handbook is devoted to a discussion of internal
control. However, a brief discussion of the topic is presented here because
of the senior’s responsibility for the review of internal control.
T he committee on auditing procedure, American Institute of Account
ants, in its Statement No. 24, “Revision in Short-Form Accountant’s
Report or Certificate” 6 gives a brief summary of the meaning of the term
“generally accepted auditing standards” to which the accountant refers in
his opinion on financial statements. In the section entitled “Standards of
Field W ork,” the following statement appears: “There is to be a proper
study and evaluation of the existing internal control as a basis for reliance
thereon and for the determination of the resultant extent of the tests to
which auditing procedures are to be restricted.”
Characteristics of Internal Control

Internal control supplements and extends the personal supervision of
owners in a small business enterprise, and in a large business it must
largely take the place of such supervision. It is a plan of organization and
procedures adopted within a business to safeguard the assets, check the
reliability of the records, and promote operational efficiency. A proper
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system reduces the possibility that errors or fraud will remain long unde
tected. Characteristics include:
1. Separation of functions — separated responsibility for: (a) initiation and
authorization; (b) recording; and (c) custody. This is possible only in a
large organization, properly departmentalized. In a medium-sized business
it may be accomplished by segregation of duties whereby: (a) no one person
will have complete charge of a business transaction; (b) no one person or
department will control the accounting records relating to that department:
and (c) work of one person checks that of another without duplication of
work.
2. Fixed responsibilities — responsibilities are fixed by clear lines of authority.
3. Personnel control — employees are carefully selected, trained commensurate
with their responsibility, adequately compensated, and bonded.
Purpose of Review

Review of internal control is not a substitute for an audit. R ather it
provides:
1. A basis for judgment of the reliability and adequacy of accounting records.
2. Knowledge of the extent of protection against fraud or other irregularity.
3. Information needed in determining the weight which can be attached to the
system of internal control as an aid in selecting auditing procedures and de
termining the extent of the tests to be made.
When Review is Made

T he initial review of the system of internal control is normally made
early in the field examination, either during the interim examination or
as a special phase performed in an early stage of the field work. How
ever, many of the subsequent audit procedures supplement the initial
work done and aid in establishing the degree of control and the m anner
in which the system operates.
One of the greatest services which an accounting firm can render a
client is the recommendation of changes which will strengthen its system
of internal control. Recommendations are best made in writing, supple
m ented by conference between principal, senior, and the client.
How Review is Made

There is no rigid formula for the review of internal control. In each
case, it must be fitted to the circumstances of the engagement. Initially
it is accomplished by direct inquiry, supplemented by a review of the
chart of accounts, organizational charts, if any, and the accounting
manual, for determination of accounting procedures and the division of
responsibility. In a small or medium-sized engagement where little
control exists the review is less formal.
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Many accounting firms have a printed internal control questionnaire
for use of their staff. Occasionally the questionnaire is submitted to the
client to be filled in and returned prior to the examination. Examples of
questionnaires are given in Case Studies in Internal Control 1 and 2,7,8
published by the American Institute of Accountants, as well as in two
recently published books.9,10 T he danger in having a questionnaire is
that it will be used mechanically and that proper judgm ent may not be
exercised. It has the advantage of acting as a rem inder list to insure
inclusion of all im portant phases. Small accounting firms often rely
entirely on a rem inder list as a guide to seniors in reviewing controls.
It is necessary to observe and test the extent to which the controls are
actually operated. Questionnaires usually provide space for the auditor's
verification, whether by observation or test. In any case, some written
record should be made indicating the tests by which the auditor is assured
that the system is in operation and effective. Because of the time involved
it may not be possible to observe all control features each year except
those which relate to accounting records and procedures. Others can be
spread over a period of several years.
Reliance on Internal Auditors

W here there is an internal audit staff and program, greater reliance can
be placed on the records. A review of the internal audit program and
the working papers of the internal auditor is of great importance in
evaluating the effectiveness of the client's accounting records and pro
cedures. Auditing procedures of the accounting firm may be considerably
reduced as a result of such a survey. Many auditors accept some super
vised participation of the internal auditors in their examination, thereby
considerably reducing the time required for the audit examination.
Control in a Small Business

In a small business with few employees it is not practicable to segregate
accounting functions to provide satisfactory internal control. However,
even in a business where there is only one accounting employee there
can be a few elementary controls, including the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Double entry bookkeeping.
Control accounts for accounts receivable and payable.
Bonding of employees.
Periodic vacations.
Daily deposits of cash intact.
Prenumbered checks and, if applicable, invoices.
Periodic physical inventories.

If the proprietor participates in the operations to any extent, he will
know what the transactions and results should be, and this in itself is a
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control. He may also exercise a measure of control if he performs a few
simple tasks such as:
1. Opening the mail, and noting the remittances received.
2. Signing checks and at the same time inspecting the invoices being paid, and
stamping them with a paid stamp.
3. Inspecting cancelled checks returned by the bank and reviewing the bank
reconciliation.

If there is more than one employee, the work m ight be so arranged
that the person keeping the general ledger and accounts receivable ledger
would not have access to the cash or merchandise inventory.
Reliance on Internal Control

T here is no control which is not susceptible to m anipulation by
collusion of employees or even by cleverly laid plans of one working
alone. Internal control can only reduce the possibility of such m anipu
lations. T he auditor must always be alert to detect and recognize irregu
larities which may conceal a fraud. Neither can internal control wholly
prevent or always detect the m anipulation of records by management to
mislead creditors or stockholders as to the financial position or operations
of the business.
D e v e lo p m e n t o f A u d it P ro g ra m

Audit programs are discussed in general and are illustrated in Chapter
14. However, in many firms, the senior who is to be in charge of the field
work on an engagement is responsible for preparing the audit program.
This program may then be reviewed and approved by a supervisor, man
ager, or partner. T he following discussion is intended as a general guide
for the senior.
Types of Audit Program

Formal audit programs are of two types, predetermined and progres
sive. Many accounting firms have a predetermined audit program in
printed form in which all auditing procedures are outlined, although it
is recognized that all procedures are not required in every examination.
T he program is the basis for the assignment of work. It is divided into
sections and the pertinent section given to the assistant as work is as
signed. Such a program will require considerable alteration in the small
engagement where there is little if any internal control, the client’s
accounting staff is unskilled, and many errors are encountered.
T he progressive type of audit program is an outline of the general
scope, character, and limitations of the examination. Details are sketched
in as dependable inform ation is obtained and the reliability of the
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records is judged. This type of program gives a great deal more discretion
to the senior-in-charge in developing the detailed program as the audit
progresses. It has the advantage of requiring him to exercise judgm ent in
determining what audit procedures are necessary, and the extent to which
they should be applied to the particular examination. This type of
program lends itself to the small engagement where conditions vary from
year to year as the client’s employees are changed.
T he work sheet for each type of audit program should include the
following essentials:
1. Adequate space for additional items.
2. Space for initials and notations of the assistant completing.
3. Space for dates and times of beginning and completing, and time consumed.

T he policies of accounting firms differ in the authority given the senior
to revise the predetermined audit program or to depart from procedures
of a previous year on a progressive-type program. He is usually allowed
to make minor revisions, but is required to confer with the principal
before any major changes are made.
Informal audit programs are not uncommon in small accounting firms.
T he senior is familiar with the client’s business and with the policies of
the accounting firm, which enables him to judge the procedures which
will fit the situation. He may make the examination alone and will not
need a formal program, or he may have only one assistant who is in
structed orally. In situations of this kind where there is no written audit
program, notations are usually made in the working papers as to the
am ount of work completed. However, a written audit program takes
little more time to prepare than these notations.
Preparatory Review

Before the audit program is prepared, the senior accountant should
become familiar with the engagement by a review of the following:
1. Previous reports, trial balances, and working papers, including the audit
program for the preceding year or years.
2. T he legal entity of the client (its corporate structure, partnership agreement
or ownership).
3. T he organization of the client (principal employees and their duties), ob
tained from the client’s organizational chart, or briefed in the working papers.
4. T he books and accounting records maintained, accounting machines, per
petual inventory records, cost system, voucher system, payroll procedures,
and so forth, obtained from the client’s accounting manual, or compiled for
the working papers prior to the field work.
5. Accounting procedures, obtained from the client’s accounting manual or
in connection with the review of internal control.
6. T he effectiveness of internal control, as developed by inquiry or questionnaire
in preliminary work.
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7. Peculiarities of the industry or trade, how the business is conducted, products,
markets, financial policies, and so forth as developed through preliminary
conferences with the client or with the principal.
8. T he type of report desired, when due, and special data which may be re
quired in the report.
9. Permanent files of minutes, capital changes, surplus analyses, and other data.

From this background, the senior will be in a position to decide, with
the help of the principal, the audit program to be developed.
Planning Tests

T he audit program, outlining the planned procedures of examination,
should not be considered a formula of examination. It can only be a
guide and should be subject to revisions as the results of the tests disclose
the need for more or less or different work than originally planned.
T he objective is always to make an adequate examination and not to
complete a fixed audit program. T he judgm ent of the senior as to the
legitimacy of the facts and the propriety of the accounting for them is
more desirable than assuring the mechanical accuracy of the records. It is
im portant that amounts be stated fairly, without the necessity in all
circumstances of stating them precisely. T he purpose of the tests is to
determine the general reliability of the records as a basis for forming an
opinion.
T he extent of the tests is dependent on judgm ent of the procedures
required for a fair sampling. A thorough verification of a small num ber of
transactions is better than a perfunctory inspection of many. Materiality
of the amounts involved and the relative risk of the existence of errors or
other irregularities are factors. Stronger grounds are required to support
an opinion on m aterial items than on small, relatively unim portant
amounts. Procedures may be reduced for items in which there is little
likelihood of m aterial error or where a possible error, if detected, would
not change the opinion. T he urge of some managements to overstate the
profits in periods of recession and to understate them in periods of pros
perity is another factor. Certain m inimum tests of footings, postings, and
mathematical accuracy of general ledger accounts are necessary. If these
tests disclose material errors, further tests are indicated. T he judgm ent
of the senior as to the additional work required is an im portant part of
his responsibility.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Audit Program

T he advantages of a written audit program include the following:
1. It acts as a check against the possibility of omitting procedures.
2. It lends itself readily to a division of work.
3. It provides an orderly routine and thereby saves time.
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4.
5.
6.
7.

It provides a running record of matters completed for use during the exami
nation and for later reference.
It facilitates review of the working papers.
It acts as a guide for succeeding years.
It affords some evidence in the event of a dispute as to work performed.
T he following disadvantages are frequently cited:
1. There is danger that the examination will be limited to the outlined pro
cedures, whereas other procedures may be indicated in cases where internal
control is weak or material errors are discovered.
2. Unnecessary work may be done in cases where internal control is strong or
when errors are not material in amount or importance.
Audit Techniques

This discussion is not concerned with audit procedures; however, a
statement of the audit techniques and illustrations of their application
may be interesting.
Audit Technique

1. Observation
2. Tests

Illustration

Such as accounting procedures and
methods
Of transactions, particularly those
which will disclose accounting
policy
3. Inspection
Of cash, securities, inventories, and
documents
4. Confirmation
Of bank balances, receivables and pay
ables
5. Inquiry
Of management and employees
Of prepayments, accruals
6. Computations
7. Sampling (on the assumption that Of accounting records
a representative sample will in
dicate the quality of the whole) Of account analyses
8. Investigation
Of irregularities, deviations from cus
tomary accounting procedures or in
ternal control
9. Scrutiny
Such as the accuracy of the cut off of
closed ledger accounts
10. Evaluation
Adequacy of provision for losses on
receivable or depreciation
11. Post balance sheet date procedures Obtaining and reconciling bank state
ments at a post balance sheet date.
Testing and evaluating the effect of
entries subsequent to the balance
sheet date to determine their effect
on the financial statements and the
need for disclosures
T he senior should know well the full application of these techniques
and should determine at the outset how well his assistants know them
and how much assistance and supervision will be required.
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Small Concern

In cases where the concern under examination is small and there is
little if any internal control the senior may be compelled to review the
entries in considerable detail. This would include checking more footings
and postings. In this circumstance many firms require that footings be
tested for all ledger accounts which are not analyzed. In general, the
extent of the tests and sampling should not be disclosed to the client or
employees. This is particularly true in small concerns with little internal
control, for employees may obtain a clue which will enable them to
circumvent the auditor by a planned deception outside the scope of
examination.
A rr a n g e m e n t o f W o rk

T he senior ordinarily is responsible for planning the details of the
conduct of the engagement. He must assign the assistants to particular
tasks in such a way as to avoid lost time and confusion in finishing the
engagement.
Planning Staff Needs

T he num ber of staff members required on an engagement is governed
by several factors:
1. Number of records available simultaneously.
2. Extent of allotted working space.
3. Tim e allowed for the examination, including consideration of when it is to
begin and the due date of the report, as compared to the estimated time
required.
4. T he ability of assistants available.
5. T he need to provide diversified training for staff men.

Often it is advisable to begin with fewer assistants and obtain more
later, as required. Sometimes a junior may be requisitioned for a short
period to perform a specific task, as it develops. Likewise, some may be
released before the conclusion of the engagement.
Tim e can be saved by assigning men to the work for which they are
best adapted. An experienced man should be assigned to take charge of
the examination of branches or subsidiaries in other locations. Much
time can be lost by inexperienced assistants who are not properly super
vised.
Planning Work

W orking papers should be headed and skeleton exhibits and schedules
should be prepared in advance of the field work. T he field work should
be planned with a view to keeping assistants busy throughout the period
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required for the engagement. If there is joint work to be done, it should
be arranged in the early stages so that later, when the senior-in-charge
and other assistants are busy, there will be work for the junior.
T he order of work is often dependent on the convenience of the client,
the availability of the records, or the expected absence of officials. T he
accounting executive should be consulted for this information at the
earliest opportunity, particularly as to records which may be examined
only during limited periods. It is embarrassing to plan work for the
concluding stages of an engagement and find it is held up because the
records are not available at that time.
Frequently the first thing scheduled is the count of cash and inspection
of securities which are in the office. This is particularly true in the case
of banks and investment brokers where immediate physical control of
these assets is essential. Intercompany or branch accounts should be
reconciled early. T here is an advantage in doing other routine work
early to determine whether additional procedures are required. Among
these are a review of the cost accounts and tests of footings and postings
for a short period.
After this early work, the senior is in a better position to budget the
time, for he has then gained a knowledge of the condition of the client’s
records and of the ability of his assistants.
In a small engagement, the records are often found to be in a poor
condition. If the general ledger is not in balance or subsidiary accounts
are not in balance with controls, it may be expedient to withdraw until
the books are ready. T he expense to the client is usually considered too
great to perm it the auditors to help employees with mechanical errors,
unless it is requested by the management, and the examination takes
longer when the auditor is hindered by extensive usage of the records by
employees. It also may be advisable to withdraw if numerous clerical
errors are uncovered, and the client wishes his staff to make the necessary
corrections. T he senior is usually required to consult his office about
such a decision.
Overtime work for assistants is usually lim ited by the policies of the
firm. T he senior should not schedule overtime work if contrary to policy,
except in emergencies and then only with permission. Proper planning
will reduce the occurrence of such emergencies.
Before the examination begins, the senior should be sure that he has
the names of the officials and key employees with whom he will come in
contact. He also should be fortified by knowledge of the economic status
of the client and its trade or industry. He should be certain that all work
ing papers which may be required are taken to the client’s office, as well
as stationery and supplies.

CH A PTER 11

Conduct of an Audit

Basically, the task of the senior-in-charge is to conduct the field exam
ination with professional competence and in accordance with the policies
of his firm. It begins with planning the audit program, and laying out
and assigning work to produce the maximum of accomplishment with
the m inim um of time expended.
Proper supervision of the engagement is the next essential. T he senior
must assure himself that the procedures planned in the audit program are
followed and that his assistants are alert to recognize and report irregu
larities. An im portant phase of supervision is the field training of juniors,
which will be discussed later herein.
T he exercise of good judgm ent is another essential. T he judgm ent of
the senior applied to accounting and auditing practices, and to account
ing principles, spells the success of the engagement. T he junior is ex
pected to refer all m atter requiring decision to the senior-in-charge.
T he senior makes the decision after all facts are brought out by discussion
with the junior and any required investigation is made. If the decision is
major, the senior may consult with his principal and so avoid wasted
time in later revisions where contrary views are held by the principal.
If the m atter is not of far-reaching consequence, the decisions made can
be reviewed with the principal at the conclusion of the engagement.
Explanations of more than minor importance will be obtained from
the client by the senior-in-charge. Possibly, minor questions may be ad
dressed to employees but explanations of accounting principles and
policies should be obtained from the accounting executive and m ajor
questions or errors referred to him.
T he senior is responsible for the control of the working papers during
the examination to see that they do not fall into the hands of unauth
orized persons and to see that they are properly filed and indexed for
ready reference.
G e ttin g A s s is ta n ts S ta rte d

As soon as the staff arrives at the client’s office, the senior will assign
assistants to various phases of the examination as planned. He will advise
them of procedures to be followed and of the form and content of the
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working papers to be prepared. Experienced men will be assigned to
tasks which will not require immediate supervision, leaving the senior
time to direct the less experienced men.
He will show the junior how to approach his assignment, possibly
working with him until the pattern of examination is developed and the
character of the data is established. He then is in a better position to
instruct the assistant on what irregularities may be expected, the data
which are acceptable, and what should be questioned.
If there is a predetermined audit program, the senior will give each
assistant the section applicable to his assignment. If there is internal
control connected with the work assigned to the assistant, the senior will
give him the indicated section of the internal control outline or ques
tionnaire with instructions to observe whether or not the indicated con
trol is being exercised.
Throughout the examination, the senior should satisfy himself by
observation that his instructions are being followed and that the work is
being done properly.
S u r v e y o f T ria l B a la n c e

T he senior accountant usually begins his own part of the examination
with the trial balance. If it is prepared by the client or an assistant, the
senior will devote some time to reviewing the trial balance. H e will
check it back to the ledger accounts, scanning the accounts to observe
the sources of entries and to detect unusual entries.
T here are many advantages to the senior in this early survey, including
the following:
1. H e will become familiar with the accounts and how they are operated.
2. H e will obtain an over-all picture of the accounting system and the operation
of the business.
3. H e will select any accounts which need special attention.
4. H e will note the nature of closed accounts which also may require attention.
5. H e will observe large or significant fluctuations.
6. By comparing opening balances with the previous report, he will observe
whether adjustments made in the preceding examination have been recorded.
7. H e will acquire information early which may influence a revision in the
audit program.
8. By analysis of comparative figures, ratios, the relationship of inventories to
cost of sales, et cetera, he may raise questions early in the examination which
will require discussions with the client.
C h e c k in g a n d R e v ie w in g

As completed working paper schedules are received from his assistants,
they should be reviewed promptly by the senior. He should determine
whether they are prepared in a workman-like manner, in conformity
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with the methods of the firm, and whether they disclose an adequate
examination. Are they properly headed and signed by the assistant? Is
there one sheet to each class of information or topic? Is the source of
information noted, and the oral inform ation obtained included? W hat
differences are noted and are the reasons given? Are corrections indicated?
Is the total in agreement with the trial balance? Does the content of the
account indicate consistency? Are there errors in accounting principle
involved which may have been overlooked by the junior? Have the pro
cedures indicated in the audit program been followed?
T he second step in reviewing work in progress is investigation by the
senior. T he best approach is to discuss the schedule with the junior,
asking questions concerning the work done and his findings. If the junior
is unable to answer all questions it is possible that his work does not
meet with requirements and further examination is indicated. Special
attention should be given to questions and explanatory comments found
on the work sheet to determine what further action may be required.
If irregularities are indicated they should be thoroughly investigated
to see if they actually exist and, if so, whether they are clerical errors
or whether there is an implication of deception or fraud.
T he last step in review is to dispose of the questions which have been
raised. If investigation indicates that adjustments are required, the ad
justing entries should be made and posted to the trial balance working
sheets. T he policy of the firm may require that a m ajor adjustm ent will
first be taken up with the principal for approval. Either the senior or his
principal should discuss the adjustments with the accounting executive of
the client, explaning the errors or principles which are involved. T he
books can be adjusted only with the approval of the client, since financial
reports are primarily the representations of the company and not of the
auditor. If required adjustments cannot be made because of the client’s
objection, the senior should evaluate their effect on the financial state
ments. It may be necessary to identify or classify the account in the state
ments so that the facts are clearly indicated. In the event of a serious
misstatement, disclosure should be made in the report indicating the
effect on the statements. A qualified opinion on the financial statements
may possibly be required, or the effect may be so serious as to render any
opinion worthless.
D e ta ils U s u a lly D o n e b y th e S e n io r

T he details which should be done by the senior-in-charge are those
which require special judgm ent and technical knowledge. In most cases,
they will include the following:
1. Examination of the corporate structure — the Articles of Incorporation and
amendments, by-laws, and minutes of stockholders’ and directors’ meetings.
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2. Examination of capital stock and retained earnings accounts.
3. Examination of contracts, leases, bond indentures, and other documents.
4. Evaluation of the collectibility of accounts receivable, the sufficiency of the
provision for loss, the propriety of charge-offs, and the control exercised over
accounts which have been written off; also following up exceptions in im
portant verification letters for both notes and accounts receivable.
5. Examination of the basis of valuation of the inventories, the method of
handling and valuing returned sales, possibilities of obsolescence, the rea
sonableness of quantities, and similar factors.
6. Determination of the propriety of the additions to the plant and equip
ment accounts, the basis of valuation, and the consistency and propriety of
the provision for depreciation. (The senior should visit the plant with an
operating officer at some time during the examination; he will thereby
acquire information on policies of renewals, additions, and disposals, and
perhaps gain knowledge as to the adequacy of depreciation policies.)
7. Analysis and evaluation of the restrictions in the bond indentures or credit
contracts, such as restrictions on working capital, dividend declarations or
officers’ salaries and review of accounts for the premium or discount on
the bond issues, and for sinking funds.
8. Determination of what contingent liabilities may exist, by review of the
minutes, discussions with the client, and correspondence with legal counsel;
investigation of the arrangements with financial companies with respect to
discounted notes or accounts and obtaining confirmations from them.
9. Investigation of bonus arrangements, if any, to see whether they are properly
administered and whether the related liabilities are recorded. T he minutes
usually provide evidence of the general plan.
10. Scrutiny of the journal entries made by the client to determine the suffi
ciency of the supporting evidence and the propriety of the entries.
11. Survey of the insurance coverage in relation to the asset values.
12. If Federal income tax returns are to be prepared by the accounting firm,
preparation or supervision of the preparation of the returns. If returns are
not to be prepared, the basis and computation of amounts accrued for in
come taxes must be examined.
13. Preparation or review of all important reconciliations.

In all engagements, the senior will do the accounting work on the
examination, as distinguished from auditing. He will be especially alert
to discover errors of principle.
In a small or medium-sized examination, the senior-in-charge will do
a fair am ount of actual auditing in addition to the tasks outlined. In a
large examination, many of these tasks will be delegated to another
senior who assists in the examination, and the senior-in-charge will devote
his time wholly to supervision.
A ctio n W h e re F ra u d is D is c o v e re d

T he usual audit cannot be relied upon to uncover minor defalcations,
and such is not its purpose. T he accountant relies primarily upon effec
tive internal control for the prevention and detection of m isappropria
tions or irregularities. Defalcations are not encountered frequently, but
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enough cases come to light each year to warn the accountant to be alert
for their existence.
Fraud is commonly defined as a false representation of fact, made with
the intent to deceive another, so that he will act upon it to his legal
injury. As applied to accounting, it has two phases:
1. Falsification of records to cover misappropriation of money or other property.
2. Falsification of records for the purpose of misstating the financial position
or operations.

If fraud exists in the accounting records in such form as to be disclosed
during the course of an audit, it will first appear as some kind of irregu
larity. Consequently it is the duty of the senior accountant to investigate
all abnormalities. Upon examination, the irregularities may be deter
mined to be unintentional errors, resulting from carelessness or inade
quate knowledge of accounting principles or of their application. If so,
there is no fraud present, because the primary requisite for fraud is the
intent of the perpetrator. As an error, the irregularity can be corrected
by the senior as a part of routine audit adjustments.
However, if the investigation indicates the likelihood of fraud the
senior should report the m atter to his principal at once. T here is no
universal practice in the handling of suspected fraud. Some firms instruct
the senior to pursue the investigation until a conclusion is reached, after
which the client is informed, usually by the principal. Other firms report
the m atter to the management immediately with the statement that irregu
larities were discovered which may possibly point to a defalcation and
that a further investigation is indicated. It seems desirable that the client
be notified just as soon as it can be determined that there is a reasonable
basis for suspecting the existence of fraud. Since judgm ent becomes so
im portant in deciding whether there is or is not a reasonable basis for
suspecting fraud, the senior and his principal should ordinarily both
have an opportunity to study the conditions which give rise to the
suspicion of possible fraud. Frequently there may be some question as to
which individual in the client’s organization should be notified, and this
too requires the exercise of judgment. Regardless of the evidence un
covered no charges should be made against an employee, but the facts
should be stated to the client. T he client may authorize the auditor
to extend his auditing procedures or he may conduct his own investigation
under the direction of the auditor. In any case, it is advisable to have the
client obtain any desired explanations from the employee at this point.
Relatively few cases of the second type of fraud, involving m anipula
tions of accounts by management to misstate financial matters, are en
countered. In smaller businesses, with an uninformed accounting staff,
many errors of accounting principle are found, some of which grossly
misstate the financial statements. T here is no fraud when there is no
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intent to deceive. M anagement is usually willing to accept the recom
mended corrections after the principles are explained.
Ordinary audit procedures cannot be expected to uncover carefully
planned deceptions such as forgery of the records or widespread collusion.
However, if the senior accountant suspects this type of fraud, he should
report his suspicions to his principal at once. T he principal may decide
that audit procedures should be extended until the suspicion is removed
or confirmed. Even in cases where fraud is fairly evident the principal
will not approach the client or client’s officer with an accusation but will
tactfully obtain explanations and encourage him to state his position. It
may be found that an apparently unusual situation has a satisfactory
explanation.
If fraudulent intent by the client is established, the principal may find
it expedient to withdraw from the engagement. T he extended procedures
which would be required to express an opinion on the statements after
such a situation is uncovered would be costly to the client, and the moral
risk would be great to the accountant.
A s s e m b lin g W o rk in g P a p e r s

After working papers are received and examined by the senior, he will
index and file them according to the methods usual in his firm. Sup
porting papers, such as bank confirmations, are attached to the corre
sponding schedules.
Many firms use the trial balance as the index. T he account analyses
and schedules are num bered in accordance with the client’s account
numbers and are filed in numerical order, corresponding to the order of
the trial balance. A supplementary index is m aintained for other papers.
This is a practical m ethod for small accounting firms.
Another index used frequently is an alphabetical classification fol
lowing the sequence of items in the balance sheet. Items which combine
on the balance sheet are given a connected index classification; for
instance, A-1 and A-2 m ight be used for separate cash accounts which,
combined, equal the cash am ount on the balance sheet. U nder this
system, the working trial balance is properly inscribed with the account
identification.
Large accounting offices have their own standard methods of indexing
whereby any staff member can locate schedules in any set of working
papers of the firm.
During the examination, the working paper schedules should be as
sembled in folders conforming to the classification. W hen the exam
ination is completed, they should be bound in loose-leaf binders. These
may be simple, with heavy cardboard backs for protection, perhaps using
the backs of working paper pads for the purpose, and the papers are held
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together with fasteners. If sufficiently bulky, there should be separators
and index tabs.
It is helpful to have a separate file folder for assembling information
pertinent to the report. T his folder is also used for other information
useful to the client which is to be the subject m atter of a supplementary
letter.
F in a l C h e c k a n d R e v i e w

As the engagement approaches conclusion, a final check should be made
by the senior to see that all work has been completed satisfactorily. T he
audit program should be inspected to make sure that all procedures have
been initialed as completed. T he working paper schedules should be
inspected again to see that all notations are clear, that all questions raised
have been settled, that all adjustments made in the schedules are posted
to the working trial balance, and that the corresponding balances are in
agreement.
T he adjusting entries should be inspected and traced into the working
trial balance to determine that all have been included. T he senior should
be sure that the adjusted working trial balance is in balance. These
checks, if made carefully, should reduce the possibility of clerical errors
in the report.
T he working papers should be reviewed also to see that they supply
the foundation of the report by providing all facts and conclusions which
will go into the explanatory comments, footnotes, and the financial state
ments themselves. T he senior should make a searching analysis of the
facts which have been developed. Do the working papers explain satis
factorily a wide fluctuation which may have occurred in either assets or
liabilities? Is there a reasonable relationship between the sales and receiv
ables, inventories, and sales commissions paid? Is the relationship com
parable with previous years or, if not, is the reason for the variation shown
in the working papers? Are the past due accounts receivable, as shown
by the aging schedule, comparable with previous years and, if not, have
the variances been satisfactorily explained? Do the operating accounts
bear a comparable relation to volume of sales and output? Analyses of
this type applied to the working papers should reduce the possibility of
overlooking the essentials of the examination and will provide a basis
for intelligent comments in the report.
A final check and review should be made to be sure that all informa
tion required for development of analyses and schedules in the report has
been assembled. T he senior now is ready to integrate the working papers
into the financial statements and the report.
Accountants usually advocate the preparation of the audit report in the
client’s office, where additional information can be obtained without
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embarrassment. In examination of small businesses, where working space
in the client’s office is limited and there is lack of privacy, it is often found
convenient to return to the office for preparation of the report. This has
an advantage in the flexibility which it provides in handling staff
members. Often office workers or juniors who have not had much field
work can be utilized in making mathematical calculations or checking,
thereby releasing experienced men for new assignments. O ther assistants
can be released from time to time as the report exhibits and schedules for
which they are responsible are completed.
Before leaving the client’s office, the senior should be sure that no
loose ends remain; that all papers have been returned to the client; and
that all books and files are left in good condition.

CH A PTER 12

Completing an Engagement

T he audit report will ordinarily be the subject of agreements between
the principal and the client and the seniors responsibility will be limited
accordingly. Such agreements, or understandings, should have estab
lished general plans regarding the following:
1. General scope of examination.
2. Form of opinion.
3. General type of report.
D ra ftin g th e R e p o rt

Having completed the field audit, the senior will have accumulated in
his working papers the evidence to support his compliance with the
proper scope of examination and the justification for the intended
opinion. He will have accumulated, by audit and inquiry, information
for the specific content and presentation of the financial statements,
comments and notes and is in a position to proceed with the preparation
of the report.
Exhibits and Schedules

T he skeleton of the m ajor financial statements or exhibits will have
been set up in advance of the examination in the general form acceptable
to the client and the firm, which the senior has adapted to the circum
stances. He may then assign certain of the exhibits and the supporting
schedules to experienced assistants, who will work under his close super
vision.
After completion, the senior should review the statements thoroughly
in the following respects:
1. Trace all amounts from the trial balance into the financial statements, making
sure that any combination of accounts into one figure in the statements is
proper.
2. Determine that the nature of each account is indicated clearly by the title.
S. Check all cross references to see that they are in agreement.
4. Determine that the presentation clearly reflects the facts.
5. Have all mathematics rechecked.
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Notes and Comments

T here are two forms of audit reports, the long and the short forms.
Ordinarily, the primary report is in long form and the short form report,
if required, is supplementary, possibly published for stockholders or
others. Small businesses are not likely to need a short form report. Some
large businesses may want only that form. In the short form report,
disclosures required for compliance with professional standards are made
in the form of notes to the financial statements. In the long form report
financial matters are discussed, im port of the statements is outlined, and
the required disclosures may be made in the text m atter of the report.
T he financial statements should contain references to the explanations in
the comments, specifically if necessary, but usually by a general notation
that the comments are an integral part of the statements.
T he senior, through his own contacts during the examination and
those of his principal, has acquired knowledge of the scope of the report
which the client requires. H e has been accumulating inform ation which
he believes will be useful to the client. One of the greatest services which
the accountant may render the small businessman is to furnish compre
hensive financial data not supplied by the client’s own limited accounting
staff.
At the start, the senior should be sure that the report is addressed in
accordance with directions from his principal, and in a style conforming
to the firm’s policy, and that names are correctly spelled. T he most
im portant things should be stated first to arouse immediate interest of
the reader. A condensed comparison of the operations of the year with
the preceding year conveys inform ation which is usually found to be of
greatest importance to management. A condensed comparison of finan
cial position at the balance sheet date with that of the previous year end
gives an over-all picture of the effect of the operations. A summary of the
financial operations for the year, stated in terms of working capital, gives
a picture of where the working capital came from and what was done
with it. An analysis of the variations in net profit may provide the clue
that management needs to interpret the results of the operations and
provide a guide to the formulation of policies for the ensuing year.
Pertinent ratios and percentages usually aid in interpretation of the facts.
T he language of the report should be simple and concise, free from
unusual words and technical terms. In practice it is found that many
small businessmen are unable to recognize the underlying facts disclosed
in the financial statements and analyses. In this case the comments
should interpret the financial data and clearly state the inferences which
may be drawn from the comparisons.
In writing the comments the senior may be guided in general by the
client’s reaction to the report for the previous year. However, it is some
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times better to write the current report w ithout reference to any other,
thereby achieving a fresh viewpoint. After the first draft is completed,
the previous report will serve as a check to avoid omission of anything of
importance and as a basis for revisions and improvements.
Many accounting firms have style manuals or report manuals to guide
staff accountants in writing reports, the objective being uniformity in
style and appearance. T he senior should have full familiarity with such
requirements and should observe them at all times.
Opinion

T he opinion to be expressed in the report is that of the accounting firm
and not that of the senior-in-charge. T he senior’s responsibility is limited
to disclosures of the scope of his examination; of the reliance he believes
can be placed on the client’s financial records and their compliance with
generally accepted accounting principles; and disclosure of all facts which
have a bearing on the opinion to be expressed. It is the principal’s
responsibility to determine that the working papers support the conclu
sions of the senior and if so whether the facts perm it the expression of
an unqualified opinion or require a qualification or perhaps the dis
claimer of an opinion. If an unqualified opinion cannot be expressed
the reasons should be stated clearly. T he policies of the accounting firm
may perm it the senior to prepare a draft of the opinion which he believes
is justified. T he principal then can either accept this draft or make such
revisions as his judgm ent dictates.
Discussion with Client

Many accounting firms have found that it is a good policy to submit
the rough draft of the report to the client, and in some instances this duty
is delegated to the senior-in-charge. In discussing the report, the senior
explains all points not understood by the client and endeavors to meet
any objections which the client may have regarding presentation. As a
result comments are often clarified or rearrangements made which will be
mutually satisfactory w ithout sacrificing the standard of disclosure. Some
times it is found that certain subject m atter has little value to the client
and can be omitted, condensed or its position in the report changed. In
this m anner the interest of the client in the report is retained for the
presentation of matters which are valuable to him and not lost prema
turely by inclusion of subjects which are not. In any case, harmonious
relations may be strengthened when the client is given an opportunity to
voice an opinion on the content of the report.
T he senior should not be swayed by the objection of the client to dis
closures which he is required to make in the discharge of his firm’s
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responsibility to third parties. Instead he should exercise all of his
powers of persuasion to convince the client of the necessity for their
inclusion in the report. If he is unable to do so, he should refer the matter
to the principal.
Principles of Statement Presentation

T he American Institute of Accountants has adopted rules of profes
sional conduct in its by-laws which govern its members. Among other
things “a member may be held guilty of an act discreditable to the pro
fession” if he fails to disclose a material fact which is necessary to make
financial statements not misleading; if he fails to report any material
misstatement in the financial report; if he is grossly negligent in the
conduct of his examination or in his report; or if he gives an opinion on
statements as to which he has failed to acquire sufficient information or
if his exceptions are sufficiently m aterial to negative an opinion; or if
he fails to direct attention to any material departure from generally
accepted accounting principles.
Although these rules apply to members of the Institute and are im
posed on the accounting firm, they should be adopted by the senior
accountant as a responsibility throughout the engagement.
Basic accounting principles applicable to financial statements are too
voluminous to be summarized here. T he following listing is primarily
for illustration of these principles with all of which the senior should be
conversant:
1. Assets should not ordinarily be stated in excess of cost.
2. Assets and liabilities should not be offset, except in the case of certain United
States securities held for the purpose of paying Federal income taxes.
3. T he basis of inventory valuation should be disclosed in the balance sheet
or in the notes.
4. T he portion of assets charged to expense, such as provision for loss from
uncollectible accounts, or wear and exhaustion of building and equipm ent
should be shown as a deduction from the assets.
5. Descriptions of the maturities and other important provisions of long-term
liabilities should be shown in the balance sheet or in the notes.
6. Restrictions on retained earnings, working capital or financial operations
in the bond indentures or preferred stock should be disclosed.
7. Reserves for any purpose (other than to provide for known liabilities of
definite or indefinite amount, which should be designated liabilities) should
be created from retained earnings (earned surplus) and returned intact
when no longer required. Such reserves should be presented in the equity
section of the balance sheet as appropriated retained earnings.
8. Premium paid on reacquired stock should be charged to paid-in surplus
in the amount per share included therein and the balance applied to re
duce retained earnings.
9. T he net income should be stated clearly, without inclusion of appropriations
to general purpose reserves or of material extraordinary nonoperating items,
which are properly carried directly to retained earnings.
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10. Long-term leases and purchase-lease agreements should be disclosed.
11. Disclosure should be made of the effect on the financial statements of a
difference between tax accounting and financial recording, if the effect is
material.
Disclosure of Material Events Occurring up to Time of Report

Often events occurring after the balance sheet date have a bearing on
the financial position of the client, the effect of which cannot be incor
porated in the financial statements. If these events are extraordinary or
material, they should be disclosed in the notes to the financial statements
or in the comments in the audit report. Disclosures are usually made of
items such as the following:
1. Reorganizations, mergers, and sale or retirement of substantial amounts of
capital stock.
2. Suspension of operations by a strike, fire, or other casualty; or an uninsured
loss.
3. Plant expansion commitments.
4. New long-term financing, refinancing under different terms, or the payment
of long-term debt.
5. Legal action — judgments rendered or new litigation begun.
6. Purchase or sale of substantial amounts of investments; extreme market
fluctuations of investments.
7. Purchase, sale, or liquidation of a subsidiary.
8. Change in accounting methods, such as adoption of a new method of pric
ing inventories.
9. New long term leases.
10. Contracts entered into which place restrictions on the retained income or
working capital.
11. Stock or other options given, received, or exercised.
12. Pension plans adopted or modified.

T he senior-in-charge should scrutinize the records and minutes for the
period following the balance sheet date and up to the completion of the
examination for evidence of such events, and should also seek informa
tion orally regarding them. He should make provision in the financial
statements for losses, such as bankruptcy of a customer from whom sub
stantial amounts are due, or for newly ascertained liabilities such as
Federal income tax assessments or retroactive wage increases. Full dis
closure should be made of all other extraordinary events for which no
provision can be made. Many accounting firms have had the experience
of rewriting audit reports which are ready for delivery, in order to include
such disclosures.
In the case of financial statements filed with the Securities and Ex
change Commission, in connection with the registration of securities, the
accountant is responsible for disclosure of material events occurring after
financial statements are filed and up to the effective date of the regis
tration.
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Typing Instructions

It is common practice among accounting firms to submit typing and
other instructions with the report. A facing sheet with spaces for at
least the following data is commonly used:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Date of the balance sheet.
Number of copies required.
Binding instructions.
By whom prepared.
Date of completion.
Approval by principal.
Date of approval.
D ue date.
Delivery instructions.
W hen and how delivered.

T he basic inform ation is usually provided by the senior, with the
approval and delivery indicated by others.
D iscu ss io n a n d R e v i e w b y P rin c ip a l

Discussion of the audit engagement between the senior accountant and
his principal will follow the line of the senior’s responsibility toward the
engagement. If the senior is experienced, has good judgment, and his
work has been found reliable he may be perm itted to conduct the exam
ination without supervision except for the final review. If the senior is
less experienced or if the engagement presents exceptional problems, he
may be closely supervised throughout the examination and his authority
may be limited. T he degree of supervision also will govern the discus
sions required with his principal.
Matters to be Discussed

In general it is customary for the senior to consult with a superior in
the following instances:
1. W hen it appears desirable to modify or expand audit procedures because the
tests which were planned are deemed either excessive or inadequate.
2. U pon discovery of irregularities of material amounts which may have an im
plication or suspicion of fraud, either by defalcations of employees or manipu
lations of management.
3. W hen differences of opinion arise with the client on material issues.

If the senior conducts the examination without supervision, he may be
required to refer other problems to his principal for decision. He also
may be expected to consult his principal on the proposed adjusting
entries before they are made. If he is perm itted to make such decisions
during the examination, they will be discussed with the principal during
the final review.
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T h e senior usually keeps his principal advised of the progress of the
engagement and the problems which are encountered. H e should ask for
conferences with his principal whenever any situation arises on which he
feels the need of advice. After the completion of the examination the
principal will review the working papers to see that the audit program
has been followed and that the work has been done properly.
Review by Principal

T he accounting firm can assume responsibility for financial statements
only after a critical review of the working papers and the financial state
ments. T he principal conducting the initial review may be the super
vising senior but a partner will always be responsible for the final review.
T he staff organization varies in accounting firms and with it the review
procedures. It is a fundam ental objective of review that the work of each
person will be checked by another. If the financial statements are pre
pared from the working papers by an assistant and the senior checks all
figures from one to the other, there will be little reason for another
person to recheck them. T he m athematical accuracy of the reports may
be checked by a machine operator or a junior. T he principal in this
circumstance will confine his attention to auditing procedures, account
ing principles, and the conclusions to be drawn.
T here is no standard or formula of review. It is governed by the
circumstances of each examination. T he reliability of the senior and
the complexities of the business are taken into consideration by the
principal in judging the extent of review procedures necessary to enable
him to approve the statements. In all cases there should be satisfactory
evidence as to the following:
1. T he adequacy of the audit procedures to establish the reliability of the
client’s accounting records and to bring to light errors of principle and
practice.
2. T he propriety of the adjusting entries made.
3. T he soundness of the judgment displayed by the senior in decisions made.
4. T he adequacy of the disclosures in the text, statements and opinion.
5. T he compliance of the presentation of the financial statements with stand
ards of the profession.
6. T he clarity and sufficiency of the notes to the financial statements and the
comments in the long-form report.

In some cases the reviewer inspects and initials every working paper
schedule and traces the total into the working trial balance. He may
read the excerpts from the minutes for pertinent information. He will
usually make a critical analysis of the statements and of the facts de
veloped. He will question the senior concerning the items and satisfy
himself that due care has been exercised in the performance of the exami
nation and in the preparation of the report.
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By the thoroughness of the review, the principal effects an internal
check for the accounting firm, satisfies himself that there are no material
misstatements in the report, and helps to further the training of the
senior.
W hen the senior presents the audit report and working papers to the
principal for review he should have a memorandum of the points which
he thinks need the attention of the principal. He should be prepared
to explain his ideas, the problems which he has encountered, his solutions
to them, and any uncertainties which he may have. He should be suf
ficiently familiar with the facts to be able to answer questions as to profits,
trends, and office practices of the client without referring to the working
papers.
Individuals working as senior accountants do not always have the
ability to express themselves clearly, accurately and readably in writing,
but such individuals will not be really well qualified senior accountants
unless they can acquire this very im portant ability. Because of this lack
of ability it may be necessary for the principal to make considerable
revision in the text of the report to present the ideas more clearly or
concisely. Even in cases where m ajor revisions of reports are required
later, it is desirable that the report be written by the senior rather than
by one who is not connected with the examination. T he senior has
knowledge of the client and his business and is in possession of in
formation which will make the report vital to both. Continuous prepa
ration of reports will cultivate the senior’s writing ability, especially if
he makes it a point to understand the changes in his work that are made
by the reviewer.
Report on Work of Assistants

T he senior-in-charge is expected to rate assistants assigned to him, in a
periodic report to his firm. T he report may be given orally or in writing,
sometimes in the form of answers to a questionnaire. T he senior should
be fair in his appraisal, making sure that his criticism is constructive and
objective. T he rating should cover the technical knowledge and ability
of the assistant as well as his personal qualifications, such as tact, will
ingness to take instructions, and conduct in the client's office. Any special
abilities should be stressed. T he senior will render service to his firm and
his assistants alike if he makes recommendations concerning further
training needed by a junior to meet the requirements of the firm. T he
ability to correctly appraise his assistants is a valuable trait in a senior.
A d d in g D a ta to th e P e rm a n e n t File

Accounting firms m aintain a perm anent file for each client, in which is
accumulated continuing data needed for reference in later years. This
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permanent file would normally include such items as the following:

1. Account schedules for:
a. Property and equipment
b. Depreciation

c. Intangible assets — patents, copyrights, formula, leaseholds, and goodwill
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Amortization schedules for intangibles of limited life
Permanent investments; subsidiaries
Long-term liabilities
Bond discount o r premium amortization schedules
Capital stock, paid-in capital, retained earnings, or proprietorship
accounts
Corporate data (or corresponding data for a partnership):
a. Articles of incorporation, amendments, correct name of the company,
and incorporation date
b. Classes and provisions of capital stock
c. Corporate minutes
Bond indenture provisions, including sinking fund data, restrictions on
dividends, and similar items.
Contracts, deeds, leases, labor contracts, pension plans and other important
legal documents.
T ax return data, such as surplus reconciliations, depreciation on cost bases
and similar data.
Insurance coverages.
Accounting manual of client, chart of accounts, data on accounting records
and accounting procedures.
Organizational and personnel charts (where maintained).
Internal control outline or questionnaire for several years.
Audit program for several years.

The senior should give particular attention to the accounts carried in
the permanent file, in view of the permanence and importance of their
content. If details are assigned to an assistant, there should be close
supervision.
The client is usually willing to furnish copies of legal papers, inden
tures, contracts, and similar records for the auditor’s files. Where copies
are not available the senior should make excerpts of pertinent points
which relate to the client’s finances. If the client has an accounting
manual, or an organizational chart, the senior should secure an up-todate copy. If not, he should secure or prepare a chart of accounts and a
list of accounting records and procedures for this file.
The corporate minutes should be reviewed by the senior-in-charge,
preferably early in the engagement, for information as to new and
unusual matters, such as financing, commitments and litigation, and as
to dividend action and disbursement authorization. They furnish the
evidence of authority for important transactions and enable the auditor
to judge the propriety of the entries by which they are recorded. The
senior should make excerpts of the minutes which relate to these and
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other financial matters such as plant expansion, treasury stock trans
actions, bonus and pension plans, and so on. The notes should be clear,
concise, and comprehensive. Important resolutions and actions of farreaching effect should be copied verbatim in order that the intent may
be clear.
Failure to have access to the corporate minutes is a matter for exception
to the opinion of the auditor on the financial statements.

CH A PTER 13

Additional Responsibilities

The responsibilities of a senior accountant are not rigidly fixed. They
vary with the firm for which he works because of variations in organiza
tion; they vary with the engagement to which he is assigned; and also
they vary with his status in his firm. A senior may be placed in charge
of some engagements, but may be working under a more experienced
senior or a supervisor on other engagements.
R e s p o n s ib ility W h e n in F u ll C h a r g e o f a n E n g a g e m e n t

The duties and responsibilities of the senior accountant which have
been described in these pages are those of a senior who is in charge of an
engagement. In this capacity, he is the executive in the field and as such
he is responsible to his firm for the assistants assigned to him.
This responsibility extends to the conduct of the assistants in the
client’s office as well as to supervision of their work. In the unusual event
of the insubordination or misconduct of an assistant, the senior will send
him back to the home office at the earliest moment possible, without
creating a disturbance.
The senior should comply with the policies of his firm in all respects
and should be watchful that they are also observed by his assistants. He
should keep his office advised of the progress of the engagement and the
approximate date on which assistants will be released for new assign
ments.
On out-of-town engagements, the senior has charge of travel arrange
ments, transportation, hotel, and meals. Living quarters provided should
be commensurate with the dignity of the firm. Since these expenses will
usually be billed to the client, the senior should avoid extravagance
which may prove embarrassing to his firm. Frequently, the senior pays
most of the bills himself and can keep expenses within reasonable bounds.
Expense accounts of assistants should be approved by the senior before
submission to the firm. In the event that expenses are on a per diem
basis, the senior should see that the staff members are not required to
accept living arangements which exceed the allowance and should not
permit them to choose those which would be demeaning.
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R e s p o n s ib ility W h e n in C h a r g e o f a P h a s e

The senior is often assigned to a larger engagement in the capacity of
a semi-senior, working under the direction of the senior-in-charge. He is
given responsibility for only a phase of the audit, and in that area he
acts in the same capacity as the senior in charge of the entire engagement.
An assignment of this sort is good training for a new senior and is
valuable to the senior-in-charge, since less supervision is required.
The senior in charge of one phase of the engagement should be fully
aware of what the job calls for and where he fits into the over-all exam
ination. His responsibilities will normally include the following:
1. Following the audit program assigned to him, or initiating suggestions for
modification or expansion which he believes proper.
2. W atching for matters which should be called to the attention of the seniorin-charge, such as irregularities, errors in accounting principle or application,
and so on.
3. Supervising and on-the-job training of assistants assigned to him.
4. Reviewing the working paper schedules prepared by assistants, before they
are turned over to the senior-in-charge.
5. Preparing adjusting entries required.

In addition, he may be assigned important tasks which were described
previously as being done only by the senior-in-charge.
Work details usually assigned to a senior or semi-senior include these:

1. Scrutinizing asset and liability accounts to see if related income or expense
accounts tie in.
2. Investigating minor irregularities such as posting errors, checks unsigned
or endorsements missing, and similar matters.
3. Following up exceptions in verification letters.
4. Auditing prepayments.
5. Examining notes receivable and confirming notes payable.
6. Inspecting securities and valuable documents.
7. Confirming mortgage or bond indebtedness.
8. Examining charges or credits in appropriated earnings accounts.
9. Examining retained earnings and paid-in or other capital in excess of that
assigned to the capital stock.
10. Reviewing shareholders’ lists, dividends, and important capital stock changes.

Training o f Juniors

The senior should always bear in mind that he is responsible for the
field training of the juniors assigned to him. This duty is overlooked
easily in the pressure of an examination when the senior’s time is taken
up with seemingly more important matters. He should realize that his
own position with his firm is strengthened when he contributes materially
to the training of his assistants. Training will take several forms such as
instruction, supervision, demonstration, encouragement, criticism, and
advice.
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Instructions should be given on the procedures to be taken, how to
approach the work, how much to do, what to look for, and how to do it.
Instructions on irregularities will cover what kind to expect, how to
recognize them, and which should be reported to the senior immediately.
Instructions should be given on the form and content of the working
paper schedules, the notations to be made as to the source of the informa
tion, the oral information obtained and from whom it was obtained. The
senior should instruct the junior in the characteristics and peculiarities
of the trade or industry under examination.
Supervision will include observation that all instructions are being
carried out and that work is being performed competently and without
loss of time. In the case of a new junior the senior may work with him,
demonstrating the procedures and methods. If there is doubt as to the
junior’s understanding, the senior may recheck his work to the original
records until he is satisfied that nothing is being overlooked, thereby
developing the judgment of the junior.
Explanations should be made regarding the purpose and value of the
junior’s work and where it fits into the over-all scheme. The senior
should explain the decisions which are made, the reasons for them and
their effects on the statements. He should encourage the junior to ask
questions and discuss with him the questions raised. He should encourage
any special aptitudes which the junior may have and give him an oppor
tunity to exercise them. He should rotate the juniors in jobs to provide
them with well-rounded experience.
The conscientious senior will give constructive criticism to the junior,
explaining how his work can be improved, where his conduct is weak,
what policies of the firm he is violating and what type of study will
benefit him. The senior should always be helpful and tactful in his
relations with his assistants.
R e la tio n s w ith C lie n ts

Since the senior may be the person with whom the client is in contact
more than any other representative of the firm, his relations with the
client may be extremely important to the firm and finally to him. If he is
in charge of an engagement, his work is made easier or more difficult if
he obtains or fails to obtain, the respect and co-operation of the client.
Services to be Rendered

The services rendered by the independent auditor vary with the size
and organization of the client’s business. In all cases where the examina
tion is sufficient in scope to permit the expression of an opinion, the
financial statements are given a degree of reliability which is important
to clients, large or small. The large business with a competent accounting
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staff may be helped by suggestions for strengthening internal control or
increasing the efficiency of accounting procedures. Such a client, being
further from employees and operations, also may benefit from the knowl
edge that an independent authority is satisfied that its transactions are
properly recorded and that its financial and operating policies are being
executed properly. To the small business, the auditor in addition pro
vides some protection against fraudulent practices, acting to some degree
in place of internal control which is not otherwise practicable. The ac
counting firm usually furnishes the small organization with an inter
pretation of its financial position and operations which it does not receive
from its limited accounting staff.
In an examination which is limited in scope by the client, the auditor
provides assurances of the authenticity and reliability of the statements
within the limits of the examination. The client in this case normally has
little need of the statements for credit purposes and is satisfied that
accounts not examined are reasonably correct. Care should be taken
that a client of this category does not place reliance on the statements
beyond the point at which the auditor ceases to assume responsibility.
Conferences

Important conferences with the client are usually handled by the
partner or a supervising senior. Sometimes the senior in charge partici
pates in conferences, and less frequently he is allowed to handle them
alone. He is normally expected to handle the routine contacts during an
examination.
Preliminary Conferences

Before the engagement begins, the principal will make the preliminary
arrangements either in informal conversations or in a formal conference.
At this time, arrangements will be made as to the type of service to be
rendered, date the examination will begin, date the report is required,
working space available, condition of the records, and other factors. If
the client wishes to cut down the cost of the audit by having some of the
work done by his staff11 such arrangements will be made at this time.
Among other things, the client’s staff may prepare the trial balance,
schedules aging the accounts receivable, insurance schedules, copies of
reconcilements, and possibly assemble vouchers supporting the additions
to property and equipment. Much time can be saved on an examination
if this is done.
Conferences During the Examination

At the outset of the examination, after assistants are started, the senior
ordinarily seeks an interview with officers or key personnel of the
company with the object of obtaining information which will guide him
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in the examination. He should encourage officials to talk about the
business, obtaining their views on the operations, and learning their
plans for the future. After the trial balance has been surveyed and
information has been extracted from the corporate minutes, he will take
advantage of the first opportunity to discuss the indicated questions
regarding matters therein.
Later, as questions are raised during the examination concerning any
irregularities, or material errors or matters which are not clear from the
records, further conferences will be held. It is not good practice to carry
each question to an official as it arises, but rather to accumulate such
matters until an opportunity is presented. The senior should be very sure
of his ground before bringing errors to the attention of the client, and
be tactful in his presentation, to avoid creating antagonism. Explana
tions are more reliable when obtained amicably than in a tense atmo
sphere. If there is a difference of opinion on accounting principles, the
senior should explain his position as clearly as possible; then if he does
not readily convince the client he should allow the matter to drop,
referring it to his principal to handle.
Any important information obtained during the examination should
be disclosed to the client and nothing withheld which would be of
help to him. Major irregularities or fraud discovered, weaknesses in in
ternal control or in the accounting system which might occasion losses,
or suggestions for improving the system should be written and then pre
sented in person with explanations. Normally, this is done by the
principal with the senior present, but sometimes it is handled alone by
a senior who is qualified for such an assignment.
As previously indicated, the report is usually discussed with the client
in preliminary draft. If the senior handles this conference, he should
make sure that the findings of the examination and the adjustments made
are fully understood. The position of the accounting firm should be
clarified with respect to any exceptions which they are obliged to take in
the opinion.
Attitudes

An important requirement in dealing with the client or his represen
tatives is the exercise of tactfulness, saying or doing what is appropriate
without giving offense. Friction should never be allowed to develop. If
in the discussion of unpleasant subjects, the client becomes angry or
unreasonable, the senior should courteously suggest that the matter be
deferred until they both have time to think further about the matter.
He may then refer the matter to his principal with a full statement of
the position taken by the client.
The senior should cultivate the goodwill of the officials and employees,
for the examination will proceed with greater celerity with their full
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co-operation. He should have enough knowledge of human nature to be
able to meet each person with the attitude best suited to him. He should
be friendly and respectful with all, but not intimate. He should not
fraternize in any way with the employees or officials of the client. He
should be sure that arbitrary demands are not made by his assistants.
He should be careful that his staff does not impede the work of the
office by using records when they are needed by employees or by retaining
records longer than necessary. The senior and his staff, although alert
to discover fraud, should never display a suspicious attitude toward
either the client or his employees.
The senior should bear himself with assurance and confidence, without
being overbearing. He should be willing to listen to suggestions but not
to accept unjustified criticism. He should bear in mind that, as a repre
sentative of his firm, he should be respectful to others and in turn expect
respect for himself and the accounting firm which he represents.
Responsibility for Professional Standards

The CPA who is practicing as an independent public accountant is
held to a high standard of professional conduct. Staff members, and
especially those occupying a position of responsibility such as that of a
senior, must be aware of those professional standards. The profession
has accepted a code of ethics for its general guidance. Every senior should
be aware of the ethical standards of the profession. As to auditing engage
ments, the profession has equally important standards which must be
observed and with which the senior must be conversant. Many firms
supply each senior with a copy of publications such as the Tentative
Statement of Auditing Standards, the Codification of Statements on
Auditing Procedures (both of these publications are reprinted in full as
Appendixes A and B of Chapter 13 of the CPA Handbook) and similar
current publications. Even though they may not be supplied to in
dividual seniors, these publications are generally available and should
be in each senior’s library.
Not only must the senior be aware of the standards accepted by the
profession, but he must apply them in his work. T o meet his responsi
bility he must continually keep abreast of current developments in
auditing and in accounting. He must make certain that he is technically
qualified to meet his responsibilities.
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O U T L IN E O F A P P E N D I X

Section I. F in a n c ia l S t a t e m e n t s
Financial Statements Reflect Judgment as W ell as Facts (Balance Sheet,
Income Statement, Consolidated Statements); Judgment is Guided by Ac
counting Principles; Company Has Primary Responsibility for Financial
Statements.
Section II. T h e CPA’s R e p o r t
T he CPA Expresses an Opinion; T he Opinion May Be Expressed in a
Short-Form Report; The Opinion May be Expressed in a Long-Form Re
port; T he CPA’s Report May Be Qualified; T he CPA May Disclaim An
Opinion.
Section III. A u d it in g P h il o s o p h y
Audits are Not Uniform; The CPA Usually Relies U pon Tests; T he CPA
Often Performs Part of the Audit During the Year; T he CPA Is Guided
by Auditing Standards (Personal Standards, Standards of Field Work,
Standards of Reporting).
Section IV. A u d it in g P roc edu res
Audit Techniques; Auditing Procedures Often Employed (Cash; Notes
Receivable; Accounts Receivable; Inventory; Investments; Property; In
tangible Assets; Deferred Charges and Prepaid Expenses; Other Assets;
Liabilities; Estimated Future Liabilities and Appropriations of Retained
Income — Reserves, Capital Stock; Other Capital Items — Capital Surplus —
and Retained Income — Earned Surplus, Income and Expense Accounts;
Consolidated Statements).
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B Y C E R T IF IE D

P U B L IC A C C O U N T A N T S

P r e fa c e

This pamphlet has been prepared by the research department of the
American Institute of Accountants to fill the need expressed by credit
grantors, teachers and others concerned with the work of the certified
public accountant for a brief, but reasonably complete, statement setting
forth in general terms what the CPA does in order that he may express
an opinion on financial statements. It discusses some of the characteristics
of financial statements and explains the significance of the CPA’s report.
Auditing procedures frequently employed by CPAs are described in
some detail, but they are not a checklist of procedures applicable in a
particular audit.
Together with S tatem en ts on A u d itin g P rocedu re, Case Studies in
A u d itin g P rocedure, T e n ta tiv e S ta tem en t of A u d itin g Standards and
A c co u n tin g R esearch B u lletin s, this pamphlet supplants the earlier
pamphlet, E x a m in a tio n of F inancial S tatem en ts by I n d e p e n d e n t P u b lic
A ccoun tan ts, published by the American Institute of Accountants in
1936 and now out of print. It is hoped this pamphlet will help those who
are not familiar with the process of auditing gain a better understanding
of the Certified Public Accountant’s work and his responsibilities.
C a r m a n G. B l o u g h , D ire cto r of R esearch
A m e r ic a n I n s t it u t e

M a y 1950
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Appendix
A U D ITS BY CERTIFIED PUBLIC A C C O U N TA N TS

In tro d u c tio n

A certified public accountant’s opinion as to the fairness of financial
statements is important to all who use such statements. The opinion
states whether or not the certified public accountant considers the finan
cial position of the company and the results of its operations to be pre
sented fairly in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
applied on a consistent basis.
Despite the reliance which is placed upon the opinion of a certified
public accountant, few people outside the accounting profession under
stand how he reaches it. Many believe there is something mysterious
about the process. The principal purpose of this pamphlet is to help
those who have had little or no accounting training gain a better under
standing of how the certified public accountant makes an audit. It dis
cusses the nature and characteristics of financial statements, noting par
ticularly their limitations, and outlines the certified public accountant’s
responsibilities in reporting upon them. Many of the procedures fre
quently employed in carrying out those responsibilities are described in
general terms.
Principal Uses o f Pamphlet

Particular attention has been given to the need expressed by bankers
and other credit grantors for a summary of the basic considerations
usually involved in making audits of small and medium-sized manufac
turing or mercantile companies. Accordingly, this pamphlet is concerned
primarily with the certified public accountant’s work in connection with
a u d ite d financial statements submitted to bankers or other credit grantors
of such companies.
This pamphlet should also be helpful to users of financial statements
generally. Teachers of auditing, and those concerned with staff training
in public accounting firms might advantageously employ it as an intro
duction to the series of Case Studies in A u d itin g P roced u re which the
committee on auditing procedure of the American Institute of Account
ants is currently sponsoring.
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While not intended as a statement of “minimum procedures” for
conducting an audit or as a “standard audit program," the procedures
outlined in this pamphlet are all applied in actual practice, though they
will seldom, if ever, all be applied in the same engagement. Accounting
practitioners, too, may therefore find the discussions suggestive of some of
the procedures which might be applicable in a particular audit.
Auditing Services

The type of work discussed in this pamphlet is the ex a m in a tio n , or
as it is commonly called, which the certified public accountant
makes as a basis for an opinion on the fairness with which financial
position and results of operations are presented. That type of work
consists of a searching, analytical review of the books, vouchers, and
other evidence supporting the information set forth in the financial
statements, and contemplates the preparation of a written report in
which the certified public accountant states his findings. In the course
of his audit, he employs a variety of techniques and tests, selecting the
procedures which in his judgment and experience are best suited to each
engagement.
a u d it

Other Services

In addition to conducting audits, many certified public accountants
perform professional services and report on matters related more to their
capacity as expert accountants than to their capacity as auditors. For
example, they may be engaged to prepare financial statements from the
books with little or no audit verification. They may be engaged to make
analyses of certain accounts, or to make special studies. Certified public
accountants often render expert advice on such matters as accounting
methods and procedures, tax accounting, reports to governmental agen
cies, and general business matters.
Those services are of great value to the business community and require
a high degree of professional skill. In performing them the certified
public accountant may employ some auditing procedures, but not usually
to a sufficient extent to provide an informed opinion as to the fairness of
any general financial statements that may be included in his report.
The Opinion

Depending upon the circumstances, the certified public accountant
(1) expresses an unqualified opinion, (2) expresses a qualified opinion,
or (3) disclaims an opinion on the statements taken as a whole. Thus,
when a certified public accountant finds he cannot express an unqualified
opinion, he weighs the qualifications or exceptions he considers necessary
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with respect to his opinion to determine their significance. If they are not
such as to destroy the significance of an opinion with respect to the
statements taken as a whole, he renders a properly qualified opinion. If
the exceptions are so material as to negative an opinion on the statements
taken as a whole, he is under obligation to disclaim such an opinion,
giving his reasons why. His disclaimer of opinion is indicated either by
a specific statement in his report to the effect that an opinion cannot be
expressed, or, if no report accompanies financial statements with which
his name is associated, by a note, such as P rep ared from the B ooks w ith 
o u t A u d it, on the face of each statement. Since the degree of responsi
bility the certified public accountant takes for financial statements varies
with the circumstances of each audit, it is important to read his report
carefully.
CPA Requirements

Users of financial statements look to the certified public accountant's
report in determining the credibility of financial statements because they
know it presents the conclusions of an independent expert in accounting
and auditing. Certified public accountants must demonstrate their high
professional qualifications to state boards of accountancy before receiving
their certificates, and must observe strict standards in the performance
of their work. The right to use the title Certified Public Accountant, or
CPA, is granted by each state and territory, and by the District of Colum
bia, only to persons who, with minor special exceptions, present satis
factory evidence as to their character, training, and experience, and who
pass an examination to test their knowledge of the matters with which
they will be called upon to deal. In many states anyone can practice as a
p u b lic accountant. Some states require public accountants to be regis
tered. However, in the great majority of states, only certified public
accountants have passed a written examination given under state super
vision.
Professional Societies

A number of organizations have been formed to further the develop
ment of the accounting profession; principally, the American Institute of
Accountants, which is the national organization of certified public
accountants, and numerous state societies, some with local chapters.
These organizations are constantly engaged in the study of various phases
of the certified public accountant’s work. Through their efforts to main
tain high ethical and professional standards, they have contributed
greatly to the development of the concepts discussed in the succeeding
sections of this pamphlet.
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Section I:

FIN A N C IA L STATEMENTS

Financial statements ordinarily consist of a balance sheet, an income
statement, a statement of retained income (earned surplus), and footnotes.
If appropriate, they are accompanied by schedules showing the details of
various items on the statements.
The purpose of the balance sheet is to present a summary of the assets,
liabilities, and capital of a company as of a specified date. The income
statement summarizes the results of operations for a period, often the
year ending on the date of the balance sheet. The statement of retained
income sets forth increases or reductions during the period in the undis
tributed earnings of the business. Footnotes are often provided to explain
items more fully than is possible in the captions. They are considered an
integral part of the financial statements.
F in a n c ia l S ta te m e n ts R e fle ct J u d g m e n t a s w e l l a s Fa cts

Perhaps no class of information is so imperfectly appraised by its
readers as that contained in financial statements. Many regard the state
ments as mathematically accurate presentations of financial facts. Others
regard them with complete skepticism.
Actually, the values of most items in financial statements cannot be
measured exactly. By their nature, many of the amounts shown have to
be approximations and represent the best estimates which those respon
sible for the statement can make. The items which, in part at least, are
subject to approximation are among the most important in the financial
statements. Despite these limitations, however, financial statements serve
their purposes well. They merit acceptance and confidence as the fairest
presentation of the financial position and operating results of a business
which it has been possible to devise.
The reasons approximations often have to be made may be easier to
understand if some examples of items which cannot be measured exactly
— items as to which judgment is an important factor — are considered.
Balance Sheet

The item, accounts receivable, is an example. The total of customers'
accounts can be stated with approximate accuracy, but provision for
the uncollectible element in these accounts is a matter of estimate based
on experience and on the best information available. At times such
estimates will prove wide of the mark, but usually they are such as to
permit a “fair” value to be shown on the balance sheet.
Fixed assets also present problems. Though it is usually practicable
to state the initial cost of items included under fixed assets, judgment
often enters into a decision as to whether subsequent expenditures, such
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as for new parts or modifications, should be classified as costs of fixed
assets to be written off over a period of years, or whether they should be
absorbed at once as expenses of the current period.
The decision in such cases affects both the balance sheet and the
income statement. Failure to capitalize additions to fixed assets results
in understatement of income in the period of expenditure, and corre
sponding overstatement in subsequent years. Capitalizing expenditures
representing maintenance or repairs has a contrary effect.
Moreover, accounting for fixed assets requires judgment in estimating
suitable charges to income for depreciation. Here the probable useful
life of the asset and the likelihood of obsolescence must be considered.
Any significant failure in determining the proper provision for deprecia
tion affects the fairness of the income statement as well as the net amount
at which fixed assets are carried on the balance sheet.
Inventories are another item requiring the exercise of judgment. The
value of no item in financial statements is so little susceptible to exact
statement as inventories. Estimates as to condition, salability, and even
market value, may vary greatly. The convention of “cost or market,
whichever lower” may be applied in a variety of manners to produce
quite different results. Even the count or measurement of items in the
inventory cannot always be exact.
Income Statement

Financial statements are usually prepared on an accrual basis. That
means the income statement includes, to the extent possible, all income
of a business applicable to the period covered, regardless of whether or
not such income is fully represented by cash received in the same period.
In similar manner, the statement includes, to the extent practicable, all
costs and expenses applicable to the period.
Those objectives cannot be achieved by simply adding up the cash
receipts and disbursements for the period. For instance, income is in
some cases applicable to periods other than that in which the sale is made
and the proceeds received, the reason being that full performance is not
then completed. An example of this is the receipt of payment for goods
or services which are to be delivered in the future. By the same token,
amounts paid out today may be applicable not only to current operations,
but also to those of several years to come. That is the reason for writing
fixed assets off over their useful life. On the other hand, costs incurred
today may not be paid for until some future time. Such is the case when
goods or services received today are to be paid for at a later date.
The preparation of the incoming statement thus involves one of the
basic objectives of accounting — the matching of costs and expenses
against income. In great measure, this is relatively simple but as to many
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items the problem cannot be solved by formula, and allocation of income
or expenses between periods must rest on judgment.
Consolidated Statements

Many business organizations prepare financial statements showing the
financial position and results of operations of the parent company and its
subsidiaries as though they were a single business entity. These are called
consolidated statements and usually include only those subsidiaries over
which the parent company has control. As a general criterion, the
existence of control over a subsidiary is determined by whether the
parent company has more than 50% of the voting control, thereby
giving it the power to direct, or to cause the direction of, the manage
ment and policies of the subsidiary.
Even though the power to control a subsidiary is present, consideration
is also given to whether its inclusion or exclusion in the consolidated
statements will fairly and realistically present the financial position and
results of operations of the group of companies. The decision to include
or exclude certain subsidiaries often requires the exercise of judgment;
as, for example, when legal or geographical considerations affect the
extent of the control exercised or when the operations of some sub
sidiaries are not similar or complementary to the operations of the
consolidated group.
Although consolidated financial statements serve a very useful purpose,
they have important limitations which require consideration. For ex
ample, the status of bondholders and other creditors and the respective
assets against which their claims rank in priority will not usually be
shown. Thus, consolidated statements may be inadequate for certain
purposes unless accompanied by additional statements or footnotes.
However, when substantially all the securities of a subsidiary are owned
by the parent company and the subsidiary is, in effect, an operating divi
sion of an integrated business, the individual income and surplus state
ments of the parent company alone, or of the subsidiaries, would not
ordinarily be significant. On the other hand, disclosure of the parent
company’s equity in the aggregate earnings or losses of unconsolidated
subsidiaries is usually regarded as significant information in connection
with financial statements. The equity of minority stockholders — i.e.,
those outside the group — in the earnings, capital stock, and surplus of
subsidiary companies included in consolidated statements, is generally
stated separately.
Consolidated statements are intended to show the position and results
of operations on the basis of considering the entire consolidated group
as a single unit. Hence, intercompany sales and intercompany profits
not realized by means of sales outside the group are usually eliminated
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in consolidation. However, practical considerations may at times neces
sitate minor deviations from this rule.
The examples cited illustrate only a few of the areas in which judgment
enters into the recording of business transactions and the preparation of
financial statements.
J u d g m e n t Is G u i d e d b y A cc o u n tin g P rin c ip le s

One might question the usefulness of statements whose fairness rests
so heavily upon judgment rather than upon demonstrated fact. But as
against such doubts it should be borne in mind that the judgment em
ployed is an informed one. It is concerned with actualties and does not
descend to mere imagination. The statements reflect the considered
judgment of prudent businessmen as to the proper interpretation of all
the pertinent information relating to the transactions involved.
Furthermore, broad principles, known as generally accepted account
ing principles, serve as guides in making accounting decisions. Those
principles have been developed over the years as a result of study and
experience in presenting useful financial information. They comprise a
body of accounting conventions for dealing with problems such as those
described. When financial statements are prepared in conformity with
those principles, and are checked by CPAs, they almost always present
financial facts fairly, even though approximations and estimates have
been necessary.
It is not the purpose of this pamphlet to deal with accounting principles
as such. Many excellent books are available to those who wish to pursue
the subject further, and a series of A c co u n tin g R esearch B u lletin s dealing
with the application of those principles to a variety of specific problems
has been issued by the committee on accounting procedure of the
American Institute of Accountants.
C o m p a n y H a s P r im a r y R e s p o n s ib ility fo r F in a n c ia l S ta te m e n ts

There is one further point that should be understood before consid
ering the following sections of this pamphlet. Financial statements are
primarily the statements and representations of the company. The fact
that they have been examined and reported upon by a CPA does not
shift the company’s responsibility for the fairness of the information
presented.
The transactions with which the accounting records are concerned, and
the recording of those transactions in the books, are matters within the
direct or primary knowledge and control of the company. While the
CPA may supervise the keeping of the records, and often prepare the
financial statements, his knowledge of the transactions is a secondary
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one. Thus, even though the financial statements may reflect the influence
of the CPA, the company in presenting them to others must be considered
to have accepted, and adopted, the CPA’s recommendations. The com
pany cannot be excused for presenting statements which it knows to be
false or misleading any more than can the CPA.
Section II:

THE C P A 's REPORT

The characteristics of the CPA’s report depend upon the purpose for
which the examination was undertaken. However, all reports based on
audits whose objective is an opinion on the fairness of financial state
ments have characteristics in common. They include a description of the
work done by the CPA and present his findings. In some instances, they
include qualifications of the opinion, or an assertion that an opinion
cannot be given. In such cases, an explanation of the conditions which
make these necessary is included in the report. The CPA's representa
tions are confined to and expressed in his report. It is essential, therefore,
that users of financial statements read the CPA’s report carefully to be
fully informed as to the views the CPA holds regarding the fairness of
the statements.
The report may take varying forms. In some cases, a detailed, or longform, report is submitted. In other cases, the report is limited to a concise
statement of the scope of the examination and the related opinion of the
CPA concerning the financial statements. This is referred to as the shortform report.
Not infrequently, both types of reports are submitted: the long-form
report being principally for the information of the management, or a
small group of creditors; the short-form report being used in connection
with financial statements submitted by the company to those whose
concern is primarily with the over-all picture rather than with the details
of the audit or the management of the business. The short-form report
is customarily used in reporting upon financial statements to be pub
lished in reports to stockholders. Regardless of form, however, the CPA
is careful to word his reports so that readers will not be led to place
greater reliance upon them than is intended.
T h e C P A E x p r e s s e s a n O p in io n

A word of caution is appropriate at this point. For many years, it was
customary to introduce the CPA’s opinion with the phrase “We certify
that . . . " It is quite natural, therefore, that the opinion came to be
known as a “certificate” — for the same reason, it became customary to
say that the CPA “certified” financial statements. Nevertheless, the
CPA’s conclusions are essentially matters of opinion rather than of fact.
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His opinion is an expression of personal judgment. In recognition of
this, it is now customary to use the phrase “In our opinion,” to introduce
the conclusions set forth in the CPA’s report as to the fairness of financial
statements.
The opinion of a CPA is not comparable to the certificate of a weighmaster who certifies as to the weight of a load of goods. As explained,
financial data often cannot be gauged by precise standards. The CPA is
not an insurer. He cannot guarantee that the figures presented in
financial statements are literally correct. It is not possible to certify the
accuracy of management’s judgment or estimates, but the opinion of an
independent expert, skilled in analyzing and appraising the grounds
upon which such decisions are made, is valuable to those who lack the
opportunity, the time, or the training to make such an investigation
themselves.
Since he must assume responsibility for his opinions, it is proper that
the CPA should be the sole judge of his ability to express them. If, in
his judgment, it is necessary or desirable to include explanations of his
findings or to take exception to some aspect of the financial statements,
those matters are usually included in a separate paragraph of the report.
The CPA is responsible for reporting any exceptions clearly and un
equivocally, whether they involve the scope of the audit work, particular
items in the financial statements, the soundness of the company’s account
ing practices (as regards either the books or the financial statements) or
lack of consistency in the application of accounting practices.
It bears repetition that the financial statements, with all supplemental
descriptive and explanatory data, including footnotes, are regarded as
representations of the company. It is upon all these representations that
the CPA exercises his independent, considered judgment and renders his
opinion. If explanations are essential or desirable, and they are not
incorporated in the statements in a manner he considers satisfactory, he
makes appropriate explanations in his report.
T h e O p in io n M a y B e E x p r e s s e d in a S h o rt-F o rm R e p o rt

The short-form type of report, which outlines in general terms the
scope of the examination made and states concisely the CPA’s opinion
regarding the fairness of the financial statements, is usually adequate for
the needs of those who seek assurance primarily as to the over-all fairness
of the presentation of a company’s financial position and the results of
its operations. The following wording of a short-form report, recom
mended by the committee on auditing procedure of the American Insti
tute of Accountants in 1948, is typical:
“W e have examined the balance-sheet of X Company as of December 31,
19— and the related statement(s) of income and surplus for the year then
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ended. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in
the circumstances.
“In our opinion, the accompanying balance-sheet and statement(s) of income
and surplus present fairly the financial position of X Company at December
31, 19— , and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in con
formity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis
consistent with that of the preceding year.”1

The first paragraph sets forth the CPA’s representations regarding the
scope of his audit. It represents that the audit met the profession’s
standards for competence and workmanship. It also points out that, in
observing generally accepted auditing standards, the CPA made all the
tests and employed all other procedures which he considered necessary
in the circumstances for an informed, professional opinion regarding the
financial statements. A major portion of this pamphlet is devoted to
explaining the CPA's approach to an examination and to outlining the
ways in which he selects and applies auditing procedures.
The second paragraph deals with the CPA’s findings. As noted previ
ously, the CPA expresses an o p in io n . He does not guarantee that the
statements are correct. He states that in his best judgment, based upon a
careful audit, the financial statements set forth all the information neces
sary to present fairly the company’s financial position and the results of
its operations. He states further that, in his opinion, the statements are
presented in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles,
which were mentioned briefly in the early part of this pamphlet, and that
those principles have been applied on a basis consistent with that of the
preceding year.
The expression “presents fairly” should be noted particularly, because
it constitutes the essence of the CPA’s opinion. It indicates the belief
that, although the amounts shown in the statements may not represent
exactness, they are near enough to actuality (under generally accepted
accounting principles) to be accepted as correct for practical purposes.
Further, it stresses the CPA’s belief that the method of presentation —
that is, the arrangement of the items — is such as to give a truthful
over-all picture of financial position and results of operations.
While this form of report has been recommended as a standard, it is
not prescribed or recommended for invariable use. It is adaptable to the
needs of the particular case. For example, the CPA may consider it
desirable to expand the report to include a brief explanation of certain
auditing procedures he has employed, or has not employed, or of certain
1 Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 24, Revision in Short-Form A ccountant’s
R eport or Certificate.
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accounting practices followed by the company. He may wish to include
information which he believes is not adequately explained in the finan
cial statements. As has been indicated, he may in some cases consider it
necessary to qualify his opinion in certain respects, or to disclaim any
opinion as to the over-all fairness of the financial statements. Variations
from the standard wording should be carefully considered by users of
the statements. They may be important.
T h e O p in io n M a y B e E x p r e s s e d in a L o n g -F o rm R e p o rt

The long-form report customarily outlines in some detail the work
done and the CPA’s conclusions regarding the more important matters.
It usually includes comments on the company’s operations and com
parisons with previous periods. It may include a wide variety of infor
mation, such as statistics on changes in financial or working capital
position, agings of receivables and payables, an application of funds
statement, a summary of insurance coverage as taken from policies sub
mitted for examination, and other information which may be appropriate
in the particular circumstances.
It is not uncommon to find the wording of the short-form report, pre
viously quoted, incorporated in the long-form report. Recommendations
on internal control and accounting procedures are frequently submitted
in a separate memorandum.
The long-form report is generally intended primarily for the use of
management and, for that reason, may not accompany financial state
ments presented to outsiders. However, it is frequently submitted by
the company to bankers and other credit grantors upon request. Credit
grantors often find either the long-form report presented for management
purposes, or a similar report designed specifically for their needs, to be
of great value.
T h e C P A 's R e p o rt M a y B e Q u a lif ie d

Depending upon his findings, the CPA may express an unqualified
opinion as to the over-all fairness of the presentation of the financial
data; he may express an opinion qualified in some respects; or he may
feel that no opinion is justified under the circumstances.
If he is completely satisfied that the financial statements present fairly
the financial position and results of operations, the CPA usually expresses
an unqualified opinion to that effect. The short-form report previously
quoted is an example of an unqualified report. When the CPA has not
been completely satisfied on some point, or when he feels that some part
of the financial position or results is not fairly presented, but under the
circumstances the matter in question is not of sufficient significance to
prohibit the expression of an opinion on the statements taken as a
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whole, he may express a qualified opinion, indicating the nature of the
reservation or exception.
In general, the necessity for expressing a qualified opinion occurs when
the CPA has not been able to make an examination sufficiently complete
to warrant the expression of an unqualified opinion o r w h e n h e has found
violations of accepted accounting principles which the company is unwill
ing to correct. When either of these situations exists, the CPA weighs
their significance and importance. If the statements read in the light of
his qualifications permit a reasonable appraisal of the financial position
and results of operations, he expresses a qualified opinion.
It is not possible to prepare standard wording for use in expressing a
qualified opinion; the circumstances calling for qualified opinions are
far too numerous and varied and must be dealt with as they arise. How
ever, the following examples illustrate the manner in which they appear
in CPAs’ reports. The first example shows wording that might be used
when certain auditing procedures normally considered necessary were
omitted. The second involves an exception to the company’s accounting
practices. The third concerns a reservation because of uncertainty as to a
contingent liability. The fourth illustrates an exception with respect to
consistency in the application of accounting principles:
“Records supporting the changes in the inventories at one of the divisions
between the date of the last physical inventory, October 31, 19___, and the
end of the company’s accounting year, December 31, 19___, were not com
pleted and in proper order for satisfactory examination. T he auditing tests
and observations made by us indicate the possibility that a further reduction
might have been found necessary. This reduction would not, in our opinion,
exceed $______
“In our opinion, subject to the exception with respect to inventories ex
plained above, . . . .”

(II)

“In our opinion, except that no provision was made for net losses, estimated
to be approximately $______, on purchase commitments, . . . . ”
(III)
“In our opinion, except as to such adjustments as may result from final de
termination of taxes on income, . . . .”
(IV)
“As stated in the notes to the financial statements, the company changed its
method of computing depreciation, effective January 1, 19___ This change,
which we approve, resulted in an increase of $______ in the depreciation
provision for the year and a corresponding decrease in net income for the
year.
“In our opinion, . . . present fairly . . . in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding
year, except for the change in the method of computing depreciation referred
to in the preceding paragraph.”
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T h e C P A M a y D iscla im a n O p in io n

The CPA refrains from expressing either an unqualified opinion or
one that is qualified when, because of limitations on the scope of his
audit or departures from generally accepted accounting principles, his
exceptions or reservations would be such as to destroy the significance of
the opinion on the statements taken as a whole. In such cases, the CPA
is obliged to indicate that he is not in a position to express an opinion
on the over-all fairness of the financial statements and to give his reasons
why. He may, if he considers it appropriate, express an opinion limited
to those parts of the financial statements with which he is satisfied. When
he does so, however, he first makes it absolutely clear that he is not
expressing an opinion on the over all fairness of the financial statements.2
As in the case of qualified opinions, it is not possible to suggest any
standard wording that would be applicable generally for the disclaimer
of an opinion. However, the following paragraph illustrates the type of
language that might be incorporated in the CPA’s report in such cases:
“T he terms of our engagement did not include the verification of accounts
receivable by direct correspondence, nor did it include the physical observa
tion or price tests of inventories, and we did not satisfy ourselves in regard
to these assets by other means. Nothing came to our attention during the
exam ination which would indicate that these items are not stated fairly. How
ever, in view of the materiality of these assets, we are unable to express an
opinion on the over-all representations in the attached statements.”

It should be remembered that the CPA is not in a position to force his
client to authorize a satisfactory audit. If the client is unwilling to have
the CPA make an examination of sufficient scope to justify expressing an
opinion on the over-all fairness of the financial statements, the CPA must
state clearly in his report the limitations of his audit and the degree of
responsibility which its scope justifies.
Section III: A U D ITIN G PH ILO SO PH Y

The general misunderstanding as to the real significance of financial
statements also extends to the audit of those statements by CPAs. People
who mistakenly suppose that statements represent financial facts expressed
in exact figures quite naturally assume that an audit of such statements
can be nothing but an exact and complete verification of the figures on
the statements.
Objectives of Audit

The objectives of an audit require no such lengthy and microscopic
scrutiny. What they do require is sufficient examination of the state
2 Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 23 (Revised), Clarification of A ccountant’s
R ep o rt when O pinion Is O m itted.
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ments and supporting records, and sufficient study of the company’s
accounting practices, to place the CPA in a position to express an
informed opinion upon the general fairness of the statements. An exam
ination for that purpose does not ordinarily require an exhaustive inves
tigation of details of the company’s operations.
The soundness of accounting judgments and estimates depends upon
the integrity and competence of those who make them and upon their
adherence to generally accepted accounting principles. It is for an inde
pendent review of the reasonableness of both management’s and em
ployees' decisions regarding these questions, even more than for tests of
the mathematical accuracy of the accounting data, that an unbiased,
objective audit, as provided by CPAs, is desirable. The objectives of an
audit, in modern practice, are much broader in scope than the discovery
of mathematical errors or the detection of defalcations or fraud.
Of course, the testing of the accounting records and supporting infor
mation is important — in fact, it is a necessary part of the process of
forming an opinion regarding the soundness of the management’s ac
counting decisions and the integrity of the accounts. Moreover, while the
usual audit which is undertaken to enable the CPA to express an opinion
on the financial statements may not be relied upon to disclose minor
defalcations or fraud, it is incumbent upon the CPA to be alert to the
possibilities of irregularities and to inform the management about weak
nesses in internal control which come to his attention and which con
ceivably could permit such irregularities to remain undisclosed.
CPA's Approach to Audit

CPAs satisfy themselves as to the general fairness of financial state
ments:
1. By a general review of the accounts and records and comparison of the figures
shown on the statements with the sources from which they are drawn.
2. By a study of the accounting procedures regularly followed by the company
and consideration of any departures from those practices.
3. By independent sampling tests (through inspection, correspondence, or other
means) of the existence of assets.
4. By the application of various audit tests to determine, so far as reasonably
possible, that all liabilities are reflected in the balance sheet in actual or ap
proximate amounts.
5. By analyses, tests, and over-all review of the income and expense accounts.
6. By test-procedures designed to determine the authenticity and general cor
rectness of the accounts on which the statements are based.

A u d it s A r e N o t U n ifo rm

Each audit discloses circumstances which require differences to a
greater or lesser degree in the auditing procedures that should be em
ployed, the manner in which they should be used, and the extent to
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which they should be applied. Among the reasons for these differences
in requirements are that: (1) significant variations exist in the nature
and scope of the operations of companies in different industrial or com
mercial groups, or even of companies within the same group or classifica
tion; (2) the degree of effectiveness of the internal control varies among
companies; (3) even within a single company the operating and account
ing problems frequently change from year to year; and (4) the amount
of detail to be included in the financial statements varies. In new engage
ments, there may be the additional problem of making an appropriate
review of the important transactions of prior years and determining the
nature and extent of the accounting procedures and internal control in
effect.
These differences make it apparent that it is impossible to lay down
specific procedures which could be applied satisfactorily in all cases.
Often there is a choice of procedures, any of which would be satisfactory
in a given situation. Here, as elsewhere in accounting and auditing, there
must be an exercise of judgment based upon experience and upon a clear
view of the objective of providing a sound basis for an informed, profes
sional opinion.
T h e C P A U s u a lly R e lie s U p o n Tests

In most audits, investigation of every transaction would not only be
excessively costly — it is also unnecessary. The CPA bases his examina
tion upon tests of the records and upon inspection of selected transactions.
The extent of testing in any audit is decided by the CPA in the light
of his best independent judgment as to the amount required to constitute
a fair sampling of the record being tested. In deciding upon the char
acter of the tests to be made, and the extent to which they should be
applied, one of the most important factors taken into consideration is the
system of internal control. When evidence exists that the system is effec
tive, the CPA properly concludes that the accounting records and sup
porting data have a higher degree of dependability than would otherwise
be the case, and limits his testing accordingly. However, when his investi
gation shows that the system has points of weakness, he extends the scope
of his testing. If the internal control is considered grossly inadequate or
ineffective, he may feel compelled to review the entries in considerable
detail before he can express an informed opinion on the financial state
ments.
Other factors which enter into the planning of tests include the mate
riality of the item to be tested and the relative risk of the existence of
irregularities. Thus, for example, where office supplies are a relatively
minor item on the financial statements, they would not usually be investi
gated extensively. On the other hand, certain kinds of assets, such as
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cash, marketable securities, negotiable papers, et cetera, are obviously of
such a nature that the risk of irregularities is relatively greater. The
CPA usually requires more conclusive evidence for items of that type
than for others, even though they may not be as material in relation to
the over-all picture as some items regarding which less exhaustive tests
are suitable.
The CPA must defer final determination of his procedures until he has
a dependable understanding of the available evidence and has judged its
reliability. Although he may prepare a tentative program of procedures
to be employed in a particular audit, using as a basis the results of his
preliminary investigations, he must at all times be prepared to revise the
program if in the course of his work he finds that changes are necessary.
T h e C P A O fte n P e r f o r m s P a rt o f th e A u d it D u r in g th e Y e a r

The CPA frequently performs much of his audit work prior to the close
of the annual period. For example, he may make interim or periodic
audits for the purpose of reporting on financial statements for portions
of the year. If the CPA intends to express an opinion regarding the over
all fairness of the interim financial statements, he observes the same
standards and the same care in the selection and application of his audit
ing procedures as he would with respect to annual statements.3 However,
the closer contact and greater familiarity with the business gained by
periodic interim examinations may make it unnecessary to carry through
in as complete detail for the interim periods all of the procedures cus
tomarily applied to the year-end statements.
CPAs often carry out important phases of their audit work as of an
interim date even though they will render a report only with respect to
year-end financial statements. The choice of the procedures employed,
and the extent to which they are applied at such interim dates, depend
very largely upon the company’s internal control. For that reason, a
considerable part of the interim work may first be directed to determining
the effectiveness of the company’s system of internal control. If the
internal control is effective, a major portion of the work on inventories,
plant accounts, cash and receivables, for example, may in many cases be
accomplished more satisfactorily during the year than is possible after the
close of the year. Some of the work must of necessity be held over until
the later date, and the CPA reviews the transactions taking place during
the intervening period to assure himself that nothing out of the ordinary
has occurred.
The practice of doing much of the audit work during the year is of
advantage to the company as well as to the CPA. One of the most im
3 Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 8, Interim Financial Statements and the
A uditor’s R ep o rt Thereon.
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portant advantages is that the CPA can familiarize himself with the
operations of the company at an earlier date. This enables him to bring
any undesirable features of the company’s accounting practices to the
management’s attention promptly for remedial action. Moreover, by
doing much of the detailed work at a time when the pressure for issuing
the financial statements is not so great, the CPA is generally able to work
with less inconvenience to the company’s staff.
T h e C P A Is G u i d e d b y A u d itin g S ta n d a r d s

It is apparent that to weigh the reasonableness of management's
accounting decisions and to express an informed, professional opinion
regarding them, the CPA himself must exercise sound judgment. This
responsibility demands the highest standards of competence and integrity.
Various professional organizations, such as the American Institute of
Accountants, as well as state societies of certified public accountants, and
state and Federal governmental bodies, over the years have developed,
clarified, and vitalized standards which guide CPAs in their work.4
These standards are the underlying principles of auditing which govern
the nature and extent of the evidence to be. obtained by means of audit
ing procedures. They are broad in scope and concern both the CPA's
personal qualifications and the quality of his work. Whereas auditing
procedures must be varied to meet the requirements of the particular
engagement, standards to be observed in selecting and applying the
procedures are the same in all circumstances.
Personal Standards

Generally accepted auditing standards require the CPA to be pro
ficient in accounting and auditing; he must have the training and experi
ence necessary to perform any engagement he undertakes in a professional
manner.
The most widely recognized evidence that a person has attained
this standard of competence is his possession of the right to call himself a
Certified Public Accountant. As stated previously, this right is granted
by each state to any person who can demonstrate that he possesses the
requisite character, education, and training, and can pass a professional
examination.
Practically all states use examinations prepared by the American Insti
tute of Accountants to test the applicant’s mastery of his subject. To pass
these examinations the applicant must have completed a rigorous course
of training involving instruction in the theory and practice of accounting,
4 See Auditing Standards — T h eir Generally A ccepted Significance and Scope. — Special
report by committee on auditing procedure (American Institute of Accountants, 1947).
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auditing and commercial law, and must have acquired experience in
dealing with practical accounting problems. After becoming a CPA, the
practicing auditor must continue to keep abreast of current developments
in accounting and auditing techniques.
Independence, both historically and philosophically, is the foundation
of the public accounting profession. The CPA must not only possess
extensive technical skill; he must also maintain the highest standards of
honest, objective judgment and consideration. Independence is one of
his most important personal qualifications.
Independence is an attitude of mind much deeper than the surface
display of visible standards. The standards may change or become more
exacting, but the quality itself remains unchanged. Rules of conduct
cannot of themselves, therefore, assure independence. They can, how
ever, provide objective standards to guide the CPA in all his professional
endeavors.
The rules of professional conduct adopted by the American Institute
of Accountants5 and by the various state societies of certified public
accountants are designed to maintain the high standards of independence
which the work of the CPA requires. Typically, the rules provide penal
ties for false and misleading statements, and prohibit contingent fees,
financial interest in clients’ affairs, occupations incompatible with public
accounting, commissions, brokerage, and fee splitting — all intended to
avoid even the possible appearance that the CPA’s judgment may have
been wrongly influenced.
The CPA’s personal standards also demand the exercise of due profes
sional care in the performance of his work. Due care involves not only
the employment of procedures which are proper under the circumstances
of a case, but also the proper application and co-ordination of the pro
cedures employed. He must observe due care both in his field work and
in reporting his findings.
Standards of Field Work

To meet generally accepted auditing standards regarding the perform
ance of his field work, the CPA’s work must be adequately planned and
his assistants, if any, must be properly supervised. Proper planning is an
essential prerequisite of good audit work. It is particularly important in
connection with the auditing of inventories and is indispensable to the
achievement of satisfactory co-ordination in auditing procedures. Closely
related to proper planning is the necessity for critical review by the
accounting firm’s supervisory personnel of the work and decisions of
those whose skill and experience are less extensive.
5 These are discussed at some length in Professional Ethics of P ublic Accounting by
John L. Carey (American Institute of Accountants, 1946).
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Professional standards of field work also require the CPA to make a
proper study of the existing internal control and to evaluate its effective
ness by positive tests designed to demonstrate its substance as well as its
form.6 The adequacy of the system of internal control, which from the
CPA’s viewpoint concerns primarily the measures adopted by the busi
ness to safeguard its assets and to check the reliability and accuracy of its
accounting data, is of vital importance in the selection and application
of appropriate audit procedures.
Standards of Reporting

In his report, the CPA states whether the financial statements are pre
sented in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and
whether the principles have been consistently observed during the cur
rent period in relation to the preceding period. The CPA’s responsibility
relates not only to the propriety of that which is set forth, but also to the
inclusion of such additional information as may be necessary to make the
statements not misleading. If disclosures in the financial statements
relating to items of material importance are not reasonably adequate, he
clarifies these matters in his report.7
Section IV : A U D ITIN G PROCEDURES

The preceding discussion was directed primarily to the broader con
siderations involved in an audit — what was called the philosophy of
auditing. The rest of this pamphlet deals with some of the ways in which
the philosophy may be reflected in the selection and application of audit
ing procedures.8 The discussion is of necessity very general because, as
already explained, auditing procedures must vary with the circumstances.
More detailed and comprehensive illustrations of the application of
auditing procedures are presented in the series of Case Studies in A u d itin g
P roced u re , issued by the committee on auditing procedure of the Amer
ican Institute of Accountants. Each of those case studies describes the
auditing procedures which were actually followed in a particular case.
6 Internal Control — Elem ents of a Co-ordinated System and its Im portance to M an
agem ent and the Independent P ublic A ccountant — Special report by committee on
auditing procedure (American Institute of Accountants, 1949). T he committee is also
sponsoring a series of three Case Studies in Internal Control to illustrate the manner
in which accountants reviewed internal control and applied their findings in actual
engagements.
7 A summary of references to disclosure in various Institute publications appeared in
the August 1948 issue of T h e Journal of Accountancy as “Disclosure in Financial
Statements — Codification of Institute Pronouncements,” pp. 112-118.
8 Certain aspects of this subject are discussed in the series of Statements an A uditing
Procedure issued by the committee on auditing procedure of the American Institute of
Accountants.
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A u d i t T e c h n iq u e s

Although the nature of the techniques employed by CPAs should be
readily apparent from the discussion of procedures which follows, a brief
description of them, in general terms, may be helpful.
A n alysis a n d R e v ie w : The principal means by which the CPA forms
his opinion as to the fairness of financial statements is through careful
analysis and critical review of the data presented, with a view to apprais
ing whether they appear to be reasonable and reliable. This process is
applied not only to the company’s data, but also to data accumulated by
the CPA himself in the course of his audit. One way this is accomplished
is by the comparison of balances in the trial balance at the balance-sheet
date with those in the trial balance at the end of the previous comparable
period, noting for investigation any items which appear to be out of line
with previous experience. Another comparison is that of the gross profit
percentage during the current period with the corresponding percentages
in previous periods. A somewhat different approach is to break down the
detail of individual accounts so that any unusual items requiring special
investigation may be identified or so that the more significant transactions
in the account may be selected for investigation as a part of the testing
program.
O b serv atio n : The CPA should, of course, be observant at all times.
However, the term “observation,” as used in auditing, refers to the
practice of being present to observe the manner in which various pro
cedures of the company are being performed by its employees. In par
ticular, it is used in reference to the CPA’s attendance at the counting of
the inventory. In the course of his audit, the CPA may also observe the
company’s procedures in the handling of cash and in the operation of
other phases of its system of internal control.
In sp ection : A large part of the CPA’s work involves the inspection of
physical assets, and of documents and other evidence supporting the
figures in the accounting records. This process includes such procedures
as counting cash on hand, testing inventory counts and visiting plants to
gain general familiarity with the company’s facilities and operations. It
also includes such steps as examining invoices, checks, and other docu
ments supporting entries in the books, and reading the minutes of stock
holders’ and directors’ meetings for information on actions authorized
by those groups.
C on firm ation: In numerous phases of the audit, the CPA obtains con
firmation of items shown on the records by advice directly from the indi
vidual or company in a position to verify such items. For example, the
CPA generally obtains reports as to the balances in the bank accounts at
the balance-sheet date directly from the banks in which the company’s
funds are deposited. Confirmation requests are similarly sent to cus
tomers of the company on a test basis. In this way, the CPA receives
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confirmation of certain information from persons or businesses that are
independent of the company under examination. Requests for confirma
tion are mailed personally by the CPA in envelopes bearing his return
address and are usually accompanied by a return envelope addressed to
the CPA.
In q u iry: The CPA generally secures considerable information by dis
cussing with officers and employees of the company various questions
that arise during the audit. These inquiries generally involve points
which are not completely clear from the records, matters of general com
pany policy, or such items as contingent liabilities regarding which
information can often be supplied only by the management. Not infre
quently, the more important of these explanations are reduced to writing
in a statement signed by responsible officers of the company.9
C o m p u ta tio n : The CPA also does a considerable amount of work
independently testing arithmetical calculations and computing such
figures as depreciation, interest accrued, amortization of bond discount,
tax liabilities, et cetera.
A u d it in g P r o c e d u r e s O fte n E m p lo y e d

Some of the procedures often employed by CPAs in the audits of small
or medium-sized companies engaged in industry or trading are described
in the following pages. The procedures are discussed in relation to the
principal items usually appearing in financial statements of corporations.
However, the general approach would be the same in the case of a
partnership or proprietorship.
It should be understood that the procedures would seldom be per
formed in the order presented here. In practice the procedures are co
ordinated to deal with related items (e.g., sales and receivables).
It is not considered practicable to present in this pamphlet descriptions
of procedures as they might be employed in the audits of large business
units because of the complexities of their operations and accounting pro
cedures. Nor are the special problems that arise in certain audits such as
those of insurance companies, brokerage concerns, banks and trust com
panies, municipalities, clubs, hospitals, colleges and universities, or other
nonprofit enterprises, considered here. However, the broad objectives
and the basic considerations involved in such audits are the same as those
involved in the audits of manufacturing and mercantile organizations.
In the case of certain items in the financial statements, the CPA makes
an extensive investigation. In other instances, he proceeds only far
enough to satisfy himself that the items cannot be incorrect to any great
extent. As explained earlier, the materiality of the item and the risk of
9 Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 4, Clients’ W ritten Representations R egard
ing Inventories, Liabilities and O ther Matters.
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its being incorrectly stated in the particular instance, together with the
effectiveness of the company’s system of internal control, enter into his
decision as to how far he should go in verifying each item on the financial
statements. It should be remembered that the CPA cannot achieve abso
lute certainty. To approach it would require verification of every trans
action— a process which would generally be far more expensive than
the result would justify.
Many of the procedures described are applicable in most audits. Others
are not always applicable. Still others, not discussed here, are necessary
at times. Accordingly, in reading the following pages, it is important to
bear in mind that, as stated before, each audit must be designed to fit the
particular circumstances. The discussion which follows does not consti
tute a “standard audit program.” It does not describe a “typical audit.”
This pamphlet does not tell a person how to make an audit; nor does it
present a yardstick for weighing the adequacy of an audit. It is the
CPA's responsibility, and his alone, to determine what procedures are
necessary and how extensively they shall be applied in a particular audit.
Cash

Cash includes such items as amounts on deposit in banks, undeposited
receipts, change and other working funds, and petty cash funds. Because
of the relative ease with which errors or irregularities can occur in the
handling and recording of cash, an effective system of internal control
over the handling and recording of cash is of the utmost importance.
The CPA’s examination of cash is designed to afford a reasonable basis
for his opinion that cash, as stated on the balance sheet, is available with
out restriction, or with restrictions as indicated. The detection of em
bezzlement or kindred frauds was once a primary purpose of an examina
tion by a CPA but, as the size of business organizations and the number
of transactions have increased, with consequent improvement in internal
controls, this purpose has become less important and the usual examina
tion is no longer designed primarily to disclose such irregularities. The
present-day aim of auditing procedures for cash is comparable to those
for the examination of other assets — to state the amount fairly but not
necessarily precisely.
In small or medium-sized companies, the circumstances do not always
permit the development of as effective a system of internal control as is
obtainable in large business units. It follows that the audits of many
smaller business units require relatively more extensive application of
auditing procedures.
C ash in Banks

Each bank with which the company does business is asked to confirm
the balances in the company’s bank accounts at the balance-sheet date.
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A special confirmation form has been developed to assist the banks in
answering these requests.10 In addition to asking for confirmation of
balances in the accounts, the request form provides for information
regarding such important matters as restrictions on withdrawal of funds,
direct or contingent liabilities to the bank, such as loans or discounted
notes, and any of the company’s assets held as collateral.
Balances of cash on deposit as reported by banks, seldom agree with
the corresponding balances recorded in the company’s records because of
such items as checks issued by the company that have not been paid by
the banks, or deposits in transit. To satisfy himself that these reconciling
items are in order, the CPA usually compares them with the books and
with bank statements and canceled checks received by him directly from
the bank subsequent to the date of the reconcilation. If the bank state
ments are not received directly from the bank, the CPA usually proves
them by ascertaining that the total of the opening balance and deposits,
according to the bank statement, less the sum of the accompanying checks,
equals the closing balance shown on the bank statement. In the case of
large deposits in transit, authenticated deposit slips are usually obtained
from the banks and compared with the books, item by item.
C ash on Hand

In satisfying himself as to cash on hand, the CPA usually counts it,
making sure that no item such as vouchers for disbursements of signif
icant amounts made prior to the balance-sheet date, or checks which do
not appear to be readily collectible, are included in the cash funds. He
also satisfies himself that the amounts of all cash funds, as determined by
his counts, are in agreement with the books, and that all receipts pro
duced as a part of the cash balance have been entered in the cash book
prior to the close of the period. Where the company has a number of
small petty cash accounts, it may not be necessary to count them all. In
such cases, the CPA frequently requests confirmations of the amounts
from the custodians of the funds.
The CPA, in counting cash, takes precautions against temporary sub
stitution from other funds or from other sources. To accomplish this,
he may secure control over the other funds and negotiable assets until
the count is completed. Control may be obtained in many cases by
providing that no one may have access to the items unless accompanied
by the CPA, or by sealing the containers in which the items are kept.
Cash Transactions

To satisfy himself that cash receipts and disbursements have been cor
rectly recorded, the CPA usually selects a sample period or periods for

10 Standard Bank Confirmation Form — 1940, available from American Institute of
Accountants.
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checking cash transactions in detail. The procedures applied generally
include examination of checks issued by the company during the sample
period, and paid by the bank, to see that they appear to be bona fide
checks issued for bona fide business purposes to bona fide payees, and
comparison of the checks with the cash disbursements records and with
supporting evidence. Receipts, as shown by the cash receipts records, are
traced to the bank statements, to duplicate deposit slips, or to other
documents which support the records of the disposition made of them.
As an over-all check, to be sure that all recorded receipts and disburse
ments have been accounted for, total cash receipts and disbursements, as
shown by the company’s records, may be reconciled with total deposits
and withdrawals during the sample period, as shown by the bank state
ments.
CPAs usually obtain bank statements covering a short period imme
diately following the balance-sheet date to examine returned checks for
evidence of post-dating or failure to enter withdrawals in the cash records
for the period ended on the balance-sheet date. These “cut-off” state
ments also enable the CPA to trace deposits in transit at that time to the
bank statements and to satisfy himself as to whether any items have been
returned. The bank statements are usually obtained by the CPA directly
from the bank. If they are not, the CPA proves them in the manner
previously outlined.
Notes Receivable

The business under review may have several different types of notes
receivable among its assets. It may have notes receivable, including
installment notes, arising out of its regular business with its customers.
There may be notes receivable from affiliated concerns or from stock
holders, directors, officers, or employees. There may also be notes
receivable arising from other transactions outside the ordinary business
of the company. Some of these notes may have been discounted, in which
case the company may have a contingent liability.
The objectives of the CPA in auditing notes receivable are to satisfy
himself that the items making up the amounts on the balance sheet are
genuine and that they are stated at amounts they may reasonably be
expected to realize. He also satisfies himself that they are properly classi
fied on the balance sheet, with the different types shown separately, if
significant, and that none has been pledged, sold, assigned, or discounted,
except as disclosed in the statements.
Notes on hand are usually examined and the details compared with
the company’s records. Any evidence of collateral may also be examined
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to determine whether the collateral appears adequate or whether provi
sion should be made for possible loss.
It is generally accepted auditing procedure, where practicable and
reasonable, to ask the makers of the notes to confirm the balances pay
able and the collateral pledged, if any.11 If the notes are numerous, the
confirmation procedure may be performed on a test basis. Replies to
these confirmation requests are checked to the records and any differences
are investigated. As was indicated under “Cash,” the bank confirmation
form provides for information as to notes discounted with banks. When
notes are in the hands of attorneys or others for collection, confirmation
that the notes are being held for the account of the company is usually
requested.
The CPA customarily reviews the records of notes receivable and
analyzes the accounts to satisfy himself that the notes are being recorded
properly. In addition to comparing the results of his count and the
confirmations with the records, this analysis and review may also include
consideration on a test basis of whether collections of principal and
interest during the period under review have been recorded properly,
and whether any notes have been sold, assigned, or discounted.
Accounts Receivable

Accounts receivable, like notes receivable, may arise from various types
of transactions and, as in the case of notes receivable, the CPA’s objective
is to satisfy himself that they are presented fairly in appropriate detail.
Since accounts receivable are generally related closely to sales, the CPA's
audit of accounts receivable often plays an important part in his audit
of income.
General

Unless the accounts receivable are few in number, the records of indi
vidual accounts are usually kept in a separate ledger, or ledgers, the total
balances of which are “controlled” by summary accounts in the general
ledger. It is customary, therefore, to obtain trial balances (a listing of
balances) of the accounts in the subsidiary ledgers, making sure that the
details on the trial balances are in agreement with the balances in the
individual accounts and that the totals are in agreement with the general
ledger.
The accounts may, at the same time, be scrutinized for unusually
large items, or for items which for other reasons appear to require special
investigation. If there are significant credit balances in any individual
11 Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 1, Extensions of Auditing Procedure. (Amer
ican Institute of Accountants, 1939.)
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accounts, they are investigated to see if they should be reclassified as
liabilities for balance-sheet purposes.
Past-Due Items

The trial balances of accounts receivable, in addition to showing the
balance due on each account, are often prepared so as to show the “aging”
of the individual accounts. For example, the balance of each account
may be analyzed to show the portion of the balance that is current and
the portions that are thirty days, sixty days, ninety days, and over ninety
days, past due. The calculation of this schedule is tested by comparison
with the customer’s accounts to assure its correctness, if the CPA has not
prepared it himself.
Steps are also taken to see that adequate provision is made for material
items which are in dispute, or which may not for other reasons be col
lected in full. For example, a customer may be making regular payments
on his current account while old items in dispute are carried forward. It
is customary to pay particular heed to the possible existence of such items
when comparing the trial balance with the individual accounts. The
aging schedule provides considerable assistance in this respect because
it so readily directs attention to items past due.
The CPA usually discusses with the credit department, or with some
responsible officer, disputed items and accounts and notes that are past
due. On the basis of this discussion, and such other investigations of
correspondence, loss experience, et cetera, as are deemed necessary to
form an opinion regarding the collectibilty of the accounts and notes, the
CPA satisfies himself as to whether sufficient allowance for probable
losses from doubtful accounts and notes has been made. In the balance
sheet, these estimates of possible losses are usually shown as deductions
from the corresponding assets, or from the total of the receivables to
which they relate if the estimates are combined in a single amount.
Allow ances to Customers

The CPA customarily investigates the company’s practice regarding
the granting of trade discounts, cash discounts, and freight allowances.
He may also make inquiries as to the existence of customers’ claims for
reduction in prices and for allowances on account of defective material
or special quantity discounts. Recognition of such items in the financial
statements is similar to that given estimates of bad debt losses, though it
is not customary to disclose them separately.

Goods Consigned Out

If the company consigns goods to customers or agents or holds goods
under orders from customers for future delivery, title not having passed
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to the customers, the CPA makes inquiries and reviews the records to
satisfy himself that such items have not been improperly included in
accounts receivable. They are ordinarly carried in the inventory at the
inventory price.
Confirmation

As with notes receivable, accepted practice requires the CPA to obtain
confirmation of a representative portion of the balances of accounts
receivable by communicating directly with the debtors wherever prac
ticable and reasonable, and where the aggregate amount of accounts
receivable represents a significant portion of the current assets or the
total assets of the company.12 Experience has demonstrated that this
procedure is generally practicable and reasonable and is the most satis
factory method of substantiating receivables. It should be noted, how
ever, that the principal purposes of such confirmations are to establish
the genuineness of the receivables, the proper recording of receipts and
the accuracy of the balances, and to test the internal control, rather than
to determine the debtor’s credit worthiness.
The method, the extent, and the time of confirming receivables in each
engagement, and whether all receivables, or a part of them, should be
confirmed, are determined by the CPA in the light of the particular cir
cumstances. In general, there are two methods: the positive method and
the negative method.
Method of Confirm ation

When the postive method is used, the debtor is asked to reply directly
to the CPA, stating whether the balance shown by the request is correct
and, if not, the balance he considers correct. He is also asked to furnish
information which may be of assistance in locating any difference. Under
the negative method, the debtor is asked to reply only if the balance is
incorrect.13 The confirmation request is often in the form of a special
letter, or of a sticker attached to the regular periodic statement, or it may
be imprinted on the statement by a rubber stamp.
Extent of Confirmation

In addition to applying his judgment as to the method of confirming
accounts receivable, the CPA must also decide whether under the circum
stances a limited test will be satisfactory, or whether requests should be
made for confirmation of a relatively large number, or even all, of the
12 Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 1, Extensions of A u diting Procedure.
13 Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 19, Confirmation of Receivables (Postive
and N egative M ethods).
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accounts. In reaching a decision, he takes into consideration such factors
as the type of business and the effectiveness of the internal control.
Some companies, such as public utilities and department stores, have
a large number of accounts with small individual balances. Other com
panies have a much smaller number of accounts but individual balances
may be large. If the company has a large number of accounts with small
balances, and the internal control is good, the likelihood that the receiv
ables may be materially misstated is slight. The CPA may, therefore,
request confirmations for only a relatively small proportion of the ac
counts. It is not uncommon to use the negative method in such cases.14
On the other hand, if the company has a smaller number of accounts, but
with large individual balances, it is customary to confirm a relatively
larger proportion of the accounts and to use the positive method.
It is often desirable to use both methods of confirmation in the same
audit, confirming the more important accounts by the positive method
and the remainder by the negative method.
Checking Results

Even when the positive method is adopted, it is usually impossible to
secure responses to all requests. The percentage of replies varies consid
erably according to the type of customer with which the organization
deals. The CPA must, therefore, decide whether the nature and extent
of the response, taken in conjunction with his other auditing procedures,
constitute a satisfactory basis for his opinion as to the receivables. Gen
erally, the CPA reaches a decision in this respect by comparing the
aggregate dollar amount confirmed with the aggregate dollar amount for
which confirmations were requested, taking into account also the nature
of the replies and the situations disclosed. If the CPA does not consider
the results satisfactory, he pursues the matter further, either by com
municating again with those who have not replied or by adopting alter
native procedures, to satisfy himself that accounts with respect to which
replies have not been received are in order.
When the internal control and other conditions warrant, the con
firmation of accounts receivable and the general review of the accounts
receivable records are frequently done as of an interim date.
Confirmation Omitted

Although confirmation of accounts receivable is generally practicable
and reasonable, circumstances occasionally arise under which it is not.
14 Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 3, Inventories and Receivables of Depart
ment Stores, Installment Houses, Chain Stores and Other Retailers, and No. 14, Con
firmation of Public Utility Accounts Receivable,
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The CPA may be able, in some cases, to satisfy himself by other, special
auditing procedures which are substantially the equivalent of confirma
tion in the circumstances. If unable to do so, and the amount involved
is sufficiently material, he must refrain from expressing an opinion. In
any case, the fact that receivables were not confirmed must, if they are
material, be disclosed in his report even though he has satisfied himself
sufficiently by other auditing procedures.15
Inventory

Inventory consists of goods awaiting sale (the merchandise of a trading
concern and the finished goods of a manufacturer), goods in the course of
production (work in process), and goods to be consumed directly or
indirectly in production (raw materials arid supplies).16
The CPA’s procedures are designed to satisfy him that the amounts
set forth by the company as inventory represent actual inventory, that
they are presented with reasonable accuracy and in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles consistently applied, and that
the bases of stating the inventory, as well as the pledge or assignment of
any inventory, are properly disclosed. These objectives require the CPA
to investigate the care and accuracy with which the company has counted
the inventory, the methods and bases adopted by the company in pricing
it, and the substantial correctness of the company’s mathematical com
putations.
Observation

To satisfy himself that the counting of the inventory is done carefully
and accurately, and also to gain general familiarity with the inventory,
the CPA is required by generally accepted auditing practice to be present
at the inventory-taking to observe the effectiveness of the count pro
cedures when it is practicable and reasonable to do so and the amount of
the inventory is significant.17 Although the CPA may review and approve
the instructions for taking the inventory, and may test the count of some
items, it is the company’s responsibility to make the count satisfactorily.
The CPA’s purpose in observing the count is to satisfy himself that the
company is discharging that responsibility. It should be clearly under
stood that the CPA does not hold himself out as an appraiser, valuer, or
15 Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 12, A m en dm en t to Extensions of A uditing

Procedure.

16 Accounting Research Bulletin No. 29, Inventory Pricing, and No. 30, Current
Assets and Current Liabilities — W orking Capital.
17 Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 1, Extensions of A u ditin g Procedure, and
No. 16, Case Studies on Inventories.
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expert in materials. He does not "take,” “determine,” or “supervise” the
inventory.
Although many companies count the inventory at, or very close to, the
end of the accounting period, it is not uncommon to do this at other
dates. For example, some companies maintain a book (or card) record
of the inventory on hand from day to day, called a perpetual inventory
record. These companies sometimes check these book records by com
paring actual counts of individual items with the records, adjusting the
records for the differences disclosed, on a continuous basis throughout
the year. They may not count the whole inventory at any one time.
Other companies take the whole inventory at one time, but at a date
other than the balance-sheet date.
Planning Observation

It is apparent that the CPA must plan his audit program carefully if
he is to perform his procedures in connection with the inventory count
efficiently and satisfactorily. In particular, this involves careful study of
the company’s inventory-taking instructions to its employees. When the
counts are made during the year, it also involves proper consideration of
the effectiveness of the book or perpetual inventory records and of the
system of internal control to determine whether the CPA may plan to rely
upon a general review of the records for transactions taking place between
the dates when he observes the counting and the close of the period under
review.
Outside Custodians

In addition to the stocks of inventory on their own premises, com
panies may also have inventories in public warehouses or with o th e r
outside custodians. Under these circumstances, the CPA usually requests
confirmation of the nature and amounts of the inventory from the outside
custodians. If the amounts involved represent a significant proportion of
the current assets or of the total assets of the company, supplemental
inquires may be made. At times, it may be necessary to make test counts
of such inventories as well as those on the company’s premises.
Observations Omitted

Although observation of physical stock-taking is a generally accepted
auditing procedure, it is occasionally impracticable or unreasonable to
perform it. The question then arises whether the CPA can give an
informed opinion on the financial statements. In some rare cases, he may
be able to adopt other, special auditing procedures which he feels give
sufficient assurance as to the reliability of the inventory amounts to
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permit the expression of an opinion. If not, and the amounts involved
are material, he must refrain from expressing an opinion. However,
regardless of whether or not he has satisfied himself by other auditing
procedures, the CPA must explain in his report that the counting of the
inventory was not observed.18
Inventory Pricing

Although the procedures by which the CPA satisfies himself as to the
fairness of the count are important, they are but one part of his audit of
the inventories. He also satisfies himself that the methods of pricing, or
stating, the inventory are in accordance with generally accepted account
ing principles and that the practices in this respect have been adequately
disclosed in the financial statements and have been observed consistently.
As a general rule, inventories are stated at the lower of cost or market.
It should be borne in mind, however, that there are several different
methods of determining “cost” of inventories, and the figure considered
to be “market” varies with the particular circumstances. For example,
the inventory cost may be determined by the “first-in, first-out” method,
by the “last-in, first-out” method, by an averaging method, or by other
acceptable methods. Similarly, m a rk et may, according to the circum
stances, be considered to be the current replacement value of the inven
tory, the net amount that may reasonably be expected to be realized from
the inventory in the normal course of business, or the net realizable
amount reduced by an allowance for a normal profit margin.19
It is the CPA’s duty to make sufficient tests to satisfy himself that the
method, or combination of methods, used is being applied properly and
consistently. To do this, it is generally necessary to make rather extensive
tests of the inventory records. These tests may include comparisons of
items counted with quantities shown on the records, inspection of pur
chase invoices, and verification of footings and extensions. They may
also involve a general examination of the company’s cost system, includ
ing a review of the allocation of overhead, as a check upon the pricing or
valuing of inventories of work in process and finished goods.
Inventory L osses

Throughout his inventory examination the CPA is alert to see that
adequate provision has been made for substantial losses on obsolete or
damaged stock, discontinued products, or unsalable overruns and excess
stock.
18 Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 12, A m en dm en t to Extensions of A u ditin g
Procedure, and No. 17, Physical Inventories in W artim e.
19 Accounting Research Bulletin No. 29, Inventory Pricing.
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He satisfies himself, usually by tests of shipping and other records,
that a proper cut-off has been made so that goods, the title to which has
passed to the customer, are excluded from the inventory and included in
sales.
Tests of purchase invoices and receiving records may be made to
see that, when title for goods has passed to the company, the related
liability has been recorded. The CPA also satisfies himself that adequate
provision has been made for indicated losses on purchase commitments
and on uncompleted sales contracts, if material.
Consigned Goods Held

Goods h e l d on consignment are excluded from the inventory. T o
prevent substitution and to account for reported quantities, the CPA
generally applies to such goods the same auditing procedures, including
observation of the count, as are used on inventories to which the company
has title. He often requests confirmation of the nature and quantity of
the consigned goods from the consignor.
Investments

Investments may be either temporary or long-term. Temporary invest
ments include marketable securities in which surplus funds of the com
pany available for current operations have been invested, such as bonds
and stocks of other companies and government bonds. Long-term invest
ments include those which have been made for the purpose of control,
affiliation, or other continuing business advantage. They may, or may
not, be marketable.
CPA's Objectives

In auditing the investment accounts, the CPA’s objectives are to assure
himself that the securities recorded actually exist and are, in fact, in the
possession or under the positive control of the client and that their value
is stated in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Accordingly, the CPA satisfies himself that securities considered to be
readily convertible into cash, and in which surplus funds of the company
have been invested temporarily, are shown on the balance sheet under
current assets. Where stocks and bonds represent control of or a material
interest in other enterprises and have a significance to the company apart
from their dividend or interest return, they are more in the nature of
permanent investments and he sees that they are shown below the current
assets in the balance sheet. His examination is also directed to ascertain
ing that securities which are not readily marketable are excluded from
current assets and that the basis upon which investments are shown is
stated in the financial statements.
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He also investigates whether the value of securities included under
current assets, when priced at market quotations, amounts to materially
less than the total book value so that the amount of the shrinkage should
be deducted in the financial statements. In any event, if book values are
shown in the balance sheet, he sees that the total amount at market
quotations is stated parenthetically.
As to noncurrent investments, if examination of available data, includ
ing market quotations or, in their absence, balance sheets and income
accounts supplemented by information and explanations from respon
sible officials, indicates that there has been a substantial shrinkage since
acquisition, he sees that appropriate deductions are made or that the
facts are disclosed in the financial statements. If it can be determined
that the shrinkage is permanent, he satisfies himself that adequate adjust
ment has been made.
Procedures

As in the case of cash, the CPA’s principal reliance is upon inspection
and confirmation. In examining or obtaining confirmation of stocks and
registered bonds, the CPA makes sure that they are in the name of the
company or endorsed so as to be transferable to the company, or that
they are accompanied by powers of attorney. In the case of coupon
bonds, the CPA may make tests of unmatured coupons to see whether any
have been cut from the bonds.
The inspection of securities is often made at the time the cash is
counted. If not, the securities may be kept under control until counted.
Where mortgages are held, the CPA usually requests confirmation of
balances, interest status, and other pertinent information from the
debtor. If mortgaged property is insurable, the CPA may review the
insurance coverage. If any securities are held by depositaries or others
for safekeeping or as collateral, he satisfies himself that such holder is
bona fide and usually requests the holder to confirm that the securities
are being held for the company. Under certain conditions confirmations
are requested both at the date of the cash count and as of the balancesheet date, if these two dates do not coincide.
The CPA’s investigations of the investment accounts also provide essen
tial information regarding investment income and profits or losses on
sales of investments. As a part of these investigations, he may, therefore,
prepare an analysis of security and investment income accounts for the
period. In order to satisfy himself that these transactions are properly
recorded, he customarily reviews evidence, such as brokers’ advices,
regarding purchases and sales. He may also refer to security-reporting
services, or other sources, and make computations to assure himself that
all dividends and interest have been entered and are correctly reported
in the financial statements.
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Property

Property accounts include such items as land, buildings, and machinery
and equipment. In auditing these accounts, the CPA’s work consists
largely of a review of the principles applied, an analysis of the property
accounts, and tests of the supporting data.
His review of the accounting principles applied is directed to the
company’s accounting practices with respect to depreciation, betterments,
additions, retirements, repairs and replacements, to determine that these
practices are in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles
which have been consistently applied. He sees that the basis of stating
the property items is adequately disclosed; including disclosure of the
date of appraisal and authority for the figures when appraisal figures are
used.
Property Accounts

In his analysis of the property accounts, the CPA customarily pays
particular attention to the changes during the period under review.
These changes consist principally of additions or betterments and sales
or retirements of property items. He relies to a large extent upon inspec
tion of supporting documents, such as authorizations by the board of
directors, work orders, vouchers, journal entries, etc., in assuring himself
that these changes have been properly recorded. Although the CPA
takes all reasonable steps to ascertain that title to property is in the name
of the company and that pledges of property through mortgage or other
wise are stated, the verification of present title and search for encum
brances are legal matters not within his province.
As a part of his analysis of the property accounts, the CPA makes suf
ficient tests to satisfy himself that all major items charged to them were
properly capitalizable and were not proper charges to expense. In the
same manner, he investigates charges to expense to satisfy himself that
items which should have been capitalized were not written off. He also
reviews evidence in support of recorded property sales, abandonments,
or other retirements. Special inquiry may be necessary when there are no
detailed records.
If the company leases its premises, the CPA generally examines the
leases, noting their terms, and reviews the company’s records to satisfy
himself that any asset for leaseholds, as well as leasehold improvements,
are being written off over their useful life or over the term of the lease,
whichever is appropriate, and that significant information regarding any
long-term lease arrangements is adequately disclosed.
Depreciation

The CPA's review of the company’s depreciation policies is generally
made in conjunction with his examination of the property accounts. In
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this review he satisfies himself that a reasonable allowance for deprecia
tion has been made during the period under review and that the total
amount accumulated for depreciation is adequate on the basis of a
reasonable and orderly depreciation policy.20 This does not involve or
contemplate engineering studies or efforts to determine independently
the useful life of the plant items. The CPA also investigates charges
against accumulated depreciation and satisfies himself that they are
proper. In the case of companies having diminshing assets, such as oil
companies, the CPA makes a similar review and analysis of the company’s
policies and records concerning depletion.
When the CPA is engaged in the audit of a company for the first time,
it is usually necessary to make a historical review of the property accounts
in order to obtain general information relative to the acquisition of the
property and the company’s policies in recording it.
Intangible Assets

Intangible assets include such items as patents, trademarks, franchises,
and goodwill, shown separately on the balance sheet, if practicable.21 In
auditing these accounts the CPA generally reviews the accounting records
and other evidence to determine the basis used and to ascertain that the
company’s policies as to carrying values and amortization are in accord
ance with generally accepted accounting principles consistently applied.
In the course of his review, he may examine pertinent documents and
inquire into royalty or other agreements related to the assets.
Deferred Charges and Prepair Expenses

Deferred charges include such items as bond discount, organization
expense, and other deferred items which have not been completely
amortized. Such items as unexpired insurance, taxes, royalties, and other
prepaid expenses are frequently included among deferred charges, al
though many consider it preferable to include them among current assets
when they will be charged to operations within a relatively short time.22
W ith respect to these items, the CPA customarily reviews the com
pany’s practices in amortizing them and examines such evidence as insur
ance policies, tax receipts, contracts and invoices, making whatever com
putations are necessary, to determine that the amounts carried forward
are applicable to future periods. In his examination of the insurance
policies, he usually makes a general review of the insurance coverage, but
he does not hold himself out as an expert in insurance matters.
20 Accounting Research Bulletin No. 33, Depreciation and H igh Costs.
21 Accounting Research Bulletin No. 24, Accounting for Intangible Assets.
22 Accounting Research Bulletin No. 30, Current Assets and Current Liabilities —
W orking Capital.
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Other Assets

“Other Assets” may include such items as noncurrent notes and ac
counts receivable, deposits of various kinds, special funds, et cetera. The
CPA’s responsibilities for these items are the same as for current items
of similar classes. When the company carries life insurance policies of
which it is the beneficiary, the CPA usually satisfies himself by reference
to the policies, if an approximate figure is satisfactory, that the cash
surrender value is correctly stated on the financial statements; and deter
mines by correspondence with the insurance companies whether loans
have been made on the policies.
Liabilities

The audit of liabilities is designed to establish, so far as possible, that
all significant liabilities are included in the financial statements, that
reasonable provision has been made for accrued liabilities, and that
adequate disclosure has been made of the source or type of borrowing,
of any assets pledged as security for the liabilities, and of liabilities to
affiliated companies and to stockholders, directors, officers, and em
ployees, if material. In general, all liabilities to banks, trustees, and
mortgagees are confirmed by correspondence. An analysis of the interest
accounts often provides information regarding interest-bearing liabilities.
Notes Payable

As explained in the discussion of cash procedures, the standard form
of bank confirmation ordinarily used to confirm cash balances also pro
vides for information as to notes payable and discounted notes held by
banks.
If there are any other recorded notes payable, the CPA generally
obtains confirmation of the details, including the collateral held, if any,
directly from the holders of the notes. The information obtained from
these confirmations is compared with the accounting records to see that
they are in agreement. Canceled notes are usually inspected to see that
notes paid during the period have been properly discharged and to pro
vide evidence in support of payments recorded during the period. Formal
agreements made in connection with borrowings are usually reviewed to
ascertain restrictions on dividends, and such covenants as those involving
financial position.
Accounts Payable

The CPA customarily reconciles open items on the voucher register, or
balances of the individual accounts, with the control accounts for ac
counts payable to see that they are in agreement. An ageing of the
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accounts, similar to that discussed under Accounts Receivable, may also
be prepared. It is usually advisable to test whether cash discounts are
taken regularly.
Large accounts which do not represent recent items, and accounts
which have been active during the period but show no balance at the
date of examination, are generally investigated. Confirmation of such
accounts is frequently requested from the creditors by correspondence,
especially when the infernal control is weak. The CPA may also test
whether all accounts payable are included among the liabilities by exam
ining vouchers and payments entered in the records subsequent to the
balance-sheet date, unpaid invoices not yet entered, and regular monthly
statements from creditors. Receiving records both before and after the
closing date may be reviewed for that purpose and to make sure that the
related liabilities are recorded in the proper periods.
The CPA may also examine the records regarding goods consigned to
his client to ascertain that any liabilities for the sale of such goods have
been set up.
Other Current Liabilities

Accruals are usually made for other liabilities such as interest, taxes,
salaries and wages, commissions, legal expenses, damages, et cetera. The
CPA examines the supporting evidence, obtaining confirmation where
appropriate, and makes whatever computations are necessary to be satis
fied that proper accruals of the liabilities for these items have been made.
Long-Term Liabilities

Long-term liabilities include those arising from the sale of long-term
notes and from mortgages and bonds. In auditing these liabilities, the
CPA satisfies himself that the amount of the liability is correctly stated
on the balance sheet, and that the amount of bonds in treasury or sinking
funds, rates of interest, and the dates of maturity or, in the case of serial
bonds, the annual or periodic maturities, are properly shown. He cus
tomarily ascertains that serial bonds, notes and mortgage installments
due within a relatively short period of time, usually twelve months, are
disclosed separately and, if material, are included with the current lia
bilities.
He also assures himself that the amount of interest expense has been
properly accrued.
It is customary to request confirmation of payments on principal during
the period and the amount of the debt outstanding at the balance-sheet
date by direct communication with banks, trustees, or mortgagees. Bonds
redeemed during or prior to the period under review are generally exam
ined or confirmed with the trustee to ascertain that they have been
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properly canceled. In addition, the CPA customarily reviews loan agree
ments to satisfy himself that the financial requirements of the agreements
are being observed and to ascertain that the significant terms of the
agreements, together with any default in the principal, interest, or
sinking fund provisions are disclosed and that the amounts involved are
stated.
Contingent Liabilities

Businesses frequently have potential liabilities the amounts of which
cannot be determined with reasonable approximation at the time of the
audit.
Such liabilities might arise in connection with income taxes, notes
receivable discounted, endorsements and guarantees, judgments, unful
filled contracts, damages, et cetera. It is the CPA’s duty to give due
consideration to the likelihood that such contingent liabilities may be
come actual obligations of the company and to see that their existence
is suitably noted on the financial statements if it appears that the amounts
involved are or may become significant.
To satisfy himself that all significant contingent liabilities have been
given recognition, the CPA customarily investigates or inquires of the
most authoritative sources available for such information — including
revenue agents’ reports, the company’s legal counsel, the banks with
which the company does business, and minutes of the meetings of direc
tors and stockholders. As in the case of actual liabilities, he usually
obtains from the management of the company a representation letter
enumerating all significant items of this nature.
Estimated Future Liabilities and Appropriations
of Retained Income (Reserves) 23

These items include accounts established to indicate estimates of costs
or losses which it is anticipated will have to be met in the future and
restrictions on the distribution of earnings. The accounts may be set up
by charges against current income or by appropriations of retained in
come (earned surplus) depending upon the nature of the item. In audit
ing these accounts, the CPA generally analyzes changes during the period
and investigates significant items. He satisfies himself that the accounts
are properly described on the balance sheet and are used only for the
prescribed purposes. In reviewing the accounts, the CPA pays particular
attention to the company’s policies in setting them up and applying
them, and satisfies himself as to whether these policies are in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles.24
23 Accounting Research Bulletin No. 34, Recommendation of Committee on Ter
minology— Use of Term “Reserve.”
24 Accounting Research Bulletin No. 28, Accounting Treatment of General Purpose
Contingency Reserves, and No. 31, Inventory Reserves.
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Capital Stock

Capital stock may be of different types, such as various classes of pre
ferred and common stock. The CPA’s procedures are directed to assuring
himself that each of these are adequately described and properly stated
in the balance sheet. This includes seeing that the capital stock or stated
capital is shown on the balance sheet in accordance with the statutes of
the state in which the corporation is organized, the articles of incorpora
tion and the corporation’s minutes, and that each class of stock is stated
separately on the balance sheet, showing the amounts authorized, issued
and outstanding and the par value per share. If the stock has no par
value, the stated or assigned value per share, if any, is shown. If preferred
stock, the amount of preference upon involuntary liquidation is stated,
and the redemption price may also be given.
The CPA ascertains that the total amount of dividends, or the divi
dends per share, on outstanding cumulative preferred stock in arrears is
stated and, if the arrearage creates a right to elect directors, that suitable
disclosure is made. He also sees that all dividends declared but not paid
at the date of the balance sheet are included in the current liabilities.
Procedures

The amounts of capital stock outstanding are usually determined by
direct confirmation from the registrar and transfer agent or by reference
to the stock records and stock certificate books. Changes in the amounts
of stock outstanding during the period are customarily investigated by
reference to cash records, or to other records of the consideration in
volved, and by reviewing authorizations of the board of directors and
the provisions of the corporation’s charter and by-laws.
The CPA also makes inquiries regarding the existence of stock options,
warrants, rights, conversion privileges, or sales of stock on special terms,
to satisfy himself that they have been recorded according to the facts in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles, and that the
significant details of such matters are set forth in the balance sheet or in
the notes thereto. If stock has been subscribed on an installment plan,
it is customary to investigate whether or not payments are in arrears. If
special terms have been extended to any stockholder, the minutes of the
board of directors are usually examined to see that such terms have been
approved.
When corporations have reacquired their own stocks, the certificates
are generally examined or confirmed, and, if the company maintains its
own stock records, are compared with the stock certificate books. The
CPA also satisfies himself that they are adequately reported in the finan
cial statements; preferably as a deduction from the capital stock, from
surplus, or from the total of the two, at either par or cost as the laws of
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the state of incorporation and other relevant circumstances require. In
the rare instances when temporary holdings of such stock may appro
priately be treated as assets, the CPA satisfies himself that the circum
stances justify such treatment and that they are indicated in the caption
or in a footnote to the balance sheet. In addition, he makes sufficient
investigation to assure himself that dividends on such stock are not
included in income.
Other Capital Items (Capital Surplus) and
Retained Income (Earned Surplus) 25

In his examination of these accounts, the CPA generally analyzes the
changes during the period and satisfies himself that they reflect the
application of generally accepted accounting principles, making careful
distinctions between items that should be charged to current income, to
retained income, or to paid-in or other types of capital.26 A summary of
the changes in each of these accounts during the period is generally
shown, either on the balance sheet or in a separate statement. The CPA
also ascertains that any restrictions upon the use of these accounts are
disclosed.
At the time of a “first audit," it is the CPA’s responsibility to satisfy
himself by appropriate investigation of the records, and by inquiries, that
the balances brought forward are correctly captioned.
Income and Expense Accounts

It is generally recognized today that information as to the earnings
history of a company is of vital importance both to credit grantors and
to investors, and that for most purposes a statement of income is at least
as important as the balance sheet. In many respects the changes in the
balance sheet from year to year are more significant than the balance
sheets themselves.
As stated earlier, the question of how in co m e and expenses shall be
allocated to periodic income statements is one of the basic problems of
accounting and requires the exercise of experienced judgment as to the
proper interpretation of all the pertinent information relating to the
transactions. Because of the important part which judgment plays in
these accounting decisions and in the selection and application of audit
ing procedures for the examination of income and expense, it is imprac
ticable to outline specific procedures that might often be applicable to
25 Accounting Research Bulletin No. 39, R ecom m endation of Subcom m ittee on T er
m inology — Discontinuance of th e Use of the T erm “Surplus.”
26 Accounting Research Bulletin No. 32, Incom e and Earned Surplus, and No. 55,
Presentation of Incom e and Earned Surplus.
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these accounts, such as was done with respect to the balance-sheet
accounts.
General Approach

It is evident that the CPA must have a thorough understanding of the
principles and classifications adopted by the company in order to use
sound judgment as to the relative importance of the different items and
the amount of testing needed. The extent of the testing also depends
upon the effectiveness of the company’s system of internal control. The
tests are planned to be sufficient, when combined with information
obtained in other phases of the audit, to satisfy the CPA to a reasonable
extent that the transactions recorded are genuine, that they have been
recorded properly, and that they have been properly classified and dis
closed in the financial statements.
The CPA depends principally upon the results of careful review, tests,
and analyses of the accounts with respect to items recorded during the
period and upon comparison with previous periods. He usually tests the
more material or extraordinary items by reference to such supporting
evidence as payrolls, vouchers, journal entries, statistical data prepared
by the company, copies of various kinds of agreements, budgets, and
provisions of corporate minutes.
Co-ordinated with Balance-Sheet Procedures

Much of the work the CPA performs to satisfy himself as to the income
and expense accounts is carried out in conjunction with his work on the
balance-sheet accounts. For example, his work on sales may involve
comparing sales data with the corresponding cash receipts or accounts
receivable. His tests of purchases may often be co-ordinated with his tests
of the cash disbursements or accounts payable records and his examina
tion of the inventory.
Mention has been made of the necessity of assuring that proper cut-offs
have been made of shipments and receipts of inventory items. Other
items of income and expense, such as interest income, income from secur
ities, interest expenses, depreciation, repairs and maintenance, taxes,
amortization of deferred charges, and patents, et cetera, are likewise
examined to a considerable extent in conjunction with the audit of the
related asset and liability accounts.
C o n so lid a te d S ta te m e n ts

Consolidated financial statements present a number of auditing prob
lems which do not arise when the audit of only one company is involved.
The CPA reviews the consolidation policies followed and satisfies himself
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that proper recognition has been given to the business facts of the circum
stances so that a fair presentation of the financial position and results of
operations of the combined organizations is made.
The financial statements of subsidiaries, as well as of the parent com
pany, are usually audited if the reporting CPA is to express an opinion
on the consolidated statements. In some cases, the reporting CPA him
self audits the financial statements of the subsidiaries. In other cases, the
audits of some of the subsidiaries may be performed by other independent
public accountants. Sometimes the accounts of relatively unimportant
subsidiaries are included in the consolidation on the basis of unaudited
book figures.
Consolidated Statements

So far as the audit work in connection with the consolidation of state
ments is concerned, the CPA’s principal duty is to satisfy himself that
proper adjustments have been made in combining them. These adjust
ments, or intercompany eliminations as they are usually called, are con
cerned principally with such matters as the elimination of the parent’s
investment accounts against the related equity accounts of the subsidiaries
to be consolidated, and the elimination of intercompany transactions and
intercompany profits. These are reviewed and checked to supporting
data.
It is frequently desirable to audit the accounts of some of the sub
sidiaries as of a date prior to the close of the parent company’s fiscal
year. This is done so that the consolidated statements may be issued
without undue delay, or so that the audit work may be spread effectively.
When the subsidiaries are audited as of a prior date, it is usually necessary
to review the records for the intervening period to ascertain that there
have been no important transactions outside the ordinary course of busi
ness and that the financial position of the subsidiaries as of the con
solidated balance-sheet date is not materially different from that at the
date they were audited.
In the case of some subsidiaries, particularly foreign companies, it is
frequently impossible to obtain the fiancial statements as of the date of
the consolidated balance sheet in time for inclusion with the consolidated
statements. It is customary to include the financial statements of such
subsidiaries, if they are consolidated, as of earlier dates. The CPA is,
therefore, careful to see that there have been no unusual transactions
during the interim, that shipments and remittances within the con
solidated group of companies up to the date of the consolidated balance
sheet are taken into consideration, and that the operations of each com
pany cover a full fiscal year. When foreign subsidiaries are included in
the consolidated statements the CPA reviews the basis of conversion of
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foreign currencies to ascertain that it is proper and that the treatment of
exchange adjustments is adequately disclosed.27
SUM M ARY

As explained in the introduction to this pamphlet, many people hold
mistaken beliefs as to the exactitude of financial statements and the
responsibilities which CPAs assume in reporting upon them.
Financial statements are not completely factual. They reflect judgment
as well as facts. It should not be assumed, however, that they are subject
to the whims of those preparing them. Over the years, broad principles
of accounting for financial transactions have been developed to guide the
exercise of judgment in accounting matters. Those principles make pos
sible the preparation of useful financial statements, but exactitude cannot
be obtained.
The company has the primary responsibility for its financial state
ments. The CPA’s function, in making an audit, is to express an opinion
regarding their fairness. It is an informed, professional opinion, based
on a careful examination of the accounting records and other evidence,
but it is not a “certification” in the sense of being a guarantee.
In some cases, the CPA’s report is brief. In others, it is quite detailed.
Frequently, the CPA feels he must qualify his opinion. At times, he dis
claims the expression of an opinion. It is important, therefore, to read
the CPA’s report carefully.
An audit is not a routine matter. Each must be designed to fit the con
ditions existing in the engagement. In many cases, the CPA performs
part of his audit work during the year. Some audits are more extensive
than others.
It should be noted that the CPA seldom reviews every transaction. On
the contrary, most audits are based primarily on sampling. Experience
shows that carefully planned tests of the accounting records and other
data provide a high degree of assurance as to the reliability of the finan
cial statements in most cases, but it does not insure that minor defalca
tions or errors will be uncovered.
In all his work, the CPA is guided by auditing standards which have
been developed by the profession to assure the highest degree of profes
sional performance. These standards relate to the personal qualifications
which the CPA must possess, to his field work, and to his report. It is
because of adherence to these standards that the work of CPAs has
received widespread recognition.
The limitations of space inherent in a pamphlet of this kind permit
27 Accounting Problems Arising from Devaluation of Foreign Currencies — Statement
by research department (American Institute of Accountants, 1949).
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only a brief discussion of the principal considerations involved in making
an audit. It should not be assumed that all aspects of an audit have been
covered or that all procedures which might be employed in a particular
case have been described. It is hoped, however, that the pamphlet has
established a better understanding of the nature of financial statements
and that it has provided a clearer view of how the CPA makes an audit
and the responsibilities he assumes in expressing an opinion on financial
statements.
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